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ABSTKACT

‘l%ishandbook is provided as basic design w$d’ante for facilities iwered by
facility Category- Codes 171-20 and 171-35 ~or use by experienced architects
and engineers. The contents include deeign criteria for ai.mulator facilities
and maintenance training facilities.
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FOREWORD

This handbook hae been developed frcm an evaluation of facilities in the shore”
establishment, from surveys of training manufacturer*s facility requirements,
and frnm selection of the best design practices of the Naval Facilities
Engineering Command (NAVFACENGCOM), other C~ernment ag=ncies, ●nd th= Private
eector. This handbook was prepared using, to the maximum extent feasible,
national professional society, association, and institute standards.
Deviation frnm these criteria in the planning, engineering; design, and
construction of Naval shore facilities cannot be made without prior approval
of NAVFACENGCOM Headquarters (Code 15C).

Design cannot remain static any more than can the functions it servee or the
technologies it uses. Recommendations for improvement are encouraged from
within the Navy, other Government agencies, and the private sector and should
be furnished on the DD Form 1426 provided inside the back cover to Commanding
Off icer, Southern Divieion, Naval Facilities Engineering Command, Code 401 lDB,
2155 Eagle Drive, P.O. Box 190010, North Charleston, South Carolina 29619-
9010; telephone (803) 743-0321.

TSIS RANDBCOK S2MLL NOT BE USED AS A REFERENCE DOCUMENT FOR PROCUREMENT OF
FACILITIES CONSTRUCTION . IT IS TO BE USED IN THE PURCRASE OF FACILITIES
ENGINEERING STUDIES AND DESIGN (FINAL PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS, AND COST
ESTIMATES) . DO NOT REFERENCE IT IN MILITARY OR FEDEML SPECIFICATIONS OR
DTBER PROCUREMENT DOCUMENTS.
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TRAINING FACILITIES. CRITERIA MANUALS

Criteria
Manual ~ ~

UIL-ROBK-1O27I1 Fire fighting Scbwl E&i@t:4es LANTDIV
?..

U2L-ROBK-1O27I2 General Trninihg @c@icihls {PrQposed) SOOTEDIV

kfIL-NDBK-1027/3 Range Facilities. Snd Miscellaneous
Training Facilities other t’hanBuildings SOOTRDIV

UIL-HDBK-1027I4 Aviation Train&g Facilities SOU’IIIDIV

iv
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Section 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1 - This handbook is intended to assist in design of the highest
quality aviation training facilities at reasonable cost ●nd in ccnmpliance with
Department of Defenee (DOD) criteria. It covers the design requirements for
aircraft operational and maintenance training facilities. Special attention
ia focused on accouanodating a dynamic training environment which is on the
leading edge of currenr.technology. Teree statements from other criteria mcy

appear in the text for prcmpting the user on .uique issues; however,
references are generally made to appropriate criteria in Order tO avOid
redundancy and assure the use of the latest criteria.

1.2 Distribution of Responsibilities. Shore activities and
architect lenginear (A/E) designers using this handbook are advised that there
are several participants in the development of aviation training facility
design. First, there is the local coounand and resource sponsor that identify
the need for a new, enlarged, or upgraded facility and initiate the project
development orocess. Second. there is the Naval Training Systems Center.
(NTSC), whic~ is responsible” for the procurement of trai~ing systems
Navy and Marine Corps as directed hy the Naval Air Systeme Command.
there is NAVFACENGCOM, which is responsible for management of design
construction of Navy fihora facilities.

1.3 Background

1.3.1 Simulator Facilities. Tha flight simulator was introduced

for the
Third,
and

during
World War II to train aviators quickly and safely in the fundamentals of
flight . Today’ e ei.mulatora perform this function and, when ccmbined. with
visual syatema, can train pilots in landing at sea, air cunbat maneuvering and
weapons delivery. Technology hae produced stationary trainers capable of
simulating the motion of high performance jet aircraft through seat aesembly
‘g-cuingn dynamics with hydraulic and pneumatic-driven component and
realistic cathoda ray tube (CKT) projection systems mounted directly to the
canopy. Adoption of these ‘stationary n trainere will undoubtedly reduce the
mechanical and structural requirements typically required by trainers on
motion pedastals with hydraulic needs and dynamic structural loade.
Helicopters and certain other aircraft will continue to utilize motion
syetecm. Demand for simulation devices will continue to grow as econcmic
merits are fully realized and as both reservist and thosa on active duty are
required to maintain a high state of readiness. operational flight trainers
(OFTS ) with motion and visual capabilitie.r are being utilized for flight hour
substitution.

Innovations in visual display technology such as miniature vieual
dieplay headgear, cockpit controls, and sophisticated dual screen touch screen
CRTs may eventually enable commxnds to conduct intermediate level training
exclusive of motion eyetems and demes. Single and double’ dcmes can be as
large as 40 feet in diameter. Future trainers may downsize demes; however,
visual equipment placed outside the smaller domes could still justify the same

1

l..
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spatial requirements in the high hay sre~. Advancements which can accurately
simulate acceleration vectors, emerging liead and eye-tracked display eyetems,
and wider fields of view are mnjor d~~a’lofirneiicd.

Future training eyscem+ will opegate, in an integrated mode.
Facilities must then accownodm@e &wop@eg @@6s in clone proxtiity to ●

central computer managing ebe Grd’u’hg WI@iZOnmeIIt. Integrating training
systems to perform ccmbined operqt$ona$ ouqh, ● flying ● mission with ●ttack
aircraft and fighter escort, could>?isqutre the use of satellite cammmic~tions
between bases. Antisubmarine vatifiaze(ASN) helicopter simulators can nov be
linked in pairs for cabined tralmibg,’wieh each other Snd with the
antisubmarine cteneor operauor and acotietic tra.inere. The P-3C OFT haa the
capability of coupling with s P-3G ‘tacc~cal opex-neional readiness trainer
which allows accomplishment OE cereiin czw coordination qualification
exercises. Previously, these qwals ‘had‘eo be done in the aircraft. Uoe of
simulators for mission preparation will drive acme emulators to beccme
portable for equadrons to carry on deployment yet retain sufficient ,capability
to simulate the mission environment.

1.3.2 Maintenance Training l?acilicies. Maintenance trainers were
developed to inetruct students -an the .metliodea“ndprocedures required to
maintain aircraft systems. Trainers allov the students to see, and in some
cases, gain hands on experience with the equipment prior to working on actual
gear without producing wear on the actual equipment.

1.4 Planning Criteria. General planning. criteria for training
facilities is in NAVFAC P-80, Facility Plann4nx Criteria for Navy and Iiarine
Corrm Shore Installations, under Cstegory Code 171 in Chapter 2, Section 1.
Specific planning criteria for administrative and maintenance ●rena 10 in’NIL-
EDBK-1190, Facility Planning and DesiBn Guide, Chapter ~:

1.5 Pro{ect EnxinearinK (PE) I+rase. During the PE phase, a Total Team
Pre-Design Procees eeesion at the.hose a.ztivi’tyshould be used to establish
requirements and to familiarize ●ll present with the roles of each team
member. Include at the eeasion ● project tecm ‘consisting of the using
activity (or cuetomer team which includes public works specialists, Resident
Officer in Charge of Construction (ROICC) , major claimant and end user), the
Engineering Field Division (EFO) engineer: or architect-in-charge, the
training equipment manufacturer, the facillty design firm, if designed by A/E,
and the equipment procuring agency. In addition, for emulators, include the
NAVAIR Assistant Program Manager for Training (PMA205) and Shore Facilities
Office (Code 09Y) , NTSC Trainer Facilities an~ Electromagnetic Effects (Code
.412), and the contracting officer technical representative (COTS) . Include
the Naval Air Maintenance Training Group Detachment (NAMTRAGRUDET ) for
aviation maintenance training facilities. Marime Corps projects must include
the Pleet Introduction Team (PIT) and the S4 which lo the Marine counterpart
to the IiavyPublic Works Office.

The manufacturer’ a Trainer Pacility Report (TFR) ia required as ●

2.
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precedent to ready for design certification. Training equipment may continue

to undergo development as the building design progresses; therefore, ❑ethods
of communication between the facility designer and manufacturer via tbe EPD
must be established. NAVAIR engineering personnel are available during design
and construction to provide specialized expertise to NAVFAC and can arrange
for manufacturers’ representatives to attend design revieve. Revicv sessions
attended by the manufacturer must be appraved in advance by NAVAIR Codes 09Y
●nd PNA205 and 3iTSCCode 412. Hcnufacturer and facility designer schedules
must be closely monitored. This will allow design personnel to schedule
design submissions to avoid potential design change orders. The type of
developmental modifications which traditionally have the greatest impact on
the facility design should be identified by the manufacturer. Device related
issues account for the majority of design changes. Repositioning of reaction
bases and increasing electrical pover, heating, ventilating, and air
conditioning (RVAC), and hydraulics are often required.

1.6 Construction Phasing. Phasing can severely impact the cost of a

project. Aviation Training Pacility projects are dynamic in that development
of training ,devices often parallels the building deeign development. Evaluate

construction phasing closely to minimize unneceaeary constraint on the
construction contractor. The ROICC must be involved early on in the project
to adviae the project team on any proposed phaeing plan. Additione and
alterations to existing facilities require special attention since the work

UMY cause unacceptable out-of -eervice condition for existing devices.

1.7 Site Verification. The requirement for svietion training facilities
to be located in close proximity to core activity and flight lines must be
balanced with the need for a relatively noise free environment for chasroom
instruction and minimal vibration which can effect simulation equipment. .
Comply with OPNAV Instruction 11010. 36A, Air Installation Compatible Use Zones
.(AICUZ) ProKrcuI. Accordingly, aviation training facilities shall be
classified ae educational services and are not perm~tted in noise zones with
day-night average eound level (DNL) of 75 or above. Refer SIEO tO NA~AC p-
970, Planninz in the Noise Environment. Training equipment is designed to
tolerate a certain strength of electromagnetic fields; hovever, exceeding the
design limits could result in malfunctioning equipment and physical damage.
Review siting to confirm if any of the following will Impact the project t

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Other construction

Future expansion

Archeological

Wetlande

COastal zone management

Environmental permits

—
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h)

i)

j)

k)

1)

@

n)

UIL-EDBK-1027I4

Fire protection water preaauze

Flood plain

Security clear zone

Former hazardous waatm

Storm water ❑anagement

Historic presefiation

Base fire deparcmente

apille (contaminated soils)

Sermration of acructurea in accordance with MIL-EDBK- 1008, m
Protection for Facilities Engine@=i”mZ. Dew&xn and Construction.

o) Significant biological features (vegetation, wildlife, etc. )

p) Micro-climatic

q) Other land-use

r) Soil stiffness

s) High-intensity

condfit%ons

factors as noted in Master Plan

impact on vibration control

noiee

t) TEMPEST requirements

u) Base Exterior Architecture Plan (BEAP)

v) Electromagnetic Interference (SKI) So?vey

w) Radiatinn hazards

1.8 operation and Maintenance SUDD .rt Information. Type A operation and
Maintenance Support Information (DMSI) development is mandatory on aviation
trainer facilities. The desi@er will normally prepare the OHSI package using
material provided by the construction contractor. NAVPAC Instruction
11OI3.39A, eration and Maintenafice..SUPD ort Information (OMS1) for Facilities
Prolects, implement procedures for the application of DHSI to the acquisition
proceaa.

4
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Section 2: SIMULATOR FACILITIES

2.1 Functional Reauiremente. Aviation eimulatore range frcm part task
trainers (FIT) to weapons tactics trainers (WIT) and vary in size from single
romm trainera to integrated complexes with eeveral simulators perfonaing the
acme mieaion.

a) Part task trainers, aircrew syeteme trainera, and cockpit
procedures trainers are primarily used to instruct the pilots in the layout of
the cockpit and Naval Aviation Training and Operating Procedure
Standardization (tIATOPS). Thie could be a mockup of the cockpit or an
operatora console. Notmally the supporting cnmputere for the trainere are not
separated frcm the mockup. A trainer containing a mockup of the cockpit may
include hydraulic systems to simulate the control stick resistance and
requires approximately 120 additional square feet for tbe pump.

b) Tactica trainers normally simulate the non-piloting type
positions of the aircraft such as the radar intercept officer (RIO), the anti-
submarine warfare (ASW) aspects, and the Naval flight officer (NFO) of SA-6B
aircraft. Marry times these trainers are coupled to an OFT to integrate the
pilots with the crewmen for miesions.

c) OPTS can either be static or mounted upon a six degree of
freedom (DOF) motion system. Visual systems range frcm cathode ray tube (CRT)

type to the 40 feet dicmeter dome with projection system. The procuring
activity should include 60 Hz to 400 HZ conversion equipment in the
procurement contract for any equipment requiring 400 E,zpower.

d) Weapona syetem trainer (WST) is basically a combination of the
OFT and the tactics trainer. Each portion of the WST is normally capable of
operation in either the stand-alone or integrated mode.

e) Weapone tactics trainer (WIT) for the F14 and F18 high
performance fighters is cmnparable to having two OFT’s integrated into a
eingle trainer. AS-1 and AN-64, on the other hand, utilize one cockpit for
the pilot to fly the aircraft and the second cockpit for the gunner to control

the aircrsf t weauorrs. The key iteme that make UD a WIT are the visual systems
for environment ~nd targets aid the ability to i~tegrate as noted above.’

‘ilreprime document in the facility development ia the simulator
manufacturer’ e TPR. The TFR typically outlines facility requirements to
ncccurnodate each trainer device and is normally not available until after

equipent contract has been awarded. Coordinate closely with the device
manufacturer if the TPK is not available. ‘lMa handbook contains trainer
facility data sheets which reflect the pertinent requirements in’etandard
format

2.1.1
future

the

~or the deriigner. ,.

SDecial Program Considerations. Device support, physical security,
modification to the equipment, pollution avoidance frnm the hydraulic

5
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fluid Spill,, adequate computer room afl?“a.ond&Soning snd clean p-aver are
prime considerations for training E@.tiities.

2.1.2 Future Growth. Ascertaim any ,fi$wtw upgradea and grovth patterns
which may affeet design flexibili~y for c’he“~gh. hay and cmnputer rocms.

2.2 Facility Design. Loc@c @imt?laGOr devices remote from sources of

vibration within the building. lde~!dfy exia@iig, sources of vibration in,
buildings which are retrofi%tcwd for d’ewi!celm’*i%Ylation and provide meaeur@~
to control vibration. In the fucwret requirements for contractor office apace
will probably increase with more private aoncracting for training eervicee.

2.2.1 Site Planning. Base the wktlng, on m Ghorough invest igation and
analysis of the existing physical conckicior@ of:the land ●nd the functional
requirement of the project. Place structure(a) and paved areas to minimize
disruption to any existing utilities and/o$ future expansion. See mechanical
eectione for requirements on utility entry points into the mechanical room.
Accommodate future expansion plans,

The site must provide adequate truck turnaround and maneuvering
space for the installation and removal of crainlng equipment. The exterior
acceso drives required for the installation, and removal of equipment from the
facility will be used for that purpose very infrequently. When not being used
for equipment installation and removal, the ❑aneuvering apace can be used for
other purposes such as extra parking. Consult the using activity and base for
needs. Designated pilot and inoer.mtor parking spaces are reconxoended
convenient to the building entry. Reevaluate a+ta locations near eources of
vibration due to extreme simulator .sensiti.vitywhere laser projector systeme
are incorporated. Avoid simulator locations adjacent to ,heavy equipment
vibration sources or truck traffic.

2.2.2 Architectural. Place emphasis on simple, straightforward functional
solutions to both interior and exterior design and detailing. Careful
interior planning and design are uece.saary to cnaure the most efficient,
productive work environment. Space planning should result in a
furuiture /equipment footprfnt wi~h “?$iEewe$!$ty conaiderationa complying with
NPPA 101, Safetv to Life F@#n Fire ..i”n..BuiJdMm~# and Structures. Seismic
design may require limits on the “he&hE OF e&ruccuges and design
configurations as preacritied in Chapter 6, par. “B.3.d.(2), liIL-RDBK-l190.
Folluw guidelines given in MIL-mB!&1001 /1, BatticArchitectural Requirements
and Design Considerations, and “MIL-SDBK-1190.

Massing for simulator facilities in usually governed by the high bay
which encourages two levels of adjoining ●ncfll?ry eupport epace. If handled
properly, this can eliminate multiple roof lewela and minimize roof area and
overall cost ●nd traineee can usually scoess dome, and motion based cockpits
directly frcansecond floor level’. Maintain adequate floor to structure
clearances. Minimizing heights in the’high bay area can severely inhibit
flexibility for future trainer modifications.
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2.2.2.1 Adlacenc~. Some spaces require adjacency for the efficient and
correct operstlon of the equipment installed therein while others provide
adjacency for the convenience of the users of the facility. See figure 1.
For instance, a training device with hydraulic systems requiree a pump room
adjacent to the trainer roan, whereas briefing/debriefing rO~s are 10cated
adjacent to the respective trainer for convenience of Instructor and trainee.

A primary adjacency requirement ie that the device area must be
adjacent to the mechanical pump ronm, the cnaputer ronm and the instructor
etation/coneole space. The maximum distance fmm six degree of freednm (DOF)

devices to the hydreulic ronm is 150 feet. Place high bay areas of the came
or nearly equal height adjacent to each other and combine into one level for
simplification of roofing and structural eystems and resultant cost savings.

2.2.2.2 Circulation. Circulation patterns in eimulator facilities and
intensity vary among aviation training facility typee. Varying numbers of
administrative personnel, contract personnal, trainees, and instructors
contribute to the pedestrian traffic load. Arrange spaces to prtwide the most
direct acceea. Group classrooms utilizing overeized equipment to minimize
need for lengthy extra wide access corridors to the exterior. Widen corridors
used for display.

Circulation intensities are similar to an administrative facility
except that in/out traffic for instructors and pilots ie brick. Simulator
facilities must also support contractor personnel, Government administrative
support personnel, and visitor traffic. Accwmodate pilot trainees’ ready
access fran the building entry to the training stations and Ready Room.

A vieitor control point is required for all building entrants for
iesue of badges and signing in and out. Classi.fled storage areas and
classified control can complicate the pedestrian flow and fire exiting
pacterrm. Card reader and key pad accees control m,ay be required by the ueer
and the base eecurity officer in conjunction with Naval Criminal Investigative
Service Ccmxmand (NCIS) .

2.2.2.3 Functional Priorities. The most important sections of the facility
are thoee that are directly required to perform the training mieeion. Other
portions of the facility are secondary. Space groupings in order of
importance are:

a) Training rotmm (e.g. , claasromns, brief/debrief rooms,” trainer
ronms, etc. ) required to perform the training.

b) Direct support spaces such IIScomputer ronme, storage room for
claseroom materials, mechanical equipment rooms, Instructor’ offices, etc.
Without these, the treining would be degraded or impose ible to perform.

7
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spaces such as toilets, lounges, and
administrative officee. Without these, training can be accanpliehed, but at
●coat in the efficiency of the training organization.

2.2.2.4 Spacea and Characteristics

a) Administrative Offices. Includes secretarial functions,.
supf!rvieors, and/or security personnel. An open office partition plan in
administrative areas should be used for economy of SPaC@ and open intr~-Office
cormnunications. An acceptable path of travel must be eetabliehed per NFPA 101
for fire exiting. Use sound absorbing ❑aterials as required in office areas.

Pruvide accees flooring where computer netvorke are utilized. Refer to IIIL-
NDBK-1036, Administrative Facilities, for additional data.

b) Assistant Officer in Charge (AOIC). Reports directly to the
Officer in Charge. This space may not be required within all facilities since
this person may already have adequate office space elscvhere.

c) Brief/Debrief Room. The debriefing room is used to instruct the
trainees in the training mission prior to the simulated flight and to debrief
the trainee on performance and improvement. ‘I%IS instruction incorporates the
uee of charts and replay of the mission from the simulator computer ❑emery or
tapee.

Acccuuaodate two to eight people and a debriefing ccuoputer c’ormole
where required by the TFR. Access flooring is required for consoles. A CRT
screen, keyboard, and diek or tape drive unit cabinet ate utilized. Provide
chart pin-up wall space and a marker board where required. One room at 100

square feet iS required fOr each ~ Or on. Maintain ● m*~ nOise level
of 35 dBA complying with DM-l .03, Architectural Acoustics.

d) Classrocin Equipment Storage. Use ● lockable closet accessible
frm the claseroom. Centralize other storage shared by other classrooms on
the acme floor.

e) Computer Room. Generally contains the vieual image generation
equipment, simulation computers, computer memory and peripheral, and
freestanding cooling equipment. l’hie space is subject to modifications
whenever the training device is upgraded. Avoid other functions in ccnnputer
roans which require un.neceesary intmsions increase dust and air conditioning
loads .

A typical OPT requires computer equipment area, work space and
●ccess spmce plus ●dditional space for computer room air conditioning
equipment. The required access floor is typically 18 inches In height and, if
possible, deprese the concrete subfloor 18 inches so the”top of the access
floor is the scme height as the facility finieh floor adjacent to the room.
The access floor space will usually serve as a Bupply air plenum.

9
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f) Conference Room. Add.tesa ●ll types of conference sPace

utilization to ascertain need*. Ascoarsoda%e ,filex%bilityin occupancy counts
and table arrangement. Consider ~r,@l~ng &he c?pabilit~ of subdividing the

room(s) with accordion folding par@&ion@ hav$ag, ● sound transmission class
(STC) rating not less than 40 snd pzmzLde:’rn@@@@o@d ●b@Orpti?n in
fIniehes. Provide porcelain marker boiwd,:b%lletin bOardt and PU1l d-
projection screen. Provide two niexrmQf egfess W&h door swings in the
direction of exit travel for room excaed~ng an.occupancy of 50 people.

g) COTR Office. The COTS monitors contractor performance and
serves as the primary point of contact b.atween,she contractor and the
Government. The COTR requiree admlrilscr@Lve office space in close proximity
but .senarate from the contractor. Provide &@ckable private office for-. —r—...–—–

Government representative(e). COTR’S reau&i effiici~nt access to a variety of
spacea in the facility including the

h) Contractor Conference.
enough for the contractor to meet in

i) Contractor Work Room.
of Simulators (COflS)personnel will reqwize eheiz cwn work areas to perform
their administrative functions and work. space requirements will vary with
contract requirements.

high “bay, contractor offices and library.

Ready acceas to a conference coom large
private vith all personnel is required.

The Con$zy=tor Operation and Maintenance

j) Corridors. Set the width of cr.rridoxe considering trainee
occupancy loads and exiting, heavy circulation’ po$nts such as etairvays and
vending areas, and the siza of equiprn.entGO ‘be“transported to and frcm
classrooms allm+ing for maneuver+.ng .eq@pmezzc thzough dOoWays. Baee minimum
width dimensions on building OCCUPIUW comply$ng w~th NFpA 101 and minim-
vidth of equipment maneuvering space, wh$chever is greater. Where lockers are
not provided, provide coat and foul weather gear hanging areas near entrance
in recessed alcoves or in student Ioungea.

k) Darkronm. Thin facility may be required where instructional
support work ia done. A 12 feet by 16 feet @,pace is usually adequate.

1) Dedicated Claawzoom. One or.more dedicated claearooms may be
required for classified tec’ab’ingmaterial. Prov.&de adequate STC ratingo for
walls in accordance with levele OF security.

m) Device Area or Trsinee Room. Often referred to as the ‘high
bay, ” this space contains the eimuln-tierdevice. operational in-fligh’t
trainers usually incorporat~ ●.r.e.@tm ofic,swkpit emulation with varioue
combinations of ❑otion/non-motion ●nd,dcme/non-dane visual projection eystems.
Visual projection syetmna may require specia~:!naintenanca ●ccess. provisions in
the manufacturer’s TPR such as wrap around catwalke or ❑obile scaffolds.
Organizational (nO”) level maintenance is performed at the device.

10
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Allow stowage space for moveable service platforms. Height of tbe
high bay area should be set generously with regard to the highe.vt excursion
limit anticipated in praposed training device(s) and clearances for nverhead
crane during installation/removal and operation. Current worst caee apace
requirements for s single trainer are for an OFT non-motion simulator with a
40 feet dicmeter dome utilizing externally mounted visual projector. Keep all
facility elements and fixtures outside the excursion limits of motion
aimulatora.

Provide trenches instead of access floor systems and route from the
device to the hydraulic pump coca and mechanical and computer rooms. Provide
trenches for pneumatic and hydraulic tubing and air ducts. Carefully
coordinate trench layouts by device manufacturer to avoid conflicts with
catwalk platform bases, trainer supports, motion eystem pads, and other
obstructions.

n) Device Contractor Office. The office is required for the
administrative work associated with fulfilling the contract for the operation
and maintenance of the training equipment. It should be located near the

maintenance room and the COTR office. This room ❑ay be combined with or be
identical to the Site Hanager’e Office. Provide lockable office space. Here
than one contractor pay be present on site. Provide work apace for contract
instructors if required by the COTS.

o) Electrical Room. This space contains the facility main
distribution panel, subdistribution panels and step dcwn transformers required
for the operation of the facility. Frequency converter and telephone
panelboard may be included. Do not ccnmbina the electrical romm with the
mechanical r-.

p) Electronic Maintenance and Kepair: Minor repair of the trainer

cmpOnents is undertaken here by the device contractor. Provide workbencbea
for minor repair. Include these on the collateral equipment list. Consider
peg mounting boarda on the wall for hanging cables. The standard Navy
electronic workbench, type NBB-2 vith PS-lA 24VDC electrii-cnnverter is
recmmrmnded for electronic maintenance shops. Verify if 400 Hz and other
power characteristics are required. Workbenches may be ordered through the
Aviation Supply Office, Philadelphia, PA. ~pical installation consists of
three 24-inch wide modules with back’panels for an assembled size of 72 inches
wide by 33-7/8 inchee deep by 60-1/4 inches high. Suggested component
fOllwi

3 ea-FSN:
3 ea-PSN:
2 ea-FSN:
2 ea-FSN:
1 ea-PSN!
1 ea-FSN:

--

1N6625-851-2158 Back Panel and Shelf Assembly
1N611o-839-8O26 Electrical Distribution Box
1N6625-851-2157 Base Assembly
1N6625-851-2156 Cabinet Assembly
1N6625-851-2159 Table Aeaembly
1SM613OOO-41O8688TM PS-IA electric-converter

11
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q) General Academic ClaOsrOom. Seating ●rrangement is the ❑ost
important factor in determining che size &id dka,peof ● classroom.
Acccurnodate any special requ~rerie~~rn&oc:,@s”@G ind Operative displays and
team teaching, such an small, iaed!&@, ●nd[wg” Ieig& class eeating arrangement
flexibility within the s-e claea%~~bditi$a$i~e: The length required for the
front marker board also affe’d~s ~’~,:h?pe~a~~,brientation of the room. Refer
to Timesaver Standards for Build3*k: ~e’s .:.,2n-dEif~tion, (FfcGrav-Rill Book
Ccmpany) for detailed data on seating. ‘m~~:etigements.Dptimizo the classromn
sizes and shapes for flexibility ●nii“enhancement of inst-ctiOn. Avoid ‘pie
shape” and other configurations which ‘Mmit ●“leerrtateseating arrangements.
Determine seating types and audio tiieual”ch~raceec.iatico before finalizing
configuration. Fixed seating tier? can decre?.+e flexibility. Consider fixed
seating and tiers only in facilities with a minimum of three class rocmi~.
Use of maps and fold out mater ials”by cratnees may require seating at tablee.

Aviation training facilities typically utilize training devices
requiring mechanical systems sppport. Consequently, classrooms are often
exposed to a variety of support equipment noiees in addition to EVAC unit
noise which can distract from iwt~ction. Use sound “baffles, absorbent
materials at noise sources, and locate mechanical units remote from
classrooms. Avoid sound masking in clasezocms. Acoustic design level for
classrooms shall be RC-30 with 50 STC (minimum) WS11O. Use sound abeorbing
materials in lecture rooms to limit reverberation time to 1.0 second and use
sound-reflecting surfaces on the forward ceiling and wall surfaces for sound
reinforcement. Since classrooms are repetitive spacee, intense effort is
required to ensure quality in each duplicated space. Consider the following
major factors for design of classrooms:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Seating types and arrangements and vriting” s’urfrices

Space and furnishings foe che lecturer

The use of wall space including teaching aide and windows
.“

Projection and TV facilities

Coat racks, storage, and other convenience

Acoustics and lighting

fleeting and air conditioning

Aesthetic considers.~ione

Provide acoustically raced accordion folding panel” partitions with
integral door where flexibility”is des,ixqble for subdividing classrorncm.
Extend details above finished %e41ing co assure integrity of specified STC in
the interstitial space.

12
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2V monitors and special projection eystems in addition to
traditional marker boards or porcelain boards may be used. Refer to par.
3.3.3.2. Porcelain marker boards are preferred roverchalkboard. Include a
display rail with clip fasteners. Wall perimeter tack strips should be
provided for graphic display such aa maps and charta. Non-obtrusive
observation sidelight are required at classrocm entriec. Provide lockable
storage epace for items such aa student guides, training ●ide, small portable
mockups and trainera. Limit etmuage areaa for ●udio vieual equipment to thoee

1“ iteme dedicated to each classromm.

Prmvide small portable platfozm units in lieu of permanent raised
platforms (plus or minus 8 inches high) for classromm lectern areas utilizing
demonstration techniques and in rooms with rover five eeating rmvs. Permanent
platforms can severely limit future rearrangements in seating and
subdivision. Allow a generous width for the instructor to tranwerse the
platform for the full length of the marker board. Centralize other storage on

the same floor.

r) General Supply Storeroom. Provide double doors in lieu of
overhead door to exterior loading area for better control of ‘air infiltration.
Verify if clutchdoor or issue counter ie required by tbe user.

s) Instructor Station/Console. Instructor etationlconeole controls
the simulation. Depending upon the functional requirements of the training
equipment, the instructor station or con.cole is either a free etanding unit or
is Incorporated into the trainee station to allcw the instructor a direct view
of the trainee. Visual contact .with the device la often desirable and can
provide relief to an otherwise cavernous space, as vell”ks prnvision for
monitoring pilot access in and out of the device. Ihe console provides the
instructor with the capability of monitoring trainee activities and
controlling the “training session. Separate space for this etation ie not
always required for flight simulators.

Provide an access floor system. 2%1s may also be an integral part
of the simulator device contained on-board or in other cases, both eeparated
and integral etations could be required. Consoles for double dome trainers
may be adjacent to each other, but a folding curtain must be incorporated for

I
temporary reparation. Wall mountings for charte may be required.

t) Instructor Work Room. Separate dedicated instructor work space
from trainee gathering areas and trainee pedestrian traffic. Locate near or
contiguous with the library/learning center for accese to resource materials.

Provide large, clear areas for instructor work space to permit
flexibility in reapportionment of spaces. ‘his area should be deeigned around
a modular echeme’ for the greatest possible flexibility in.errang”ement. When
individual offices are required within general areas, they should be enclosed
by lightweight, movable partitions. Systems or modular furniture provides

priva~y and-acoustical control in an open environment and allows great

13
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flexibility for changing instructor .vork fipace. Personal computer (PC) work
statione may be used here on a ,nqcvork. Design power, telephone, and data
distribution wiring syateu in this area to allow fOr frequent changes.

u) Janitor Closet. Provide ●djustable shelving and storage space
for cleaning equipment ●nd euppli$e, mop rack, ●nd ● deep sink or mop receptor
on each floor.

v) Learning Stations. Learning stations ●re primarily computer
aided instruction utilizing student carre.le. Instruction proceeds at the
atudente’ ~ pace and ability to learn the material.

w) Learning Station c~pqter. $upport. Most computer aided
instruction systems nau in use require .sCQQSTW1 ,processor which ie usually
located adjacent to the learning stations ngea. b<x?ect and dedicated eupport
of learning stations is provided. Provide nccess floor where required.
Puture technology advancements may ~eplace the central processor with a
desktop computer unit located in che learning ataciona area.

Up to eight classified file safes may be utilized. Provide security
measures as required by the user and the base security officer in conjunction
with NCIS.

x) Library/Learning Ceqter. ‘l%ie apace provides information and
resources. Larger centers require control ~f equipment and materials with a
service counter and work space which will provide orderly issue and receipt as
well as inventory control and repair. Audio visusl or other equipment repair
may be required.

In addition to books, the learning cen~er may cbntnin records,
tapes, cloeed circuit ~ facilities, film, cameras, video cassette recnrdere
(VCRs) and projection equipment. Larger centers may need separate stack and
reading areas. Provide storage for Navy publications and rate-training
manuals. Acccamnodate ● classified file safe where required by the user.
Acoustic controlling materiala are necqe.sary to ensure a quiet environment.

Provide for computerized )llectronic Information Delivery System
(EIDS) and carrels if required by the user. Car.relewhere needed must be
sized to accommodate the E.IDS. The EIDSmay require a eeparate room for the
host computer depending on the system and may be restricted to authorized
personnel only.

y) Lobby. Utilize wall acea for building directory. Accoktaodate
any memorabilia provided by the user. Inc@le a recessed scuff area ●t the
entry point for control of debris from fooG trat?fic. A vestibule is
recmmuended for energy” coneen.ation.

z) Locker Ronm. Avoid permanently built-in lockers ..sincethey can
adversely affect future flexibility. Provide adequate lockers for trainee
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occupancy load and adequate garment changing area. .

aa) Lounge. Provide kitchen alcmve, visually hidden from lounge
with dishwasher, microvave oven, and small upright refrigerator. The eeating
area can double as conference and as an instructor work area if arranged so
that kitchen users do not have to intrude.

bb) Mail Room. Locate the mail room off the corridor and
contiguous to the administrative area for use by the staff. Provide
individual mailboxes with two sided access. Deeign area to prevent queues of
personnel from obstructing corridor passage.

cc) Maintenance Shop. Minor miscellaneous repair of the trainer
ccauponents is undertaken here by the device contractor. Base size on the

number of simulators to be housed within the facility and the nugber of
proposed maintenance l.support personnel. Provide space for the storage and
❑aintenance of simulator system technical documentation cnd an area where the
documentation can be laid out and used for maintenance procedures.

dd) Maintenance Storage. Size this space to support the number of
aimulatore in the facility. This ie primarily a storage space for electronic
and mechanical equipment, fixtures, and publicatiozie. To keep the trainer
functional for use, it is necesGary to procure spare parts, technical
documentation (including drawings), tools and test equipment. These items
require storage and, in general, the larger the trainer the more storage will
be required.

Locking hardware is required. Include an ‘On Site Sparesn aree
which can be eecured separately and can accommodate anticipated quantities.
Utilize mobile shelving eyetem? ae needed to acccannodate storage in retrofits
where apace allocations are restrictive.

ee) Mechanical Pump Room. ~pically containa the hydraulic and
pneumatic pumps. Since both device contractor and construction contractor
furmiehed equipment may be located in the scme space, determine interface
point between the tvo.

Isolate floors and acoustically treat walls and doors where this
eource of vibration and sound can adversely affect adjacent spaces. Isolate
the noise transmitted through the trench to the high bay area. Avoid locating
pump room on upper levele where sound can reverberate through -structural
syeterns.

Access to both interior of the building and exterior la recmrmnended.
Pump rooms supporting large hydraulic systems may require high ceilings to
allow maintenance access with a permanent or temporary overhead crane to
assist in the maintenance procedures. Allow adequate access space around and
above equipment for maintenance.

15
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ff) Mechanical Room. ‘This,epa$q n.o~alLy contains the facility
related RVAC equipment ●a well as the e@~ler valves and piping. Area
requirement for facility EVAC equi,pmenk i.atypically 5 percent of gross floor
space; hovever, the requirement .snnvazy,~epending on apace criteria and other
factors such as use of s baaewi.d.=*@e- qstem. Mechanical rO~# fOr aviatiOn
training facilities typically c.oneain ● variety of equipment type? which must
be accommodated early in the design. Avoid locacirig rooms with EVAC equipment
on upper levels where cound can, zev.erb@.g,cethzough structural systems.
Provide adequate acceas apace around eqti~~ene for operation, maintenance, and
eervicing. Locate hydraulic and pneumatic equipment which support the trainer
devices in a separate pump room due to alr contaminants, noise, and safety
conaideratione. The device manwfaccurerfs TYR vill provide space requirements
for equipment to be locstad in the mechanical and pump rooms.

gg) Media Storage Room. Provisions for centralized etorage and

retrieval of each type media must be provided. In multifloor facilities,
locate an additional media stwage room on each floot.’ Include storage aS
needed for slides, film, microfilm, Eilmsctips, video tapes, audio tapes,
records, computer discs and other storag,e media, maps” and charts, projection
equipment, and audio equipment. Refer to KIL-SDBK-1OO8 for fire protection
requirement for magnetic tape and film mtorage. Adjustable shelving 16
required. Verify with the user and manufacturer if ● centralized VCR control
panel area is required. Provide issue windw, clutch door, or counter where
required for customer service.

hh) Officer in Charge (OIC) . The pereon charged with controlling
the use of the facility, scheduling the use of classrooms and training devices
and maintaining curriculum occupiqG thie space. This person la also typically
the Training Off icer. This space may not be required within all facilities
since this person may ●lready have adequate office epace elsewhere.

ii) Pm. fiia is usually a one or two etation trainer used to
familiarize the trainee with the controls. ●nd operation of the etation.
Generally the computers arm housed in the ●we ●rek ●n the station. These
generally do not require hydraulics, bu~ do requite 400 Ez pover. Size varies
on these units due to changes in the number of stations and canplexity of the
emulation. Access floor system is required.

jj) Pilot Ready Ronm. Thin in m ●rea where the student pilots
wait for their training brief %ng and nflight” *n the simulator. Several
trainers require the traineee to be in tjie$:rflight suits during the training
to ❑ake use of the g-suit in the simulati~n. ~is area must accommodate male
and female changing areas where separate locker ronme are noc available. The
Ready Rocincould also double ●s a lounge.

kk) Print Shop. This epace may be required where a subject
facility provides regional ins~ructional support such ae ● Trainer Systams
Support Activity (TSSA) . Include printing equipment in the collateral
equipment list.

16
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11) Site Manarcer’s Office. Prmide a single pereon on-site. ..—.
private office for the d&.ice contractor’ e manager of-operation and
maintenance and eupezwisor of contractor peraomnel. Private converaatione are
conducted here between the supervisor and personnel. Provide quiet lockable
off ice and acoustical rating complying with DF! 1.03.

mm) Tactical Library . Base ju.vtification on trainee load. vault
may be required. Refer to MIL-HDBK-1013/ 1, Desizn Guidelines pOr phvsical
Securitv of Fixed Land-Based Facilities, for.guidance in vault design.
Provide sprinkler protection in the vault.

nn) Toilets. Specify ceiling hung part iciona for eaeier cleaning
and drainage to eliminate rusting of floor mounts. Use solid plastic
partition finish for better hygiene and graffiti resistance. Prmide shelf
for temporary stowage of hand carried items such es hats and books.

00) Trainer Systems Support Activities (~SA). This functiOn is
administrative in nature and la required only at selected facilities and
maintains the configuration of the hardvare and software of the training
equipment with each eircraft type. A TSSA is ordinarily dedicated to one
major weapon system and is located at an installation that ie a primary
training site for that weapon syetem. A main frame computer room with accese
floor system and secure etorage euch as claseif ied safea may be required.
Numerous hardvare and software publications are used.

pp) Vending. Provide an alcnve or a separate area off the corridor
such that pedestrian traffic is not restricted, but also lmcated convenient to
or within lounge area. Locate vending machines where they can be properly

serviced and maintained with minimal disturbance to facilitg operations.
Provide secure brackets to prevent overturning of machinee and a hard surface
floor sloped to floor drains adjacent to vending machines. Buildings havin8
more than 100 federal employees located therein or 15,000 square feet or more
should have one or more satisfactory eitee for a blind-operated vending
facility as noted in Chapter 5, par. D, MIL-KDBK-1190.

qq) Visitor Control. Locate the checkpoint at the primary
pedestrian entrance to the facility adjacent to the lobby and near
administrative areas. Provide 42-inch hiBh counter with sign-in area, under
counter files, lockable storage, intercom console where required, and E=taff
phone. Accanrnodate number of pereonnel designated by the user. Include a
receseed scuff area at the entry point for control of debris from foot
traffic. A vestibule is recounnended for energy conservation.

2.2.2.5 Interior Design. NAVFAC DF1-14.01, Interior Design provides interior
design guidance. Provide imaginative and creative use of colors and
furnishings. D“esign solutions shall also be economical and the furnishings
maintainable. PU1lV integrate interior design with the ~ork of other design

I
.-

and engineering disciplines at all stages of the facility desiBn process.
Provide only those finish systems which have a proven track record of use and
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testing. Selection criteria should b“alanw.sll factors related to
installation and usage: initial and 1~.fe c@@ coecs, ease of maintenance,
cmfort, eCC. Refer to appropriate t~ble.a ‘50:rauggeeted interior finishes.

s) Color. Develop a CO1OZ plan $ha.t la consistent with tbe
building progrcm. Use color to stimulate’ poai%lve human physic~l and
emotional reactions and to enharme the tr+rall Eunctions of the building. For
example, color may be used to direct and q$~ent usero to color-keyed functions
on floors. color selection can also eup,po!Pbimh~enance management. As “a
general rule, fixed building matetiala (e.g., pavers, ceramic tile, resilient
f100ring, ceilings, etc.) should ‘be“ielactvel~ neutral. Introduce etronger
accent colors on more changeable finidtee (e.,s., paint, wall coverings,
cerpet, furnishings) . ThIa will allmw co~oc ahangas ●t minimum coec as areae
ate refinished in the future.

b) Floors. Training facilities are oubject to heavy trainee in/out
pedestrian traffic. Entry points and corr~docs must vitbstand heavj! foot
traffic. Minimize tracked in di~t by uetm”~walk-off mats at entry points to
protect f100ring and to reduce maim~enanqe. Use durable and easily maintained
floore. Consider eafety, noise imp8ct, traffic bearing requirements,
chemicals and compounds used on flooring and moleture that flooring will be
wbjected co under normal and special conditions. Carpeting may be ueed in
accordance with Chapter 5, pat. B1, MLL-SDBK- 1190, Table 2.1, MIL-oBK-1001/l ,
Basic Architectural Reauiremencs, and MIL-KOBK- 100B, Fire Protection for
Facilities. Engineering. Desizn, and Construction.

c) Ceilings. Metal rila.tceiling systems are prohibited, since they
do not allow heat to collect at heat detectors:,. Value. engineering reports
also show significant implemented @avinge for.,@coustical tile ceilings over
metal slat systems. Ceiling systems for corridore which ‘UE+lY muet.
accommodate an array of utilities must be thoroughly evaluated against ease of
access, sound control, fire protecrlon requirements, future utility
adaptations, life cycle cost, and uialntainability. Techniques for
maintenance, repairs, and changing. kighting fixture bulbs in the high bay may
render a finished ceiling with recessed fixture mounts inappropriate.
Finished dropped ceiling in the high bay 10 p~ohibited.

2.2.2.6 ~. Provide a eignage ,plan,,legend, ●nd details. Design
signs as an nverall building and q.ite SyQ.CQrnto be furnished and inetalled
under the construction contracc. )koncmj.,,f:~qxibility, eaee of Instmllstion
and maintenance are Important conaid~zae~ono of a,ignage design. Design the
system to inhibit vandalism but %@h, filex~bility to enable the addition or

deletion of information. Select a mounting mechanism for the signs to p,ermit
the reuse of signs ●a the facilicy changes. Specify ●n easily-read letter
form such as Helvetica, Fledfom. Uri&ate ehe design, location, and
Inetalletion method in the plan, .ekevatione, and epecif ications: Require the
contractor, in the project epecificatlons, to make a comprehensive submittal
of the
nev or

proposed eign eystem and to provide information necessary for acquiring
replacement eigns. The exterior sign eyatem must be respected bnth on

18”
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Table 2.1

Recommended ,Finishee - Simulator ‘Facilities

ROON WALLS PLCOR BASE CEILING RSMARRS

PTD OR VWC VCT OR CPT
PIT)OR VWC CPT
PTD ACCESS
PTD VCT OR CPT

PTD VCT
PTD ACCESS

Pm/vwc

PTD
PTD
PTo/vwc
PTo
PTD
EXP
Pm
PTD
Pm
Pm
PTo
PTD
m
PTo
PTD
m
PTo
Pm
PTD
PTD
SXP
SXP
PTD
~ OR VWC
PTD
PTD OR VWC
Pm
Pm OR VWC
PTD OR VWC
PTD
Pm
m

Pii OR VWC CPT
PTD OR VWC CPT

CARPET
VCT OR CPT
VCT
CARPET
VCT OR CPT
CNC/SLR/BDR
CNC
VCT
CNCISLR
CNC /SLR
ACCESS
CPT
VCT
ACCESS
ACCESS
QT
VCT OR QT
VCT/CPT
VCT
VCT
CNC/SLR
CNC /SLR
CNC /SLR
VCT
CPT
VCT
CPT
CNC /SLR
CPT
CPT
CT
VCT/QT
CPT

ADMINISTRATION
AOIC
BRIEF/DEBRIEF
CLASSROOMS
CLASS EQUIP STO
COMPUTER RM
CONFERENCE
CONTR CONFERENCE
CONTR SITE MGR
CONTRACTOR WORR
CORRIDORS
cm
DEVICE CONTRACTOR
0EVICEPTIL41NBE
ELECTRICAL RDOM
ELECTRONIC NAINT
GARWE
GENERAL SUPPLY
INSTR STATION
INSTRUCTOR WORR
JANITOR CLOSET
LEARNING STATIONS
LS COMPUTER SUPP
LOBBY
LOCRER RDCM
LOUNGE
MAIL ROOM
MAINTENANCE SHOP
MAINTENANCE STOR
NECIMNICAL ROOt!
NECH POMP RDc54
NEDIA STURAGE
OIC
PART TASK
PILOT READY RODN
SHOP
SITE tWNAGER
TACTICAL LIBRARY
TOILET
VENDING
VISITOR CONTROL

RUBBER
RUBBER
RUBBER
RUBBER
NONE
RUBBER
RUBBER
RUBBER
RUBBER
RUBBER
RUBBER
RUBBER
RUBBER
RUBBER
NONE
RUBSER
NONE
NONE
RUBBER
RUBBER
NONE
RUBBER
RUBBER

ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
EXP6P
sxP&P
ACT
EXP
EXP
ACT
ACT
EXF%P
ACT
ACT
ACT

iuBBER/QT AcT
RUBBER ACT
RUBBER ACT
RUBBER EXP&P
NONE ExP&P
NoNE EXP6P
NoNE EXP6P
NONE ACT
RUBBER ACT
RUBBER ACT
RUBBER ACT
RUBBER EXP6P
RUBBER ACT
RUBBER ACT
CT ACT
RUBBER ACT
RUBBER ACT

I 19
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Table 2.1 (,Continued)
Recmended Finishes - S$inuhtor Facilities

..
General Notee:
1.
2.

Remarks:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

See Glossary for finish material abbreviations
VUC and alkyd paint use 10 limited.

Use washable psinc ;w$gkieggshell oz semigloss finieh.
Seal lower perimeter wall qrea and use pigmented hardener/sealer on
concrete floor below gnised ccmputer room access flooring to
accommodate air supply plenum.
Carpet is discouraged. Use other methods of sound control.
Metal slat ceilings am prohib&ced.
Device/Trainee spaces such as chose for part task trainers adjacent
to finish ceiling areas may use ceiling system to match..
Consider alternate d,urable ,fkwma eucb ae terrazzo.
Consider acoustical wall pag,els v$e.re ●dditional eound absorption is
required.
Use quarry tile base for quarry tile floors.
Verify finishes with device manufacturer.
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and off the specific facility site. thy eigna8e must almo be harmonious in
the landscape. Care must be taken to use signe only when necessary and to
restrict the uae of randc+n styles, placement and colors. Prepare a Signage
Manual to inetmct the activity in maintenance of the signage syetem and
provide specialized equipment and materiale necessary for acme.

a) Entrance Sign. Entrance signs may be necessary to introduce the
training facilities to visitors. Position these signs for visibility ‘and
install consistently in relationship to the .roadvay, walkway or building vbich
they eerve. Reinforce desired building entry points for all visitors,
including the handicapped, with entrance signs. Entrance aigne shall clearly
identify the building name, furiction, number, and organization, and @hall be
consistent with the installation’ e overall eignage system. Often, several
building entry signs are required to identify thoee activities that may be
reached via a specific entry point when a building has more than one primary
entrance.

b) Building Identification Sign. Training facility identification
signs identify a building by name and number. Design identification eigne ae
part of the overall signing system of an installation and require freestanding
eigne andlor wall ❑ounted eigns. Locate and size building identification
signs for visibility frcm the main access street. Coordinate building numbere
with the Public Works Office and fire service requirements and position at
standard locations on the building.

c) Building Directory. Locate a building directory where ‘it ia
clearly visible to all visitors. as they enter the building. The building
directory shall consist of a permanent header panel with’ the name of the
building or the major organization in the building, plus a directory section
that lists each tenant. Utilize a changeable letter board with changeable
letters or message slots for the directory section. In large training
facilities, a building locator plan to identify building epaces, key
activities, and personnel may be a necessary addition to the directory.
Locate floor or building eection directories to be clearly visible to
pedestrian entering frcm elevators, etaire, or major corridore.

d) Directional Signs. Locate directional signs which direct to
different areas, departments, and functione of a building at every decision
point - opposite tbe elevators, opposite the stainwye, and at each corridor
intersection. Directional signs should point to only high priority
destinations. Indicate route to classrooms by number groupings. Include
directions to toilets, lounge, library, vending, and outdoor smoking areas.

e) Room Identification Signs. Room signs identify ronm entrances
and services such as toilets, telephones, housekeeping activities,. and stairs.
Room numbers in addition to namee are essential for repetitive spaces such as
classrooms and offices.

21
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f) Regulatory Signs. These p30h*b-Lt certain activity, for example,
“No Smokingm or ‘No Entry. ” Many Bafiecy @gns are required by law or
regulation mnd may include buildWm@ e’vO@tra@ion,fire exit map-, or exit maps
Specifically

g)
building and

h)

for ~he handicapped. -

Informational Signs. Additional signs may be required to lint
activity operating ttoura.. “

Notice/Bulletin Bo-afda. ‘Tl@ae ●re especially important in
training facilities to control cluece~ aridxendily accrxmnodate changing
information. Provide these throu~hotit the building. Provide tack board
surfaces or similar surface msnagemeht e@cems to accnurnodate unanticipated
messages, signs, postere, announcements, eec. , in high trnff ic areas, doors,
elevators, countere, columns, drinking fountahio, public telephones, lounges,
etc.

i) Handicapped Criteria. Coordinate all signs with the handicapped
requirements of Federal Standard 795, Unifiomo Pederal Acceesihilitv Standards.

j) Additional Guidelines. Refer to NFGS- 10440, ~, for
additional guidelines. Also, Air Force Pamphlet AFP 88-40. sign standards,
provides’ excellent guidelines for DOD fac$l~@es in general. The information
is nonproprietary and easily modified co match specific facility designs and
BEAF standards.

2.2.2.7 Windows Natural light is deoirable, but certain rooms will require
blackout e=; draperies for vieual aids. Sun screens, roof overhangs,
and receseed windcwe can effectively control direct light penetration.
Provide windov head details to accaunodate irisballstion of windcw coverings

and ease of operations. Use operable windcnm for.nmtural light and
ventilation where permitted by security pcoviaions. Provide windowless #paces
where security regulations apply. Comply with NFPA 101 and MIL-NDBK-1OO8 for
epecial requirements such no aprinklerc and emergency lighting for vindovleas

buildings. Do not use eye level windows which can be a distraction for
trainees in claesroom eettinga. Provide clezemtcxy windows in the classrooms
where practical for natural light and ventilation unless security criteria is
prohibitive . Ccmply vith NFPA 101 foz wimdow size and mounting heights .

Utilize non-obtmmive obsenation glass panels where desired by the
user in classrooms, laboratories, and oehe~ non-private trainee occupied
areas. Glazed openingo that are subj,ec~-CO accidental human impact due to
location, such as sidelights bhatiextend, to che floor, shall comply yith 16
CFR Part 1201, Safetv Standard for Archicgctural Glazin~ Materials, iesued by
the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Gamnissidn.

2.2.2.8 Doors and Eardvare. Exterior WS1l owsrhead doors can be a critical
source of extreme heat gainfloss and air and moisture infiltration into lab/
classroom eettinge where tempera~ure and humidity conditions must be
maintained. Overhead coilinB doors to tlieexterior are not acceptable for
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environmentally conditioned spacea . Provide weather-sealed insulated vertical

lift, or sectional doors, or Insulated removable pknels with lifting eyes.
Insulated panel~ must be easily removable by facility persomel. Provide
adequately sized interior corridor doors for classrooms with oversized
equipment where possible in lieu of exterior openings into each classroom to
❑inimize exposure to exterior elemente. Size all doors to accommodate the
path of oversized equipment frcm loading areas to destination and betveen
ronms. Utilize inactive leafs and removable transoms where equipment mmves
are infrequent. Allmw for ❑aneuverability in tight corridors.

Security requirements at the main entry usually require a single
entry point with visitor control. Remote locke, video cameras, card readers,
and/or key pads may be required by NCIS as components of the intrusion
detection system (IDS) . Provide cloeere on doors vith card readers and key
pade . Emergency exits shBll have no hardware on the door exterior. Consult
public vorke and base fire departments for exterior hardvare required for
access to mechanical rooms, electrical rooms, sprinkler control room and fire
alarm enunciator panele.

Uee four hinges where required on heevy use doors. Avoid panic
hardware except where specifically required by criteria since the Navy does
not classify trainirlg facilities as schools.

2.2.2.9 Ratural Lighting. The use of natural light is encouraged 8s it
contribute significantly to the energy efficiency of the building and
communicate a feeling of well-being and opemess. Natural light can be used
in conjunction with high efficiency artificial lighting featuring
ph~tose”eitive controle for maintaining lighting levele aut~ticallY.

Skylighte are not permitted due to excessive solar heat gain and leak
potential. Claeeroum wing corridors and other interior occupied spaces may
incorporate monitors with conventional roofing end vertical windmvs.
Perimeter instructional spacae may incorporate high bay or clerestory windows
in caees where natural lighting is deeired without any distracting or
unsightly vicvs.

2.2.2.10 Building Thermal Insulation and Vapor Retarders. Locate vapor
retarders with care in view of the thermal differentials associated with
training buildings. Do not use vinyl wall covering and impervious, paint on
the interior eurface of exterior wane in humid areas (as defined in MIL-fUJSK-
1190) unlees calculations show that condensation will not occur within the
wall .

Special purpose rooms such as laboratories and computer ronms
normally require etringent air conditioning requirement. Prmvide adequate
insulation and vapor transmission barriers to minimize the loads on the
mechanical system. Ceiling decks of apacea below supercooled computer romms
and perimeter walls are apt to collect condensate if not properly insulated.

1
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2.2.2.11 Handicapped Design. Prmide ba~~i~-fr,ee access to civilian work

spaces and spaces intended for public ●oc.es-g.fIt is increasingly necessary to
eupport handicapped accaco wiiih phe ●dvanu @ :mot,Q.,pr,ivatecentractors
providing operation and ma+ntetwitice personnel $n@@ad of utilizing military
personnel. Design facilities CO ‘Iocmte 4i@fn@lwa,ppe.(f●cceae epaces on first
floor only, unless the size of @he Eaci”M@.* ~d:rnflni.ntrative and other
accessible areas requireo s eeodiid :filoot. Cezeain portions of the” facility
will not lend themselves to ● IiiriidWemp.dew$gn, such ●s the device area
platforms, and are exempt fmm cI@ ‘xeqtli!eementdue to their hazardous nature.
Comply with current criteria in Uniform Federal Accessibility Standards
(UFAS) .

2.2.2.12 Elevatore and Stairs. Ccm!ply with. requirements of DM- 3.09,
Elevatora, Escalators, k~nitees.,.A _ccesw_Li.ftss and Pneumatic Tube Svstems
and handicapped criteria in UEAS. “%?ozsa&y reln~ed meoeures, cnmply with
ASMS/ANSI A17. 1, Safetv Code fox.kleyntdrs and..Sscalatorsl ●nd NFPA 13,
Standard for the Installation of Sb<inkler. Svstems.

Provide freight elevators where stairs cem6t accommodate the weight
and size of routinely transported equipment. Consider the weight associated
with transporting security vaulta or train’ing equipment to upper levele.
Utilize stair tread noeinge chat ●re reeistant to heavy trainee pedestrian
traffic volume.

2.2.2.13 Our&waiters. Canply with requirements of DM-3 .09.“

Consider a dwnbvaiter-where high volume floor to floor transport of
such item as ●udio visual equipment, publications ●nd printing, and general
supplies ie required.

,..

2.2.2.14 Access Floor Svstems. Utilize acceoo f100ring in canputer romne and
in administrative epacee where networke are used. The underfloor space muet
be properly eealed if used as an air condi,Cioning supply. plenum. Provide
sealer to concrete decking and exposed pe; i.meter lower walls: Use plastic
laminate covering for accesa floor panels except where eound control is
paramount.

Wane muet penetrate acceea flooring ●nd secure to structural slab

to meet fire protection, eecur%ty, ●nd[owaound requirements. Provide eleevee
and intumescent packing where pipes and conduit penetrate fire rated wane.
Waterproof perimeter of depressed area if it adjoins ● building edge belov
grade. The access floor space will usually sea-ye●s a supply air plenum.

2.2.2.15 Ceilinm. Provide access where projection services; mechanical, and
electrical equipment, including adjire~ment, maintenance, and”ehutof f devices,
●re located. Ceilings shall be mstntafnable ●nd easily repaired.

can
Projections frc+n the ceiling such as 6prinklers and light fixtures

impinge on clearances required for device installation and removal, ae
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well as crane and hoist operations. Coordinate all ceiling items on a
comprehensive reflected ceiling plan.

2.2.2.16 ~. Impervious finishes applied to the interior side of exterior
walls must be carefully evaluated against dev points to prevent vapor dams and
subsequent failure of the installation. Protect the corners of walls and
columns in areas where equipment moves are frequent.

2.2.2.17 Acoustical Control. A noiee level. reduction (NLR) ❑inimum factor of
30 is required in the 70 to 75 DNL zone and an NLR minimum factor of 25 is
required in the 65 to 70 DNL zone. There are no special requirement in the
DNL zone belcw 65.

Use noise and sound transmission criteria cited in DM- 1.03. Prevent
sound transmission over walls. Acoustic absorbing material, where required,
shall be fire and smoke rated as required in HIL-KOBK-1OO8.

2.2.3 Landscape Architecture. The framevork for planning and design of
all land6cape architectural elements is found in the activity Master Plan and
more specifically in the BSAP. General guidance for design elements can be

found in NAVFAC P-960, Installation Design. Landecape design must enhance
positive image for the facility and should direct pedestrian to a primary
entry. Design for minimal maintenance. Provide landscape fabric for weed
prevention. Select hardy specimen species indigenous to the area. Locate
hose bibbs convenient for additional irrigation.

Outdoor pedestrian-oriented spaces are often useful for building
entry plazas, for break and lunch areae, and to providi ‘pleasant view frmn
the building interior. Design outdoor areas to harmonize with the
architectural and natural site character of their surroundings, but to alao
❑oderate environmental and climatic extremes such as noise, sun, wind, and
seasonal precipitations.

2.2.3.1 Site Analvsis and Development Concept. If the amalysis and
development is successful, the biological integrity of the site will be
retained or improved while successfully meeting the program neede of the user
in a comfortable, attractive, and functional setting. Minimize clearing of
existing vegetation and avoid excess ive grading.

2.2.3.2 Planting. Guidance for planting design ie provided in NAVFAC
Publication P-905, Plantinz and Establishment of Trees. Shrubs. Ground Cmvers,
and Vines. Plantings can provide a pleasant setting and visual aeset, and
minimize the environmental impact of development. The folloving is s list of
minimum guidelines to be considered in implementing new planting schemes for
the facility:

e) Presene Existing
or other significant vegetation
poseible.

Vegetation. Existing mature stands of trees
are to be preserved and 6nhenced where
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b) Use Indigenous Plant Materials. Plant materials chosen will be

indigenous to the site.

c) Design for Minimum ‘Maintenance.

d) Define Space and Screen Conflicting, Uses. Use plant material tO
define space and ecreen vieually conflicting usee where appropriate. See
eection on screens and walla below.

!.

e) Promote Energy Con8ervatLon. Plant materials are to be used to
reduce energy requirements, where possib~e, ouch as shading with deciduous
trees. Enhance any deeirable climatic effects such ae clear areas at large
glass areas oriented for winter sun heat. gain.

f) Establish Unifying Elements. Use planting as a means to unify

different elements of an installation.

2.2.3.3 Landscaue Lighting. The visual character of a project landscape can
be greatly improved while providing tihenighttime functions of safety,
security, and path finding. In addition EO olmply achieving a bigher level of
illumination, light levels, color, patterns, and style should be energy
efficient, attractive, and functional in a coordinated landscape scheme.

2.2.3.4 Exterior Signs. Provide directional signage for pilot trainees frota
parking to entry.

2.2.3.5 Utilities. Grouping in corcidors, underground placement, and
ecreening and grading can de-emphaoize Zhe Qp.act of utilities on a cite.
Flow teete must be conducted to dete,rmina che ●vailable water supply for fire
protection. Indicate ● static preesure and ● reai.dual pressure at a certain
flaw.

2.2.3.6 Site Furnishing. In conjunction with the site and landscape
design, provide ●ppropriate aigne; structures; outdoor furniture md
equipment, such as tables and eeating; vendzng machine shelters; telephone
booths; screen wall and fences; as well no the more eypbolic elemente euch 8.s
flag poles, memoriale, and military equipment displays. The lack of
coordination, as well as concern fQz detail, ●re the pr~a~ prObl~s related
to site furnishings. Select site furniture that ia simple, requiring 10V
maintenance, and relating in color. textuze, snd form to the building design
and established base character ●nd BSAP guidelines. Definitive desiBn and
other data for flagetaffe are available in Section 6 of M2L-EDBK-103.4.

2.2.3.7 Eauipment Screens and Wane. Screens ●nd WS11O for mechanical ~nd
alactrical equipment are encouraged for ●esthetic purposes, but can severely
penalize equipment performance. Camefully coordinate design with each
engineering discipline. Shade for meohamical equipment is desirable; however,
leaves fmm deciduous trees may clog equipment.
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2.2.3.8 Selection of Plant Material. Select plant materiale on the basis of
hardiness and degree of ❑aintenance required. Avoid plants which tequire more
frequent attention than the users can provide to stay in a healthy condition
or have an attractive appearance.

2.2.4 ~. NAVFAC criteria manual series (Dt4-5and MIL-NDBK- 1005
series) on civil engineering, provides general guidance for civil engineering,
site work, and other related topics. Refer to HIL-HDBK-1OO8 for location and
spacing of fire hydrants. Refer to Department of Transportation (DOT) D6. 1,
14anual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices for Streets and Eirdn+avs (MUCTCD)
for traffic control devices. Provide surface bearing capacity for”heavy
equipment or trucks outside the high bay doors. Coneider loaded forklift
wheel loads on the paving design. Porklifts will normally be used to
transport equipment into the building from the delivery truck. Edge@ more
than 1 inch in height cannot be negotiated by forklifts. Provide clear path
for delivery and removal of equipment from access roads to loading dock.
Account for obstacles and provide adequate turning radii.

Coordinate location of ❑echanical equipment pads with mechanical
deeign and shov major pieces of equipment on civil engineering drawinge.
Locate noisy equipment remote from occupied epaces and ae near as possible to
the mechanical spaces. Distribution piping (utilities, refrigerant, condenser
water etc. ) shall enter the building only through mechanical spaces. Shade ie
desirable; hovever, equipment should not be.located beneath exieting trees
where it can become clogged with leaves and debris.

2.2.4.1 Roads, Parkirw. and walkwavs. These are three of the most land
consuming uses on a site. Negative visual impact can be minimized by locsting
facilities convenient to each other, encouraging pedestrian use and otbei non-
vebicular modes of access.

Vehicular or pedestrian paving should be @ character with a safe,
fuoctionsl, and visually pleaeing landscape. The eharing of parking and road
requirements will minimize total impact. Small parking lots are usually
preferable to large lots since they allow for conforming to the natural
topography and other site features and are visually less obtrusive. Provide

appropriate paved area and adequate maneuvering epace for eemi-tractor trailer
and other truck deliveries. Provide. ramps at curbs along routee leading .to
atorerorxns to facilitate wheeled access. Accmmnodate training device
transportation into and out of the building through udequ. steturning radii and
appropriate loading facility. Provide vehicle protective barriers for
transformers, light posts and fire apparatus as required. -

Pedestrian access to training facilities is normally restricted to a
single entrance point due to security criterie. Pedestrian traffic to and
fran the parking lot is heavy due to multiple daily training seesions.
Determine if egress ie permissible through eecondary exterior doors and if eo,

accommodate with walkways. OPNAV Instruction 5530. 14B, Department Of the.
Navy Physical Securitv and Lose Prevention, prohibits parking of privately-
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mwned vehicles within 15 feet of any build$m& Designate epecial parking
spaces for pilot trainees, COTS, ●nd device qo.ntractor as required by the

ueer.

Include concrete eurfecee 60C bicycle racks and motorcycles. Storm
drainage and other grates must be orient’ed@&h pa+el slOte perpendicular
to the paths of bicyclee. Criteiia far Vehicle packing area design IS ohown
on NAVFAC Drawing No. 1404837, Parking .Ares..Crf:teria for Vehic lea.

. .

2.2.4.2 Handicaup ed Access. Provide curb remps, access aisles, and
handicapped parking epacee near ●cceeaible entrmncee.

2.2.4.3 Loading Dock Ramp Protection. Each facility requiring a loading
dock ramp shall be provided side-edge protection in compliance with Section
191O.23C of Public Law 29, CFR, Occumcimral Safetv and Health Act Standards
u.

2.2.5 Structural. Structural deei8n shell crnnply yith MIL-NDBK-1002
series, Structural En~ineering, and ‘NAVPAC P-355, Seiemic Design for
Buildings. Base an economical structural system on fncility size, projected
load requirements, quality of locally available materials, local labor and
constmction materials, and local wind, snuu, seismic, geologic, and
permafrost conditions. Design in flexibility for future high bay ceiling
height extensions.

Depress structural framing and slabs in lab areae where accesa
f100ring occurs to provide uniform, continuous, fhish floor levels between
adjacent epaces.

Include the weight of any classified file s’@fe euch es those in
Library/Learning Centere in floor loading.

2.2.5.1 Clenrapan requirements. Cdlumns ,in the high bay trnining area are
typically prohibited. Check excursion limits for d&ice and accommodate
flexibility.

2.2.5.2 Weight Eandlinz Eauipment. Crmem ●nd monoraila shall comply with
Dtl-38.01, Weight Ilandline Eauiument. Utilize NAVFAC NFCS-14637, Cranes.
Overhead Electric, Underrunninz (Under 50,000 Pounds~, and NFGS-L-14622,
Monorails with Electric Paw&red Eoiatnt where ●pplic=ble. Provide platforms,
catwalks, access ladders, and any ouher provisions for inspection and
maintenance of cranes and hoists which could put equipment temporarily out of
service due to inaccessibility.

Three-ton bridge cranes ok ❑onorails ●re”normally required for dome
type devices. Obtain ueer and device manufacturer input zegerding controle
and speed criteria for hoist, trolley, and bridge, hook heighte t.capacities,

and eervice area. Micro-inching is required in horizontal and vertical
movement. gridge cranee allow more excenelve area of service and may
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slleviate need for redundant emaller special purpoee craneo. Acknowledge
crane area of eervice. A 1/2-ton hoist may be required for servicing the

visual dieplaye, gravity (nC”) seats, and canopy removal. where mezzanine
●reas tareused for storage, provide a 112-ton crane and rail. Provide crane
hook height clearance and bridge crane operating limit diagrams on drawinge as
required by the device manufacturer for the highest expected level and area of
operntion. Note that lifting the device will require more clearance than
necessary for stationary position.

2.2.5.3 m. Deeign floor slabs along the travel path of any equipment
to withetand the heaviest wheel loads anticipated during the installation.
Obtain the weights and ettachmeht locations of the simulator and associated
equipment frcinthe equipment manufacturer via the procuring activity. Current
cmapucer equipment trends are tuuard more compact, yet deneer and heavier
components. Future floor loads vill probably localize into more extreme
concentrated loads. Some training syetems may be highly sensitive to external

chock and vibration and may require damping or shock isolation mounting. Six
DOF ❑otion systems require a substantial reaction mass to resist the forces
and moments placed on the floor. Motion systems may require device area floor

slab isolation from the rest of the facility. Isolate the mechanical
equipment room floor slabs frnm the remainder of the facility.

2.2.5.4 Roof Loads. Mechanical equipment is preferred at ground level;
however, where roof mounting is neceesary, design screening in accordance vitb
local wind loads and directional patterns. Anticipate other roof structure
mounted accessories such as catwalks, laddera, hoists, and cranes.

2.2.6 Eeatinx. Ventilating. and Air Conditioning. Provide 100 percent
capacity backup RVAC equipment to maintain operations. Refer to HIL-RDBK-
100g for coordination with fire protection systems. Coordinate exterior
mechanical equipiuent location with civil design. Locate noiey chillers and
other equipment remote from occupied spaces and as near as possible to the
mechanical spaces. Shade is desirable; hnuever, equipment ehould not be
located beneath existing trees where it can become clogged with leaves and
debris. Distribution piping for utilities, including refrigerant end
condenser water, ehould enter the building only through the mechanical room.
Avoid routing chilled water piping over computer areas and trainer devices to
prevent damage to high cnst equipment frnm leakage and condensation. Provide
isolation valves to facilitate maintenance without system ehutdovn. Comply
with NAVPAC DM-3. 10, Noise and Vibration Control of Mechanical Eauinment,
where adjacent epaces andlor aenaitive equipment cannot tolerate noise end
vibration. Special requirements for designated epaces follaw:

a) Ccmputer Rooms. Design spaces containing cnmputers and other
electronic equipment requiring access flooring systems in compliance with tbe
Sections 4 and 8 of HIL-EDBK-1012 /1, ~g, and
Chapter 17 of the ASNRAS RVAC Systems and Aunlicatione Handbook. The most
demanding air conditioning requirement will be the computer room. A prime
user crmnplaint is lack of cooling for critical and high cost computer
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equipment. Denser equipment modules reqwi.te more ●ir volume and generate

intensely concentrated heat loads. Use H?@3 unit~ specifically designed for

c~puter ronm Inetallntfon. Divide requizeil capacity incrementally and
provide multiple units to mace’h the Lo@d. $XDOl@l one or ❑ore extra
incrementally sized unite to allw &o% ba~k~,p. Ccmputer equipment has a

narruu range of operation with ~egri~d co tiemp-~ra~ureand relative h~idity o
i?tef@@.re and relative humidityOperation outside of the required zang.m”o,

will cause damage and a decrease in, the Itte 6!?amu~onents. The building EVAC
system should ●cccnmnodace the personnel eaforc Snd ●xternal environmental
loads; however, a dedicated sysGem.~0 hafid~e o~p~ter equipment 10ads iS
essential. Computer equipment ia eubject to revitlon and can eaeily overtax a
building NVAC system. A dedicated system will ‘help acinnmodate future

upgrades with ❑inimal Impact on che build im~.!@4AC system. Provide methods for

direct cooling to equipment. Most compucer cooling fans are near the bottom
of the equipment. Provide floor fed direct air. Avoid air current paths that

overcool the occupants while undercooking cqnputer equipment. Typical
equipment units requiring direct fed cooling are freestanding computer
processing units and instructor loperator coneoles.

DUSC and particulate filtration systeme may be required in the TFR
for the H’JACsystem to provide dust-free environment. Consider filters,
seals, positive pressures, forced air at entrances, and anterooms as required.

b) Bigh Bay Area. Cooqdinace structural, crane and hoist systems,
and device equipment amenities with routing of supply and return air ductwork.
Platforms, NVAC, and ductwork supporting the device are normally supplied by
the device manufacturer.

2.2.6.1 Design Conditions. Deoign comd<tions for comfort conditioning ‘shall
be determined in cmnpliance with MIL-EDBK- 1190 and DM-3 .03. Electronic and
computer procurement documents require that equipment function properly in an
air conditioning environment between 60 degzeee and 80 degrees F and between
45 degrees and 120 degrees for mechanical e,q,uipment. Special facility
conditions follov:

a) Space conditioning requirements below 75 degrees F at 50 percent
relative humidity, or tolerances tighter than plus or minus 2 degrees P and
plus or minus 10 percent relative humidity are prime causes of operational
problems after the building ie occupied. Such requirements shall be justified
by NAVAIR and/or NTSC . If these axe valid. requirements, pay special attention
to architectural treatments with respect to space moisture sealing and
insulation.

b) Dedicated heat rejection equipment (such as cunpree.sors,
condensers. ●nd condensing units ) serving training devices shall be located
outside of environmentkll~ conditioned apaceo. For
internal cooling (e.g., cockpit cooling, projection

equipment requiring

domes, etc. ) or vith
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special cooling requirements outside normal comfort air conditioning limits,
cooling shall be provided by the manufacturer of the training equipment.
Avoid condenser air discharge into conditioned area.

c) ‘rheair conditioning environment for hydraulics shall be
between 45 degrees and 120 degrees. Provide heat as neceseary to maintain the
❑inimum temperature.

2.2.6.2 Ventilation. Uee ventilation rates for occupied spaces as required
in ASERAS STD 62, Ventilation for Acceptable Indoor Air Oualitl . Provide

thermostatically controlled forced ventilation in mechanical, electrical and
hydraulic spacee. Cool hydraulic pump rocms and compreeeor rooms by
❑echanical ventilation only.

2.2.6.3 Zonirw, Svstem Selection, and Part Load Performance. Occupancy of

classroom areas varies drastically with respect to training schedule.
Consider each classroam/training area as a separate temperature and humidity
control zone. Provide individual temperature controls for each classronm.
Size terminal equipment to accommodate minimum as veil as maximum loads.
Multiple air”handling units (allmving staged turn-drown of eystem capacity as
sensible load falls ) shall be considered. Terminal reheat is permitted to
❑eet part-load humidity performance requirements; in electronic equipment
spaces, the amount of reheat available shall be approximately equal to the
sensible electronic load within the space. Provide adequate pre-heat to allow
proper dehumidification when training devices are not operating.

2.2.6.4 Special Requirements for U’11’and OPT

a) Mechanical Pump Room. This space is normally not air

conditioned. Provide adequate ventilating airflcn?. Chilled water EUPPIY and
return lines are required in SIX DOF motion systems for connection to a heat
exchanger which is attached to the large hydraulic pumps. Chilled water source
shall be provided by the manufacturer of the training device.

b) Device Area or Trainee Ronm. Most motion simulators will have
integral air conditioners for the cockpit and dome arena. Locate condenser.
condensing unite and other device ae.sociated heat rejection equipment outside
the facility such that heat removed from the device is not released into the
device area and does not becmme part of the facility air conditioning load.
Temperature and humidity control is critical. A target figure ie 78 degrees F
and 50 percent relative humidity. Non-motion eimulatora normally require
specialized ducting from manufacturer prmvided air conditioners -to cool the
space inside the dome and cockpit. Maintain this space as dust free es
possible. Training equipment installed in this area by the manufacturer
ehould be equipped with integral filters at cooling ●ir Intakea to ❑intiize
dust circulation in and around eensitive electronic equipment. See “trenches”
belcw for routing of ducts. Temperature stratification within the high,bay
must be avoided as the top of the dome visual display will collect heat on the
inside surface, requiring cooling air at that point. Provide drains for
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collection and discharge of condensate. High bay ceiling fans ❑ay assist in
circulating stratified air. Locate ceiling fans above lighting to avoid
distracting .shadovs from moving blades. , Whaxe tape rind/or diet drives are
used in this area, refer to requirements of Compd,ter ROWIS above.

c) OFT Trainer Roan. Exhauat air frta under the platform directly
to outside. Provide supply make-up air.,

d) Maintenance Storage. Air conditioning ie required to prevent
deterioration of the parte seortid.

e) Computer Room and,I,nstructor/Operator Station. Use air
conditioning unite specifically designed for automatic data processing
facilities.

f) Maintenance Room. Provide standard Bhop air source where
required.

g) Mechanical Room. Sise ❑echanical rooms in high bay corners to
acccnmnodate access for maintenance.

2.2.6.5 Controls. Carefully acrutin2ze pneumatic control systems subject to
water infiltration with regard to cemperacure maintenance for eensitive
cwputer equipment. Where periodic maintenance of control oyeteme is not
available, coneider merits of electronic controls.

2.2.6.6 Trenches. The eimulator manufacturer may require adequate trench
size to accommodate dome and co&kpit air conditioning ducts. Flexible ducte
for cockpit conditioning will extend through ● trench cover cutout up and into
the cockpit housing. Identify trenches which” contain air ducts and provide
cover plate cut out configurations per device manufacturer reccurnendationa.
Provide sprinkler protection in trqnch and route piping to underside of device
for device protection. seal inGide of trench with epoxy ,except where
synthetic hydraulic fluids are ueed. Conqult hydrnplic fluid.manufacturer for
trench eealer where eynthetic fluids ●re used’.

2.2.7 Plumbing. General guidance for plumbing design is provided in DPl-
3.01, Plumbirw S7etems, and MILJRDBK-4 190. Coordinate plumbing with
structural design to avoi,d conFlicce between underground pipes, trencheo, and
footings. Provide shutoff valves to isolake eyacems when doing ❑aintenance so
that entire facility is not affected by an,outage. Do not locate roof drains
and roof drainage piping over cc+npu;terspa@ea anrltrainer devices to prevent
damage to equipment in case of leakage or condenintion.

a) Ccmputer Room. Provide rising water ●larm under the accese
floor to monitor condensate and water table meepage. Consider floor drains
belov access floor where water infiltration is likely.
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2.2.7.1 Hvdraulic Suuvort and Pump Roomo. Prmvide adequate access for
maintenance. Include space for hydraulic fluid storage. Provide concrete
curbs around perimeter of hydraulic pump basea and/or metal pan under pump
seals with drainage slope to sump to retain fluid waete for proper dispoeal.
Ploor drains subject to oil spine must drain to an oil eeparator. Use
flexible couplings between pumps and piping systems for vibration and sound
control.

Simulator hydraulic equipment is usually provided” by t,heatiulatOr
manufacturer. Provide adequate access for maintenance. Include space for
hydraulic fluid storage. Where eix DOP motion syetema are used, the hydraulic
pumps normally include a manufacturer provided chilled water system to remove
the beat from the fluid. Visual equipment within the high bay may also
require accmnmodations for manufacturer provided chilled water supply and
return lines for cooling. &ry trainer device requiring chilled water cooling
should include a chiller with its own procurement.

a) Hydraulic Repair Shop. Provide for on-site collection of
hydraulic fluid. Pneumatic piping for standard shop air may be required by
the user.

2.2.7.2 Trenches end Piping. Training equipment utilizing hydraulic priver

normally requires routing the hydraulic lines in trenches covered by ❑etal
plates. Plumbing, pneumatic hoses, ducts, sprinkler piping, and cabling are
also routed in trenches. Trenche’s typically route utilities between the
computer room end trainer and between the mechanical room and trainer. See
Appendix A. Verify the layout .of the trenches between equipment with the
facility designer during the design. Use kerfed plate ‘.ioverswhere drainage
into trench frmm slab level is required. Trench cover.e ❑ust support the wheel
load of a loaded forklift. The device manufacturer normally eupplies all
piping, clamps ,“brackets, and supports required for hydraulics.

Hydraulic systems can be pressurized to 2000 pounde per square inch
(psi) and a leak in the line can be extremely hazardous. The heavier the load
on the ❑otion system and the more respormive a motion system has to be, then
the higher the preesure used in the system. Assemble hydraulic fluid piping
systems with O-ring sealed straight threaded conmectione. Tapered national
pipe thread (HPT) jointe are not permissible.

Slope hydraulic piping trenches eway from computer rocms and to a
sump to collect waste fluid for proper diepoeal. A dead level floor area is
required where the trainer supports for six DOF and domes meet the floor at
the same elevation. Comply with requirement of tlIL-HDBK-1005/9, Industrial
and OilV WasteWater Control, and M2L-EDBK-1005/B, Domestic Wast-ater Control.
Treat fluid as a pollutant in accordance with federal, state, and.local
regulet ions. Federal agencies are required to properly manage. the use and
dispooal of ●ll toxic substencee in accordance with MIL-tiBK- 1190, Chapter 2.
Conform to the installatiorrts spill prevention control plan. The simulator
manufacturer may require adequate trench size to accmmnodste dome and cockpit
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air conditioning ducts. Acccrmnodat.eoprinkler piping aleo. Flexible ducts

for cockpit air conditioning extend ghroug~ a trench cover cutout up and into
the cockpit housing. Pneumatic hopes may ~~ ziqugqd.in the trench by the
manufacturer for flight crew filtexed bre@hing air. Carefully coordinate
trench layouts with device manufacturer to aNoid conflicts with catwalk
platform bases ●nd other obstructions to trench ●ccess. See trench detail in

Appendix A.

●) Device Area or Trainee Roan.. E?xqvide condensate drains for the
cockpit air conditioners. Incorporate a lip to prevent contamination of the
drain with hydraulic fluid.

2.2.7.3 Compressed Air. CarIplywith the requirements of NAVFAC DM-3.5,
Compressed Air and Vacuum Svatems.

2.2.7.4 Electric Uater Coolers. Splash resistant baoins are recommended to
prevent slippage on the floor and shock hazard. Handicapped models shall be

recessed as required to minimize obetruccion to passage.

2.2.7.5
epecial

trainer

2.2.7.6 Water Ikmmer Arresters. Utilize arresters in water supplies where
quick-closing valves are installed.

Waste Svstems. Guidance is provided in DM-3.01. Additionally,
consideration shall be given to the follmwing:

a) Accommodate oil separators and interceptors.

b) Accmmnodate special ‘drain requirements for HVAC, chillers, and
equipment.

2.2. s Electrical. Typically, specific ●lectrical requirements for
training facilities and/or training deviae(e ) are contained in a TFR or
technical manual. Applicable NAVFAC design manusla snd military handbooks
prnvide general guidance on electrical engineering. Utilize them in
conjunction with current editions of NFPA 70, National Electric Code, and ANSI
C2, National Electric Safetf Code.

Provide required filtered /condStLoned .pwer with the electrical
parameter outlined in the.Simulator or Traifiing Device TFR. Provide
centralized 400 Hz solid state invertor ●nd 24 VDC power, both with backup and
in accordance with parameters outlined in the TFR. -

m) Hydraulic Pump Rnoum. Uae steel conduit with liquid type
fittings where electrical cables are located In the acme trench with hydraulic
piping.

b) Classrooms. Locate 120 VOLC convenience outlets for use of
portable audio vi.vual equipment. Provide conduit stub-outs wit,hpull wire in
ceiling space for future ceiling mounted audio visual aids such as projection
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systems.
c) Corridors. A shock hazard exists frnm convenience owtlets where

floor buffers are used. Use locking type outlets mounted high above splash
zones.

2.2.8.1 Closed Circuit Television. Comply with MIL-RDBK- 1006/7, ~
Communication and Siznal Svstems. Centralized VCR signal distribution syet~
should be provided where poesible, in lieu of portable equipment. Portable
VCRs on mobile stands are repair intensive and require unnecessary eet up time
in individual rooms. Include cable outlet in the lounge for training.

2.2.8.2 Telephones. Administrative telephones are procured and installed
under contracta administered by Naval Computer Teleccmmumications Conroand
(NCTC) . Provide support system to include interior and exterior conduits vith
pull wire, telephone backboard(s) , and telephone outlets. Refer to the h
Telephone Manual for the required telephone outlets, backboard sizes, and
conduit sizes. Locate outlets as directed. Consider telephone and

cnmmnication outlets in maintenance areas and dedicated lines at devices
where networking is anticipated. Accormnodate any special simulator contractor
communication requirements which may require intercnm features integrated into
the telephone system.

2.2.8.3 Warnin~ LiEhts and Simal Circuits. Acc&nmodate remote locks, card
readers, safety alarms, and key pads for doors.

2.2.8.4 Computers and Training Devices. Refer to manufacturer’s TFR and
c.mmply vith NIL-EDBK-1OO4 /1, Electrical Engineering Prelimina rv De.siRn
Considerations, FfIL-NDBK-1004/4, Electrical Utilization Svstemc, and 141L-SDBK-
1012II. Comply with Federal Information Processing Standards (PIBS) PU8.94,
Guideline on Electrical Pm.’er for MP Installations, for computer rooms. In
training facilities with high concentrations of micro cwmputere, control the
effects of harmonics when deeigning branch circuits serving the computer
areas. Provide surge protection, filter/conditioning pnver in accordance with
requirements of the TFK. In the absence of specific requirements in the TFR,
review the quality of power which will serve the proposed facility and pr~ide
surge protection, filters, and conditioners as necessary. See Trainer
Facility Date and Equipment Suaxnary Sheets for each aircraft type in thie
handbook for preliminary planning purposes.

2.2.8.5 LiRhting. Lightin8 levels ehall comply with MIL-RDBK-1190.
Lighting level requirements exceeding thoee outlined in tfIL-EDBK-1190 muet be
fully justified and approved. Utilize energy consenetion tecbniquee as
prescribed in Chapter 9, par. A2a of M2L-EDBK- 1190.

Overhead fluorescent lighting can hamper vieion at radar scopee,
test ecopes, and other CKT screens. Use appropriate lighting for these
functions to reduce glare. Utilize fluorescent fixtures vith battery packs
for emergency lighting and/or wall packs in lieu of a central system.
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a) Brief/Debrief. Provide meane foc reducing light l&el
discrete svitching of lights.

b) Console. Provide dtrect ‘and aimable overhead lighting

by

at

trainer console location with d%trm!ingcontrol.?. Prwide adequate lighting

with discrete switching in additi~n to clitl@@@ared cortsole lighting for
janitorial cervices and maintenance nfcer wo@@ng, hours.

C) High Bay. In high b+~ areas+ +nclude Pravie ions for maintenance
accees to fixtures for repair ana “%ilamping. Do not locate lighting fixtures
directly over a motion-based simulator cockpit. Consider wall mounted
lighting. Task lighting for devioe access platforms ie normally supplied by
the device manufacturer; hovever, circuiGzY (junctiOn box) fOr this function
must be provided convenient to the platform.

d) Classrooms. Provid..?+claaszoam lighting control (dimmers and/or
selective lamp and ballast ewitching) viGh discrete circuits for the front of
the room to allau for effectitie visuml use of television monitors, projectors,
viev graphs, etc.

e) Instructor Stat ion/Console.. Task lights may be required.

2.2.8.6 Li2htninx Protection. Perfotm a X&b.tnirig ptotect ion risk
assessment on all aviation train~ng facility types in compliance with Appendix
I of NFPA 78, Lightninz Protection Code, to justify lightning protection when
required by the regional Enginee@ig Field Division. Comply with applicable
sections of MIL-EIDBK-1004/6, Ligh~~nz Protection.

2.2.8.7 Facility Lou Voltage “P~er. Refer to applicable TFK.or technical
manual and COIDplywith MIL-SDBK-1OO4 II aridtiIL-NDBK-1006/4. Generally” provide
480Y1277 volt, three-phaee, four-wire$ se~%ce to the facility. Utilize dry

tYPe tranafor=m to acep voltage d- for 120, 2~g and 240 volt requirements.

2.2.8.8 Intrusion Detection Svscem [ID5~. “Facility IDS systems are procured
and installed via contracts adminis.Kered”by NCIS. Coordinate with NCIS for
facility planning, denign, and cons eruction schedules. IDS @ystems including
cmmnercial pover supply, utility ●nd contxol wiring system are considered
pereonal property. Provide ●uppozc eyatem in the construction contract to
include conduit with pull wire and device boxes as directed. IDS for Marine
Corpe projecte are separately funded and rnqnaged and do not require NCIS
coordination. Provide IDS eupporc requirements and startup specification
where required in accordance with tf2L-BDBK-10:12’/l.

2.2.8.9 Uninterrur.tible Power. Sur.ulieo (UPS~. UPS systeum when required ●nd
justified by the user c+td●re dedicweed to the euppoit of an item of peraanal
property are typically procured tor military construction (MILCON) projects
via contract administered by Naval. Facilities Engineering Services Center Easc
Coaet Detac~ent (NFEsC) , and ●re installed by the facility construction
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contractor (i.e. , Government furnished/contractor installed) . Provide UPS
6upport requirement and startup specification where required in accordance
with NIL-RDBK- 1012/1.

2.2.8. IO 400 Hz Power. Comply with N2L-RDBK-1004/5, 400-Ez Hedium-VoltaRe
Conversion/Distribution And Lew-VoltaEe Utilization Svstems. Due to the size
of the load, solid state 400 Hz pewer supplies located in close proximity to
the utilization equipment are required.

2.2.8.11 Facility Shielding. TKMPEST shielding must be validated by the
Raval Electronics System Engineering Center (NESSEC) . MIL-RDBK-1 195, w
~, providee additional guidance.

2.2.8.12 Grounding. Building grounding system shall comply with NFPA 70.
Computer/electronic signal grounding system , if required, shall comply with
MIL-NDBK-419A, Grounding. Bondirw.. and ShieldinK For Electronic Eauiumenta and
Facilities, and NFPA 70. When conflicts arise between facility and/or
training device requirements and MIL-NDBK-419A and/or NFPA 70, MIL-NDBK-419A
and NFPA 70 shall rule.

2.2.9 Fire Protection. Comply with MIL-RDBK-1OO8, Uniform Buildin~ Code

-. and NFpA 101. Classromm facilities for Navy installations are
considered business occupancies per NFPA 101. Assembly occupancies,
conference rooms and classrooms w,itb fixed seating require special attention.
Requirements for sprinkler eystems, carbon dioxide extinguishing systems, fire
alarm systems and protection of electronic equipment installations are
determined by HIL-EOEK-1008. Hand held portable halon, extinguiehere are
permitted; however, automatic halon extinguishing systems are not. Convey
fire alarm signals to the base fire department via the base fire reporting
system. Verify the type of eystem with the fire department.

a) Rydraulic Fluid Piping System.i. High pressure 2000 psi
hydraulic fluid has a high flashpoinc end atomizing fluid leaks can self
ignite with friction. Spaces containing exposed hydraulic fluid piping are
subject to special protection. Provide fire etop eeal where piping and cable
in trenches pass through fire rated walls.

b) Hydraulic Pump Rooms. Provide sprinkler protection in hydraulic
piping trenchee. Hydraulic piping trenches and pump rooms are potentially
Class I electrical hazard areas per NPPA 70 depending on the characterietice
of the hydraulic fluid used. Specify electrical fixtures in the pump room es
Claea I, Division I explosion proof. Provide 2-houm fire resietive rated
perimeter walls if the ordinary petroleum-based hydraulic fluid ie used.

c) Cmmputer Rooms and Other Electronic Spaces. Comply with MIL-
RDBK-1OO8. Prw”ide sprinkler protection. Controls shall automatically shut
dovn computer, electronic and simulator power upon activation of the sprinkler

syetem. Provide a ulaque citing. “WARNING--Fire eupureseion system will shut
d% computer power- to ‘minimize-damage--loss of data.may occur:” Smoke
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detection is required in nubflooz spaces. De.eign mmputer/electronic ●nd air
conditioning equipment power to shut dtwn up@ ,a.akivationof sub-floor smoke
detectors in the associated room. M •uc~acic carbon dioxide fire

extinguishing system may be required by klIL-~BK- ~008. place exits in
accordance with occupancy counts and travel distances around equipment to
cOmplY with NFPA 101.

d) Media Storage Rooms. Ccxaply with NFPA 232, Protection of

Records.

e) High Bay . Fire protection beneath the eirnulator device shall
consist of either a fixed, automatic carbon dioxide fire extinguishing systcm
or smoke detectors and a wheeled carbon dioxide extinguisher. Refer to NZL-

HDBK-1OO8. Provide ionization-type smoke deteciois in either case. Provide a
fire alarm audio and/or visual device conneceed co the building fire alarm
eystem to alert the trainee in the eimulator module. Provide sprinkler piping
and heads with heat detectors in hydraulic trenches. Extend sprinkl= piping
and provide tap for device protection.

2.2.10 w. The design of all military facilities that serve as places
of employment shall conform to, or be consietant” with, all ●pplicable
standards” published under the Occupational Snfetv and Health Act (OSKA~ of

1970 in accordance with MIL-SDBK-1190. Note that Chapters 5 through 7 of this
reference state that whenever COnUEtUCCiOn criteria and OSBA standards
conflict, “the etandard providing the greatest de8ree of safety shall 8overn. ”
Obtain a system safety work group (SSWG) hazard rating established by the
ectivity and found in the facility study. Typical hazards include equipment
guards and clearances, carbon dioxide discharge, and hydraulic ~ystems.

Moving and electrically energized parts and pre.ssurlzed hydraulic
eyetems are primary concerne. Include a safety eycvasb/shwer in accordance
with ANSI Z358. 1, American Natioria.&‘Standard fo! Emerxency Eyewash and Shiner
Eauinment where hydraulic or other petroleum, oil, and lubricant (POL)
materials are used in the buildlng. Arrange for,hydraulic pumps to ebut down
automatically if a leak or break occurs in the line EC any point. Provide
emergency shutoff switchee for the hydraulic pumps at the Instructor’ e
station. Provide three feet eafety clearances around training devices. Paint
floor around any rotatin8 device yellcw and black ●nd indicate the type of
hazard (i.e., “strike hazard-rotating dev”ice-stay clear”) . The TPR requires
equipment manufacturer to identify safety concerns for the facility design.
Acccmraodate the folloving manufacturer provided eafety features in the
facility electrical design:

a) “DEVICE IN OPERATION - DO NOT ENTERn lighted flashing signs
indicating trainer oueration ●nd red wazninz flashere ●re located at entn
doors to ~perate whe~ever the motion .syocem”hydrau,lice
indicators must be visible from ●ll approach points.

are pressurized. Both
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b) Device area door alarms and/or hydraulic equipment ehutdwn for
safety of entrants.

c) Emergency egress lights are located within the on-board
trainee/instructor areae to allow cafe egrese in event of power failure. An
emergency mode of OFT ingrese/egress ramp deployment ie alao provided.

d) Emergency off switches are normally provided at rack clustere
and other locations where perrionnelmay be working to shut down the entire
trainer ey8tem.

2.2.11 Security. A checkpoint for identification of entrants to the
building may be required. NAVFAC Instruction 11010. 44E, Shore Facilities
Planning Manual provides guidance for the TNMPEST Vulnerability Assessment
Request which is required when ,operating electronic equipment processing
classified data.

2.3 Collateral Eauipment. When MILCON personal property facility

projects are programmed, the installation criteria for the equipment must be
shown in, or attached to, the facility studies for the projects involved.
Major claimants, users, and equipment procurement agencies for projects of
this type are responsible for providing theee criteria as part of the MILCON
planning process. ‘Personal property” is defined as plant equipment which is
procured and installed by the ❑ajor claimants, users, or equipment procurement
agencies with funds fran other appropriation. This category of equipment
includes technical, training, emulation, and automated data proceaeing
equipment. Detailed requirements for the aforementioned can be found in
NAVFACINST 11010 .46E.

Furniture selection criteria shall include function, anthropcinecric
considerations, moveability, adjustability, maintenance, durability, cmnfort,
and cost. A clear relationship between the furniture finishes and the
building finiehes shall be evident. Give similar attention to the selection
of finiehes of equipment and training aids. Select all furnishings from the
Cmvermment’s mandatory sources of supply. Primary sources include General
Services Administration Federal Supply Schedules and Stock Cataloge, Pederal
Prison Industries, Blind-Made Products, etc. Selections ❑ade from other
sources require a waiver with NAVFAC approval outlining the itcm’E technical
advantages and the inadequacies of Government mandatory sources.

2.3.1 Collateral Eauiument List. The collateral equipment. list”is an
essential programming and budgeting document. Preliminary collateral
equipment liste are a means to establish a budget for fumding purposes and are
not intended to be used as a “buy- list. Consult the Project Interior
Designer ●t the EFO
the interior design
building design and
Purniture/Equipment
equipment list with

to assist in developing functional requirements ae part of
process. Integrate these functional requirements with the
space planning effort which are reflected in the
Footprint. Maintain a continuing update of the collateral
the using activity to ensure all budget estimates are
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accommodated iq the design. Include fire
shredder~ or incinerators where classified material

2.3.2 Furniture /Equipment Foo.tpnint. .,The Furniture/Equipment Footprint

shall use standard or “generic” lit~fi~~ze giz.ea to demonstrate the, adequacy of
each space area and the collatefial eq~,prnent list and tO c~unicate tO Other
engineering diaciplinee the utilktiiesand servicee cequired for each space.
It also demonstrates chat life smfie~y &xie patterns are ●cccnmnodated with the
furniture and equipment in place. Provide a Furniture/Equipment Footprint for
the PE phase.

Locate lockers for books, if requixed by the user, for easy access
between classes. Lockers in the corridor or elsewhere in the facility are at
the discretion of the user. Consider locker groupings for personal belongings

and foul weather gear near the main enct-y or ctudenc lounge.

2.3.3 Trainin~ Aids

2.3.3.1 Special Trainin~ Device Reau%rements. Maintain a continuing update
of the proposed equipment with the user to eneure items are current and are
adequately acconmnodated in the design.

2.3.3.2 Personal Computer (PC) Scat*on*. PC based trainees with one or two
monitors for uae with interactive courseware may be required.

2.3.3.3 Audiovisual Requirements.

a) Rear Screen Projection. Rear u=een project~On ii discouraged
in light of improved state-of-the-art media ●nd additional epace requiremanta.
there rear screen projection is essential, prowide at least 6 feet clear space
width behind the screen which can accommodate the ‘projection path and serve as
media storage and teacher work apace.’ .

b) Presentation Hardware and Projection Systems. PC based
digitizing graphics barchre ●nd Ghree gun ceiling mounted projectors are
current etate-of-the-srt media for vieusl ●ids in the claaaroom.

c) Slide and Overhead Rro$eccore. Provide etmage space for
portable carts. See concerns for ●spect ration beluu.

d) Projection Screens. Base selection of permanently mounted or

etand alone acreerm on user preference. Per@nent lY mounted ecreens can limit
marker board area. Base justification of qlactrified projection ecreeno on
local requirements: huuever, maintkmmnce ●nd rcpa”ir coate must be considered.
Successful visual preeemtationa depend on ●rrnngcments of the marker board cnd
projection screen relative to the seating configuration.

(1) Avoid visual obstructions. Use clearspan structural
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systems where possible. Large
can obecure the lcwer areaa of

demonstration tables when raised on platforms
marker boards.

(2) Slope the floor and raise the epeaker’s platfom only
where space is dedicated to projection and large capacity lecture functions.

(3) Consider the viaving distances.

(4) Conform to the vertical qnd horizontal viavi:g angles.
Place eeate at a distance from a ecreen not lees than twice nor more than six
times the width of the screen image to be viawed. The angle of elevation frcm
the eye to the top edge of the’ecreen or marker board should not exceed 30
degrees. Where roam or seating depth ie known, the 8creen width can be
determined by W-D/6 (preferred) or W-D/10 (minim.un),vhere W-screen width and
D-depth of room or seating. Select particular projection equipment based on
aspect ratios compatible with height and width ratios for the screen. Refer
to Timesaver Standards for Buildine ‘hPes, for graphic data on projection

angles and ecreen vidthe. Consult Architectural Graphic Standards, John Wiley
and Sons, for vieving zone limits and projection medium aspect ratios.

e) Chalkboard and Marker Boards. Porcelain surface marker boarde
are generally preferred since they are cleaner and can double as projection
screens; hovever, scrutinize their use in high security areas due to the
potential retent ion of images after erasure. Do not use chalkboards in
computer rooms. Airborne chalk dust can damage ccmputer hardware.

2.3.3.4 Electronic Information Dellverv Systems (EIDS~. Accormnodate
computerized EIDS and carrela where required. Carrels must be wider than
normal to acconmxadate the EIDS.

2.4 Supporting Functions and Utilities. The facility usually requires

I administrative functions not directly related to the trainers, but necessary
for the smooth functioning of the training organization. These functions
usually include the OIC and NCO assistant, and the secretarial staff.

2.5 Suuuorting Personnel. These personnel include the administrative
I personnel, TSSA, training analysts, and others not absolutely essential to the

day to day operations, but necessary for training effectiveness. Acccmnnodate
special contractor eupport apacee such ae contractor total training eyeteme
support (CITSS) or any level of private contractor support where required.

2.6 Special Contractor Su9p0rt Space.9. me operation and maintenance of

simulators is normally provided by contractors instead of Government
peraomel. As such, the contractor has control of simulator spare parts and
maintenance areaa and usually requires lockable epaces and an administrative
off ice space.

I
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2.7 Environmental Requirements. Design facilities to meet envirO~ental
requirements at Federal, St”ate, and Ioc8L I.bv;.els.Ccnnply with applicable
pollution abatement criteria. For applicable d:$~charge criteria, consult
NAVFACENGCDM Eeadquartere and the cognizsnc E’ED. Refer to NIL-ROBK-1005/8.
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Table 2.2
Trainer.Facilities Data - F/A-18 WTT

Won-motion devices with 2- 40’ diameter projection domee
Room dimension shown are minimums unlees noted.

Model facility plates may ehou site specific larger dimensions.

●☛ cA~loN: Thie document is for preliminary plxoning only. ●*
●*verify with NTsC and NAVA2R prior to use. **

. . .

NJiYSRSNCE DOCUNXNTS

General Retirements for Aviation Trainiruz Facilities, NTSC Orlando
TR.41NER FACILITY INFORMATION, NTSC Orlando
Trainer Facilitv Regort. F/A-18 WIT TFR, September 1990, Hughes Aircraft Co.

ARCHITECTURAL

SPACE NAME MIN DIMENSIONS NAX NOISE ACCESS REN.4RKS
(LxWxN) LEVEL FLOOR

Device lTrainee Area. 120’x 65*x .44’ 55dB (A) none 2
Instructor/Operator 40’x 23*x 10’ 55dB(A) 18” h

Debrief Station 23*x ~~’% 10’ 35dB(A) verify

Computer Rocin (CIC) 32)X 231X 10’ 65dB(A) 18” h 2

Computer Rocm (digital) 461X 40’x 10’ 65dB(A) 18” h

Mech Pump Romn (2-es) 20’X 10*X 10’ 75dB(A) none 1

Gene ral Notee:
Above requirement are WIT epecific. See other data for”administrative S
support epaces. Equipment noise is indicated on the F/A-18 (WIT) Trainer
Equipment Summary.

Remarke:
1. Reduce noise to trainee and instructor area.
2. 44p is clear crane hook height. Clear ceiling height is dependent on

crane configuration.

43
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Table 2.2 (Continued)
Trainer Facilities Data - F/A.18 WIT

slwJciro’s&

Device transr.ort method: 3 ton capacity overhead bridge crane at high bay.
Vibrncion Control. Isolate mechatmical room. Resonant frequency - 13hz
maXiM- for light Vtl~Ve platfomm .
Special permanent installation/removal eaiirJment: See 3 ton crane above.

MEmANEcAL

SPACE NAME TEMPERATURE MDITY SPECIAL RSMARRS
DEGREES(f) PERGE~T DUCTING

Device/Trainee Area 60-80 60-60 remark 1 2
InetructOrlOperatOr 60-80 40-60 remark 4
Debrief Station 60-80 40-’60
Computer Room (CIG) 60-80 40-60 iema”rk 5
Computer Room (digital) 60-80 40-60 remark 5
Mechanical Pump Room. 50-90 10-90 3
Maintenance Room. 70-80 40-60
Maintenance Storage. 70-80 40-60

General Notee: .,.
Refer to WIT Trainer Equipment Sumnary and architectural for equipment cooling
supply/exhaust ports and equipment and personnel loads. Include heat release
from cockpit and dome air conditioning.

Remarks:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Non-motion versions require epecial ducting by the manufacturer fran
trench to inside the dome ●nd cockpit.
24”vide x lg”deep trench. Slope to drain to sever or oump.
Fresh air ventilation
Cool air supply ports direct to underside of coneole.
Under access floor supply plenum. Provide perforated panels as
required for ●irflow.

I
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Table 2.2 (Continued )
Trainer Facilities Data - F/A-18 WIT

)3LSCTN2CAL

SPACE NAME VOLTS EZ WIRE PNASE LIGBT ZONES KfWARKS
COUNT LEVSL

Device/Trainee Area 120/208 60 4+GND 3 5ofc 2 1,4
Instructor/Operator 120/208 60 4+GND 3 5ofc 2 2,4
Debrief Station 120/208 60 4+GND 4

Computer Room (CIG) 120/208 60 4+GND 3 5ofc 2 4
Computer Room (digital) 120/208 60 4+GND 3 Soft 4,5
Mechanical Pump Room. 120/208 60 b+GND 3 5ofc 3,4
Uaint enance Room. 120/208 60 4+GND 3 5ofc
Maintenance Storage. 120/208 60 &+GND Isfc

Remarks:
1. Primary zone shall be on/off. Secondary zone includes Instructor

Station and should have dimmer.
2. Included in Device Area zone. Locate controls for Device Area and

Instructor Station near. the Instructor Station. Provide ai.mable &
dintmable lights over console work surface.

3. Device contractor will step voltage up for 480v requirement.
4. Conditioned power. .
5. Cable trenches and vertical cable raceveys required betveen computer

room and training devicee ae noted.

General Notes:

Traininx Devices Connecte:
Device contractor supplies component wiring and conduit from device to
government disconnect or panel. Main power switch in computer rocnn.

Grounding: Building, Equipment, and Signal Grounds required.

Li~htninz Protection: (if required)

I

-
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CAUTION: Th,s dmw;ng i~for p~el!mhmy planning on~y
Verify with NTSC and NAVA~R prior to use.
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CAUTION, This drawing is for pre[lninary p(anning only.
Verify with NTSC cmd NAVAIR prior to use.
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TITLE F/A-18 SIMULATOR BUILDING DATE FACILITY PLATE NO. SHEET

SECOND FLOOR PLAN
.MAY 1991 171 35 /+2
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CAUTION: This drawing is for preUininary planning only.
Verify with NTSC and NAVAIR prior to use.
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Table 2.3

Trainer Equipment Summary - F/A-18 WTT-Computer Koam

●* CADTI13N: This document in for preliminary planning only.**
**Verify with NTSC ●nd NAVNR prior to use. ●*

RRFERSNCE

Trainer Facilities Report, Kuvait Weapons Tactics Trainer (WTT), RAc REF. NO.
J026B, Hughes Aircraft Company, Training and Support Syetems Group, PO BOX
10011, Manhattan Beach, CA 90266-8511, July 1990.

Unit Description size(inches) weight heat EST cool
WDE (lbs) (BTU/ER) KVA (CPM)

001
012
013
01’4
OIB
051
062
063
06fI
101
102
103
130
131
132
134
135
136
136A1
136A2
136A3
137
140
141
142
144
145
146

Proc/Periph Cab
1/0 Terminale
1/0 Terminals
1/0 Terminals
1/0 Controller (IOC)
Proc/Periph
1/0 Terminal
1/0 Terminal
1/0 Terminal
Target Image Gen
Target Image Gen
TIC Terminal
Radar Sys Maint
Alliant FY.80
Radar Sys Disc Cab
SSIG Disk Cabinet
Encore Proceseor
SSIG Plaint Station
VOT (Conrac)
VDT (GE)
Joystick
Compuecene IV-A
Radar Sye Maint
Alliant PK80
Radar Sys Disc Cab
SSIG Diet Cabinet
Encore Processor
SSIG tlaint Station

48. 38 71 950
20 20 20 120
20 20 20 120

20 20 20 120
48 33 71 9s0
48 38 ?l 950

20 20 20 120

20 20 20 120

20 20 20 120
26 38. 71 600

26 3B 71 600

16 21 14 .130

36 30 36 100
49 34 63 1200

49 34 71 1500

26 35 71 750
25 38 71 7s0
36 60 36 100

16 21 14 85

16 21 14 65
109610”
360 36 78 16410

36 30 36 100

49 34 43 1200
49 34 71 1500
26 35 71 750
25 38 71 ?50

36 60 36 100

44300
5100
5100
5100
34000

5100
5100
5100
15600
15600
10200

35000
22000
11000
13600
0
6000
6000
700
200000

35000
22000
11000
13600

13.0 2738
1.5 315

1.5 315

1.5 315
10.6 2104
13.0 2?38
1.5 315
1.5 315
1.5 315,
4.6 963
4.6 963
3.0 632
--

10.4 2160
6.4 1358
3.2 679
4.0 .840
0 0
1.8 370
1.8 370
.2 43
58.5 12345
--

10.4 2160
22.0 1358
3,2 679
4.0 840
--
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Table 2.3 (Cone’4nued)
Trainer Equipment Suimdary - E?$&.18 WIT-Ccnnputer Room

unit Description size.(inches) *eight heat EST cool
WDH, (lb,) (BT1.1/BR) KVA (cm)

146A1
146A2
146A3
147
231
241
254
321
323
324
326

VDT (Conrac)
VDT (GE)
Joystick
Comp”scene IV-A
ASIC
ASIC
EMs
Main Input Pwr Cab
EMC Power Cabinet
Pover Cabinet
Computer Pur Cabinet

16
16
10
360
75
75
75
60
2s
32
28

General Rote:
1. “-” indicates unknown quantity.

21 14
21 14
96
36 78
30 76
30 76
30 76

30 65
24 42
30 60
24 42

55
65
10
16410
1300
1300
900
1000
37s’
1100
1000

6000
6000
700
200000
13600
13600
6800
6800
3400
7000
3400

1.8
1.8
.2
58.5
4.0
4.0
2.0
2.0
1.0
2.0
1.0

370
370
63
123.i5
843
843
621
421

210
.432

210
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CAUTION:
This drawing is for preliminary planning only.
Verify with NTSC and NAVA[R prior to use.
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TITLE F/A-18 (wTT) DATE
COMPUTER ROOM-CE AREA

FACILITY PLATE ND. SHEET

MAY 1991 171 35 A4
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TITLE l_/A-18 (WTT)
. COMPUTER ROllM-TIG/CIG
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DATE FACILITY PLAT,E ND. SHEET

MAY 1991 171 35 A5 I
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TITLE F/A-18 (WTT) DATE FACILITY PLATE ND. SHEET

COMPUTER ROOM-EMS/CIG MAY 1991 171 35 /+6
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Table 2.4

Trainer Facilities Dia& - i?rA-L8 OFT

Motion device with %?iaual ●ye-tern
Roan dimension rah- are inifiiemmsunless noted.

Model facility plates may chow.site specific larger dlmenaions.

** MoTIIJN: TM- document is for ,pirelimfinarypluming only.**
●*verify with NTSC ●nd NAVAIR prior to use. ●*

P.EFSRENCE DOCUMENTS

Trainer Facilities Report, Device 2E132 Xfih:l.8OF’1.#7, Rev. A, March 1988,
Honeywell, 13775 McLearen Road, Eerndon, Vixginia 22071

ARCEITEC~

SPACE NAME MIN DIMENSIONS MAK NOISE ACCESS REMARKS
(LxWX13) LEVEL FLOOR

Device/Trainee Area. 17’x 31$X 18’ 55dB(A) 1

InetructOrlOperatOr 17’X 31’% 11.5’ 55dB(A) 10” h 2,fI
Computer Room 291X 31*x 9’ 65dB (A) 10” h 3,4
Utility Area 22*x 6’% 8’ remark 5 3,

General Notes:
Above requirements are WTT specific. See other data for administrative S

eupport .spacea.

Remarks:
1. Special door @ 61-0% x 8’-6”h
2. Special door @ 4’-O”W x 8’-O”h
3. Special door @ 4’-O”W x 7’-O”h
4. Flooring to be I.AWMIL F 29046 (TO) and electrostatic protected.
5. Equipment produces noise level of 95 Db.
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Table 2.4 (Continued).
Trainer Facilities Data - F/A-18 OFT

STRUCTURAL

Device components transuorc ❑ethod: Cockpit by casters and lifted by
liftiog fixtures or fork lift truck.
$oecial eauiument: Overhead track and hoist with 500 pound capacity.
Maximum concentrated cmrmuter access f100r 10ad: 47.8 90unds per squere inch.
Max column floor r.adload from trainee station: 18.0 pounds per square inch.

MECHANICAL

SPACE SAME TEMPERATURE EUMIDITY EQUIP

DEGREES(f) PERCENT EEAT (BTU/IiRl

Device/Trainee Area. 60-80 40-60 103,400

InettwctOrlOperatOr 60-S0 40-60 9600
Computer Ronm 60-80 40-60 111.,390

Utility Area 40-100 50-s0 51,360

ELECTRICAL

SPACE NAKE VOLTS Hz W-IRS PSASE LIGHT
COUNT LEVEL

Device \Trainee Area 120 60 z+C.ND Soft
Inetructorloperator 120 60 2+GND 75fc
Computer Roun 120/20s 60 4+GND 3’ 75fc
Utility Area 4SOY1277 60 4+GND 3 Soft

General note: Electrical power furnished by the facility shOuld be:

160 AtfP, 120/208 VAC, 3 phase, 60 flz, 4 Wire plus ground
55 AK’P,IiBOY]277 VAC, 3 phase, 60 Hz, 4 Wire plue 8round

Ground inu: Earth Ground required.
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Table 2.5
Summary - i/A-18 OFT-DEVICE 2F132

●☛ cA~loNs l’his document i- gor preliminary plmning only.**
●*VerifY with NTSC ●nd NAVAXk pri~r to us-. ●*

KK?SmNCE

Oueration and Maintenance Instructions Qv6zall Trainer
F/A-18 Operational Flight Trainer, Device 2F132, 6930 -LL-COO-5211
Hughes Simulation System, Inc. , E:rndon, Virginia 22071, 2 October 1989

size (inches) weight

Unit Description WDIl (lbs)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Trainee Station
Instructor Console
Visual /llOnitOrCons
Input/Output Unit
Input/Output Unit
(not assigned)
Aural/ICS
CRT Controller
Mission Computer
(not assigned)
Flight Control Canp
(not aeeigned)
AC Fever Diet
Digital Computer

15-17 -(not assigned)
18 Sing Prt Disc Drv
19 Sing Prt Disc Dr-v
20 Printer/Plotter
21 A/N CRT
22-25 (not assigned)
26 Hag Tape/Disc Drive
27 Visual Image Gen
28 Visual Image Proc
29 Visual Data Terminal
31 Hydraulic Power Unit
32 Pneumatic Power Unit

44 146
132 47
61 59
22 28
22 2g

22 28
22 28
22 28

22 33

44 28

69 35

22 36
22 36
24 24
16 19

19 13
22 31
22 31
19 26
52 38
66 28

58
56
93
79
79

79
79
“79).

79

79
56

36
36
37
14

25
79
79
33
50
55.

2000
600
900
500
500

400
500
400

400”

1000
1200

567”
567
120
25

170
700
Soo
200
900
900
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Table 2.5 (Cent imued )
Trainer Equipment Summary - F/A-18 OPT-Device 2F132

size (inches) weight

Unit Description WDE (lbs)

33 Air Dryer
34 kOO hz Freq Conv
35 Cockpit fir sup ASSy
36 Cockpit Air Cond
37 Cockpit Serv Plstfrm
38 Uotion Control Assy
39 Visual Display Unit
40 Visual Display Unit

41 Visual Display Unit
42 Motion Seat Assembly
43 MICS Junction Box
44 MIcS Station
45 t!ICS Station
46 HICS Station
47 HICS Station
48 MICS Station
49 341CS station
50 UICS Station
51 HICS Station

18 12 14
28 21 28
22 27 4i
38 64 38
168 240 54
58 36 38
40 26 33
40 26 33
40 26 33
27 35 110
21 10 8
18 18 43
18 18 43
18 18 43
lB 18 43
18 18 43
18 lg 43
18 18 43
Ig 18 43

75
300
.350
900
4DO0
300
4D0
400
400

500
15
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25

!

I

. .
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TITLE F/A-18 (OFT) DATE FACILITY PLATE NO. SHEET

FLOOR PLAN
DEC 1992 171 35 A7
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Table 2.6
Trainer Facilities Data - F/A~18 PTT

Non-motion devices

Room dimensions shown are minimums unless noted.
Model fscility plates may show site specific larger dimensions.

●☛ cA~If3N: 2%io document ia Eor praltiinary plamming only.**
●*verify with NTSC ●nd NAVAIR prior tO use. ●*

P.SFSRSNCE DOCUHSNTS

General Requirements for Aviation Traininm Facilities, NTSC Orlando
TRAINER FACILITY INPORNATION, NTSC Orlando
Trainer Facilities Report for F/A-18 Part Task Trainer, HI 84-33(7002, 21 June
1984, Gould ‘Inc., Systems and Simulation Division, SO Marcus Drive, Mellville,
NT 11747

ARcHITECTURAL

SPACE NAKS MIN D7.HSNSIONS OCCUPANT MAX NOISE ACCESS RH4ARKS
(LxUXR ) COUNT LEVEL PLODK

Device/Trainee Area. 30’x 22*x 8’ 6 55dB(A) 12”h l&2
Canputer Area 3
Maint enence Area 3

General Notes:
Above requirements are PIT specific. See other data
support spaces. Equipment noise is indicated on the
Sunmmry.

Remarke:

for administrative 6
Trainer Equipment

1. 10’ ceiling height preferred in thie size room.
2. 72”w x 84-h hinged door required for equipment access.
3. Space is included in Device/Trainee Area.

STRUCTURAL

~: 4 casters at 2 equare inches each load bearing
surface.

Vibration Control: None required.
Permanent installation oads: 4 at 2.76 square inches each
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Table 2.6 (Co~tinued)

Trainer FaciLtEies Dama.e E/A-18 PTT

HECHANI.CAL

SPACE NAME “TsM$i~@RE BUliIDITY
DEGMKS.( f) PERCENT

Device/Trainee Area 50-98.”6 80 (max)
Computer Room Area 50-98.6 80 (max)

Ma Intenance Area 70-80 40-60

ELECTRICAL

SPACE NA2T2 VOLTS . Hi ~S ~~ ERASE LIGHT ZONE KEMA.PJtS
COUNT LEVEL

Device/Trainee Area 120/208 60 75 4+cfLD3 Soft 2 1,2,3

Computer Area (see TFR) 3
Maintenance Area 120 60 20 2+CND 3 7ofc 1

Remarks:
1. 100 ampere service recommended for trainee!.
2. Dimming control or fluorescent ctibe avttqwng recommended.
3. Provide utility outlets ●t every other cabinet and at each trainee station

for service lighting.

General Notes:

Pov.ar Remtlation L Filtering: Provide 3 power line interference suppression
filters.

Training Devices Connects: Provide 75 ampere master avitch circuit breaker.
Device contractor supplies c.mnponenc wirin8 and conduit frmn device to
8overmnent disconnects or panel.

Groundin~: DC power eupply ground ●nd digital and ●nalog eignal grounds
required. Use ieolated syeeem tied co eingle common point.

Lightninx Protection: (if required)

8onding: Conform to MIL-STD-131O. .
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Section 3: AVIATION MAINTENANCE ‘ITAINING FACILITIES

3.1 Functional Reauiramence. A NAMTRAGRUDBT is an organizational

subunit of the Naval Air Maintenance Tra$ndi,g Croup cdrdposed of an OIC, AOIC,
and experienced enlisted Navy and Marine C.iGpa maintenance instructors.
NAMTRAGRNDETs are established and positioned” to provide on-station academic
classroom and laboratory type ceobqicd tr?hi.mg. They contain maintenance

trainers, training aids, curricula, lesson guides, technical library, standard
and special tools, supporting test equipment ~ ●nd such other training material
as may be required to effectively teach the approved courses of instruction.
NAMTRAGRNDETa are normally co-located ●t the atstion (hgmeport) of the
specific ❑odel ●ircraft they teach co fac~~itete on-site academic claseroom
and laboratory training. They typicallr provid~ technical training for
officer and enlisted personnel in che operation, maintenance, and repair of
the particular aircraft.

Maintenance trainera may evolve into large+
vill require larger rooms. Address rhe poeential for
reconfiguration of spacea ●t the progranrmtic phase.

composite trainers which
future expansion and

3.2 Facilitv Design. Flexibility *a a cr~tical need. Educational
philosophies and training devices ●nd aide are subject to change aS new

techniques are accepted. Identify future growth areas and accommodate, through

user input and careful monitoring of program directions.

A primary concern in the design of Aviation Maintenance Training
Facilities is the access and efficient circulation patterns of training
equipment for use in the lab/claasro.xns. Ensure ●dequate accessibility for

ae=icing and removal /replacement of equipment.

3.2.1 Site Planning. Bane the siting on ? thorough investigation and
analysis of the existing physical conditions of the land and the functional
requirements of the project. Place structure(s) and paved areas to minimize
disruption to any existing utilities and/or future expansion. See mechanical
sections for requirements on utility entry points into the mechanical rotm.
Acc.mmnodate future expanoion piano.

The site must provide adequate .cruck tufinaround and maneuvering
space for the installation and removal of training equipment. The exterior
sccess drives required for the installation and removal of equipment from the
facility will be used for that purpose very in&requently. When not being used
for equipment installation ●nd rembval; che maneuvering space can be iased for
other purposee euch ae extra parking. Consult the using activity and baie for
parking needs.

The loading area may have requirements for elevating heavy equipment

up to truck bed height. A freestanding detached ramp or dock llft is an

alternative to a raised loading dock or depressed ramp. A raieed dock
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requiree ● high finish floor level which may hampe~ day to day operations and
u depressed ramp is subject to,standing water and debris.

3.2.2 Architectural. Place emphasis on simple, straightfomard functional

solutions to botb interior and exterior design and detailing. Seiemic design
may require limits on the height of structures and design configurations as
prescribed in Chapter 6, par. Bd2, tfIL-EDBK-1190. Follow the guidelines given
in MIL-EDBK- 1001/1. Croup facility spaces requiring high ceilings to minimize
changes in the roof levels. Group claeeroome utilizing oversized equipment to
minimize need for lengthy extra wide access corridors to the exterior.
Aviation maintenance training facilities are often sited near flight lines
where eound transmineion control is essential.

3.2.2.1 Adlacency. Some spaces require adjacency for the efficient and
correct operation of the equipment installed therein while Others. pr~ide
adjacency for the convenience of the users of the facility. See Figure 2.

For instance, a training device with hydraulic systems requires a pump room
adjacent to the trainer room, whereas briefing/debriefing room are located
adjacent to the respective trainer for convenience of instructor and trainee.

Flace high bay areas of the same or nearly equal height adjacent to

each other and canbirie into one level for simplification of roofing and
structural systems and resultant cost savings.

3.2.2.2 Circulation. Circulation patterns and intensity vary among aviation
training facility types. Varying numbers of administrative personnel,
contract personnel, trainees, and instructors contribute to the pedestrian
traffic load.

Maintenance training facilities typicdlly support heavy trainee

pedestrian traffic. Separate trainee circulation pattetne from instructors
where possible. Arrange spaces to minimize circulation and to provide the
most direct access. Widen corridore used for display, gathering areas, and
casual CRT viewing. Provide a security checkpoint for identification of all
entrants to the building.

3.2.2.3 Functional Priorities. ‘Themeet important eections of the facility
are those that are directlv reauired “to uerform the training mission. Other
portione of the facility a~e
importance are:

a) Training rooms
to perfom the training.

b) Direct BUDDO~t

secondary. Space groupings in-order of

(e.g. , classrocnns, trainer rooms, etc. ) required

enaceo such ae coumuter rc-nne. storage rooms. . .
classroom materials, mechanical equipment rooms, and instructors offices.
Without these, the training would be degraded or impossible to perfom.
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FIGURE 2
MAINTENANCE TRAINING BUBBLE DIAGRAM
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spsces such ae toilets, lounges and
administrative off ices. Without- these, training can be accomplished, but at a
cost in the efficiency of the training organization.

3.2.2.4 Spaces and Characteristics

a) Administrative. Includes secretarial functions, supervisors,
●rid/or security personnel. h open offic’epartition plan in administrative

areas should be used for economy of space and open intra-office
communications. h acceptable path of travel must be established per tlFPA 101
for fire exiting. Use sound absorbing materials as required in office areus.
Refer to MIL-BDBK- 1034, for additional data.

b ) Armament Systems Trainer. Simulates armament systems. These

are simulated for normal testing and troubleshooting as specified by the
manuals. the students may be trained in the removal and installation
procedures for the pylons, ejector rack, practice multiple bomb rack, and
missile launchers.

c) Avionics Trainer. Provides eynteme ❑ aintenance training on

avionics and related systems. The instructor ❑ay induce malfunctions such as
broken wiring, bad components and defective cvitches or antennas with all

appropriate indications occurring.

d) Berthing Room. A one-person overnight watch may be required.

e) Chief Petty Officer-in-Charge (CPOIC). Reports directly tO and
assists tbe OIC;

f) Conference Room. Provide porcelain chalkboard, bulletin board,
and pull dovn projection ecreen. Accommodate flegibility in occupancy counts
●nd table arrangements. Address all typee of applicable space utilization ta

ascertain needs. Coneider providing the capability of subdividing the room(s)
with accordion folding part itions having a STC rating not less than 40 and
provide maximum sound absorption in finishee. Provide tvo means of egrees
with door cvings in the direction of exit travel for comas exceeding ●n
occupancy of 50 people.

g) Corridors. Consider trainee occupancy loads and exiting, heavy

circulation points such as stairways and vending areas, and the size of
equipment to be transported to and from classrooms alloving for maneuvering
equipment through doo=ays. Base minimum vidth dimensions on building
occupancy complying vith RPPA 101 and minimum width of equipment maneuvering,

vhichever ie greater. Where lockere are not provided, provide coat and foul
weather gear hanging areae near entrance in receesed alcoves or in etudent
lounges where lockers are not provided.
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required
h) Electrical Rocm. This space.+mcaine the facility main

distribution panel, eubdistribution. psnela and etep dnvn tranefonners
for the operation of the facility. l?gequen~y Sonvmtier and telephone

panelboard may be included. Do not combine the electrical rocm with the

mechanical rocin.

i) Electrical Systems Txa$ner. %.mu~ates the aircraft electrical

system, ligbtinB, AC/DC power generating and’btia10gic.

j) Electronic Maintenance ●nd Repair. Minor. repair of the trainer
cqonents iIJundertaken here by the device contractor. Provide workbenches

for minor repair. Include these on the coLliIte.zalequipment list. Consider

peg mounting boards on the wall foz hanging cab~ea. The standard NaVY
electronic workbench, type NSB-2 with PS-lA 24 fDC electric-converter is
recommended for electronic ma$nrenange shop. Veglfy if 600 Hz and other

power characteristics are required. Workbenche.a ❑ay be ordered through the

Aviation Supply Office, Philadelphia, PA. Typical installation cOnsi.3te of
three 24-inch vide modules with ba.dc panels for ●n assembled size of 72 inches
wide by 33-7/8 inches deep by 60-1/4 inches high. Suggested components

follow:

3 ea-FSN:
3 ea-FSN:
2 ea-FSN:
2 ea-FSN:
1 ea-FSN:
1 ea-FSN:

1N6625-8S1-2158
IN611O-839-8O26
1N6625-851-2157
1N6625-851-2156
lN66.Z5-85i-Z159

Back Panel and Shelf Assembly
Electrical Distribution BOX
Base Aseembly
Cabinet Assembly
Table Acwembly

lNM613000-41d84881’M PS-lA electric-converter

k) Fuel Systems Trainer. Demonetratea” the operation, fault
isolation, adjustment, and testing of fuel systems.

1) General Academic Classro~s. Seating arrangement ie the moat
important factor in determining the nize ●nd shape of e classroom.
Accansnodate any special req,uiremence for s~ntic ●nd operative displays end
team teaching, euch as emall, medium, ●ndlo= lergm class seating arrangement
flexibilit~ within the came claearoom boundaries.. The length required for the
front chalkboard can ●leo ●ffect the shape ●nd orientation of the room. Refer
to Timesaver Standards for Buildinz Tyues, for detailed data on @eating
arrangements. Optimize the classroom eizes and shapes for flexibility and
enhancement of instruction. Avoid “pia ?hape” ●nd other conf igurat ions which
limit alternate seating arrangement. Determine seating types and audio
visual characteristics before finalizing configuration. Fixed seating tiers
can decrease flegibility. Comider fixed seating and tiers only in facilities
with a minimum of three classrooms. Uee of maps ●nd foldout materiala by
trainees may require seating at tables. Since clsisrocmns are repetitive
spaces, intense effort ia required to assure quality in each duplicated space.
Cone ider the follovin8 major factors for dasi8n of classrooms:
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(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Seating types and arrangements and vriting surfacea’

Space and furnishings for the lecturer.

The use of wall epace, including teaching aide and wind-s.

Projection and TV facilities.

Coat racks, storage, and other conveniences.

Acouetics and lighting

Heating and air conditioning

Aeethetic considerations

TV mnnicors and special projection systeme in addition to
traditional’ chalkboards or porcelain boards may be used. Verify and document

the requirement for rear ecreen projection before acccarnodating in the design.
See audio visual requirements for projection syst~e.

Aviation training facilities typically utilize training devices
requiring ❑echanical systems support. Consequently, cla.sarooma are often
exposed to a variety of eupport equipment noises in addition to RVAC unit
noise which can dietract frnm instruction. Use sound baff lee, abeorbent

materiale at nnise sources, and locate mechanical units remote frnm
class rocum. Avoid sound masking in classrooms. Acoustic design level for
classrooms shall be RC-30 with 50 SIC (minimum) walls. Provide acoustically
rated accordion folding panel partitions with Integral door where flexibility
is deeirsble for subdividing classrooms. Extend details above finished
ceiling to assure integrity of specified STC in the interstitial space.

Porcelain marker boards are preferred over chalkboards. Include a

display rail with clip fasteners. Wall perimeter tack stripe ehould be
provided for graphic dieplay such as maps and charta. Non-obtrusive
obsenation sidelights are required at claeeronm entries. Limit etmage. areae

for audio visual equipment to those “items dedicated to each classrciom.

Prnvide small portable platform units in lieu of permanent” raised
platfoms (plus or minue 8 inches high) for classroom lectern areas utilizing
demons tration techniques and in rocum with river five eeet ing rnws. Permanent
platforme can eeverely limit future rearrangement in seating and
subdivisions. Allnw a genernue width for the instructor to transverse the
platform for the full length of the chalkboard. Centralize other storage.
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overhead
if clutch

required
walls in

which iS

❑) General Supply SWOreGOOm. P~ovide double doors in lieu of
door to loading area for better CQDG?OJ, of air infiltration. Verify
door or issue couneer is required bY the ueer.

n) Dedicated Claeorocin. Dne or more dedicated claserooma may be
for classifled teaching matexial. Provide adequate STC rating6 for
accordance with levels of security.

o) Plight Control Systems Trniner. A full size aircraft ❑ockup
used to train future aircraft structural and hydraulic mechanics and

electricians in the moving eystemo which control the ai~craft in flight. It
utilizes real and like-real aircraft ccaponente in areas of training where
intricate phyeical relationships need to be demonstrated and fine mechanical
skills are to be practiced.

p) Hands-h Mockups. The major d~egnninant for room volume is

typically the training device and how it is demonstrated and operated. Allcu
for a maximum of six students excepc where directed otheruise. Where high bay
spaces are required, utilize mezzanine space for storage or obeenation area.
Accommodate any clearances and other requirements for rolling service

platforms. Avoid obstructing moving parts with utility feeds. Exposed
structure provides ready access to utilities for setiice. Acoustic absorbing
materials will be required in spaces where device noise such as hydraulic pump
support equipment is a nuisance to.instruction nnd in other spaces with noise
level above RC-30, and/or above levels of ear safety. Direct application of
acoustical material to the underside of deck instead of using suspended
acoustical ceiling tiles alluvs more eaae of access and visibility to service
utilities. .,.

q) Inst~ctor and Staff Lounge. Provide kitchen alcove, visually
hidden from lounge with diahva.cher, toicrovave c.venl ●nd small upright

refrigerator. The seating area can double as conference and as an instructor
work area if arranged so that kitchen users do not have to intrude.

r) Inritmctor Work Roan. Requiz.emento can vary frcm work atationa
for supervisors only to work stations for ●ll instructors. Separate dedicated
instructor work apace from trainee gachertng ●reas and trainee pedestrian
traffic. Locate near or contiguous with the Library ~Learning Center for
sccesa to resource materials.

Provide large, clear ●reas for Lnscructor work apace to permit
flexibility in reapportionment of,spaces., This nrea should be deeigned around
● modular scheme for the greate. ~ pomaible flexibility in ●rrs”ngement. When
individual offices are required w~rhin general areas, they should be enclosed
by lightweight, movable partitiorm. Systems or ❑odular furniture provides
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I privacy and acoustical control in an open environment and allows great
flexibility for changing instructor work space. PC work etations may be used
here on a network. Design power, telephone, and data distribution wiring
systems in this area to allcw for frequent changes.

s) Janitor Closet. Provide adjustable shelving and storage apace

for cleaning equipment and supplies, mop rack, and a daep sink or mop. receptor
on each floor.

t) Lab/Claseroom. Academic classroom areae in the same space with

the trainer device allave instructors to relate directly to devices under
study during lectures. An unusually 10V trainee/teacher ratio such as 4:1 can
be expected due to safety concerns related to devices. A second instructor in
the class is considered a safety observer. Provide apace for two trainees per
table. Tables are preferred to individual desks due to the array of manuals
and fold-out data used in the classroom. Normal class size is eight. Up to
10 trainees per class may be accouunodated under extreme conditions.

Laboratory. Trainees are instructed here in electronics and
hydraulic testing. Lab hoods may be required for soldering.

v) Landing Gear Trainer. Allow aircraft hydraulic and pneumatic

mechanics, aircraft electrical systems technicians and aircraft structures
mechanice to receive organizatiorial level maintenance training related to the
landing gear c.xnponents for which they are responsible. They can demonstrate
both normal and abnormal operation of the landing gear and subsys terns,
location of landing gear components and troubleshooting” techniques for
isolating faults.

w) barning Stations. The learning stations are primarily ccmputer
aided instruction utilizing student carrels: The instruction proceeds at the
students’ awn pace and ability to learn the material.

x) Learning Station Computer Support. Host computer aided
instruction eyeteme ncu in uee require a central processor which is usually
lc=cated adjscent to the learning stations area. Direct and dedicated support
of learning statione is provided. Provide accese floor where required.
Future technology advancements may reulace the central processor with a
desktop compute; unit located in

Up to eight claaeified
meaauree as required by the user
Vith RCIS.

. .
the learning statione area.

file safes may be utilized. Provide security
and the base security officer in conjunction
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y) Librat-y/Learning Center. MS space provides information and

resources. Larger centers require control Of eq~~pment and materials with a
nervice counter and work apace .vhich vilk pcomlde orderly issue ●nd receipt ●s
well as inventory control and repair. Aud.fmisusl o’rother equipment repair
may be required.

In addition to books, the leb,m~ng cencer m?y contain recOrds,
tspes, closed circuit TV facilities, film, cameras, VCRO, and projection
●quipment. Larger centere may need separate stick ●nd reading ●reas. Provide
storage for Navy publications and c’are-tiza.in<ngmanwala. Accnnvnodate a
classified file cafe where required by the uce,r. Acoustic controlling
materials are necessary to ensure a quiet envizonmeng.

Provide for computerized ELDS and eexrels if required by the user.
Carrele where needed must be eized co ●cqtamnodsce the EIDS. The EIDS ❑ay

require a separate ronm for the hose ccinputez depending on the system and may
be restricted to authorized personnel only.

Z) Lobby. Utilize wall area for building directory. Accnnxnodate
any memorabilia provided by the ueer.

aa) Locker Room. Avoid permanently built-in lockers eince they can
adversely affect future flexibility . Provide adequate lockers for trainee
occupancy load and ●dequate garmen”t changing ●rea.

bb) Mail Ronm. Locate off the corridor and contiguous to the
administrative area for uee by the mtaf f. Provide mailboxea with two aided
access. Design area to prevent queues of persomel frnm obstructing corridor
paseage.

cc) Maintenance Shop. Some facllitien may require intermediate
(‘I”) level maintenance. Provide appropriate workbenches for minor
miscellaneous repair. Include these on the collateral equipment list.

dd) Media Storage Room. Provisions for storage and retrieval of
each type medim must be provided. In endtifloor facilities, locmte ●n
●dditional medis etorage roan on each Floor. Include centralized storage as
needed for slides, flb, microfilm, filmstrips, videO tapes, audiO taPes *
records, computer discs ●nd other storage media, mapo ●nd charts, projection
●quipment, and audio equipment. Refer to NIL-BDBK-1OO8 for fire protection
requirements for magnetic tape ●nd film storage. Adjustable shelving in
required. Verify with the user if ● centralized VCR control panel area is
required. Prnvide issue window, clutch door, or counter where required for
cuetuner service.

ee) Mechanical Ro.xn. This space nOrmaily contains the EVAC
equipment as well as the sprinkler valves ●nd piping. Avoid locating rooms
with RVAC equipment on upper levels vher.& 6ound can reverberate through
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structural systems. Preliminary designs ehould S1,1OW 5 percent of the groes
floor area for facility related mechanical romn space. This floor” area
requirement can vary in the final design due to factore much as uee of a
basewide eteam eystem. Mechanical rooms for ●viation training facilities

tYpiCallY contain a variety of equipment types which must be accommodated
early in the design. Provide adequate space for operation, maintenance, and
servicing of both device contractor and construction contractor supplied
●quipment. Locate hydraulic and pneumatic training device equipment in a
separate dedicated space due to air contaminants, noise, and safety
considerations.

ff) Mechanical Pump Room. Access to both interior of the building
and exterior la recommended. Pump rooms supporting large hydraulic systems

may require high ceilinge to S11OV maintenance access with a permanent or
temporary overhead crane to aeaiet in the maintenance procedures.. Allw
adequate access space around and above equipment for maintenance. Avoid
locating pump rooms on upper levels where sound can reverberate through
structural systems. Isolate floors and acoustically treat walls and doors

where vibration and sound can adversely affeet adjacent spaces.

gg) OIC. The person charged with controlling the uee of the
facility, scheduling the use of classrooms and training devices and
maintaining curriculum occupies this space.,

hh) Power Plants Trainer. Traine aircraft mechanics to operate,
test, and troubleshoot the aircraft engine system. The engine as simulated on
the trainer responds to changes of atmospheric condition, altitude, and
airspeed.

ii) Shower Rocm. Verify if facilities are required for training

mission eupport.

jj) Student Lounge. Locate convenient to vend,ing machines end
coffee mc.ss.

kk) Technical Library. This space ie used by trainees and
instructors. It is heavily used by those involved with avionics. .“

11) Toilets. Specify ceiling hung partitions for easier ,cleaning

and drainage to eliminate rueting of floor mounts. Uee eolid plastic
partitinn finish for better hygiene and graffiti resistance. P-rovide shelf
for temporary stowage of hand carried items euch ae hats and booke.

nra) Vending. Provide ●n ●lcove or ● separate erea off the corridor
such that pedestrian treffic la not restricted, but also located convenient to

or within lounge area. Locate vending machines where they can be properly
serviced and maintained with minimal disturbance to facility operations.
Prmvide secure brackets to prevent overturning of machinee. Provide a hard
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eurface floor sloped to floor dra+n? ad.jacg.ntto w.~din.g machines. Buildings

having more than 100 Federal employees Ioeqqd thece~n or 15,000 square feet
or more should have one or more ●a**E*GtofT d~~- fi~r● blind-Operated
vending facility as noted in Chaptez 5, P-r. D, MIL<SDBK- 1190.

nn) Visitor Control. Locate ehe cheekpdpt at the prima.rY

pedestrian entrance to the facility idja“cent to,the lobby and near
administrative ●rena with a visitoz cotietol qRdurity checkpoint. Include ●

recessed scuff area at the entry point for concrol of debris from foot
traffic. A vestibule is recornuended for energy conservation. Provide 62 inch

high counter with eign-in area, intercan system where required, under counter
files, lockable storaBe, and staff phone. Accommodate number of personpel

designated by the user.

3.2.2.5 Interior Deeign. NAVFAC Dti-14.0.1,provides interior design
guidance. Provide imaginative and creative use of colors and furnishings.

Deeign solutions ehall aleo be kconbmical and the furnishings maintainable.
Fully integrate interior design wieh the work of ocher. design and engineering
disciplines at all stages of the Fiacilicy d~s~gn process. Provide only those
finish systems which have a proven track record of use and testing. SelectiOn

criteria should balance factors re~ated co “installation ,and usage: initial

and life cycle costs, ease of maintenance, cwnfort, etc. Refer to ●ppropriate

tables for suggested interior finishes.

Maintenance training builtlings are heavily used. The continued
euccess of initially achieved design objectives ic dependent upon the
longevity of the materials used. Select interior msterinla and finiohes on
tbe basis of their durability,. safety, and su~tability for cleaning
procedures. Corridore, for example, ohmll be designed for tranaportatioi of
training aids and devices as well as heavy trainee traffic. Terrazzo flooring
in laboratory settings has proven high reeiatance to year and maintains good
●ppearance.

a) Color. Develop ● color plan th~t 1s consistent with the
building program. Use color to atimulste positive human phyeical and
emotional react ions and to enhanca oh- nverall funct ions of the building. For
example, color may be ueed to direct and orient usere to color-keyed functionm
on floors. Color selection can ●loo eupport maintenance management. As ●

general rule, fixed building materisls (e.g., pavera, ceramic tile, resilient
flooring, ceilings, etc. ) should ba talntively neutral. Introduce stronger
accent colors on more changeable f%nimhes (e.g..,paint, wall coverings,
carpet, furnishings) . This will alhv color changes at minti~ cost as areas
●re refinished in the future.

b) Floore . Training fhaeilit,ies●rc subject to heavy trainee in/out
pedestrian traffic. Entry points and,coxridogs murntvithetand heavy foot
traffic. Minimize tracked in dirt by using,vm~ksof f mata ●t entry points to

protect f100ring and to reduce maintenance. Use durable and easily maintained
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Table 3.1
Recommended Finishes - Aviation Maintenance Training Facilities

ROCM WALLS PLOOR BASE CEILING REmARRs

AONINISTRATION
AVIONICS TRAINER
CIASSR@JI’lS
CL4SS EQUIP STOR
CONPENRNCE
CORRIDORS
CPOIC
ELECTRICALROOM
ELECTRONIC NAINT

ENTRY LOBBY
GEN SUPPLY
BMDS ON NOCKUP
INSTRUCTOR WORK
JANITOR CLOSET
lAB/CLASSROON

LABORATORY
LIBRARY /LC
LOCRRR RCQN
I & S LOUNGE
MAIL ROON
MAINTENANCE SHOP
mcEANICAL RODN
kll?cFlPUMP RCC+l
MSDM STORAGE
OIC
SEDUBR R@l!
sTUDENT LOUNGE
TECH LIBRARY
?mLST
TRAINER ROON
ViMDING
VISITOR CONTROL

PTO OR VUC VCT OR CPT RUBBER ACT
PTo VCT OR ACCESS RUBBER ACT

..-— -- --— ------- ---
mu
PTo
PTD OR VWC
Pm
PTD OR VUC
EXP
Pm

PTD OR VWC
PTo
PTo
Pm
Pm
Pm
PTo
PTO OR VWC
Pm
Pm
Pm
Pm
EXP
EXP
Pm
PTD OR ‘WC
CT
PTD
PTD OR VWC
Pm
PTo
Pm
Pm

Vcl’UK Cr-r
VCT
CPT
VCT
CPT
CNC
VCT
QT
CNC /SLR
cNc /sLR
CPT
VCT
VCT
VCT
CPT
VCT OR QT
VCT/CPT
VCT

CNC /SLR
CNC/SLR

CNC /SLR
VCT
CPT
CT
WC
CPT
CT
cNc lsLR\EDR
VCT/QT
CPT

KUU8EK ~vl.

NONE ACT
RUBBER ACT
RUBBER ACT
RUBBER ACT
NONE EXP6P
RUBBER ACT
QT ACT
NONE EXP
RUBBER EXP6P
RUBBER ACT
RONR EXP6P
RUBBER ACT
RUBBER ACT
RUBBER ACT
RUBBER/QT ACT
RUBBER ACT
RUBBER ACT
RUBBER EXP&P
NONR EXP&P
NONR EXP6P
NONE ACT
RUBBER ACT
CT PCWB
RUBBER ACT
RUBBER ACT
CT ACT
RUBBER EXP&P
RUBBER/QT ACT
RUBBER ACT

5

6,4,5

7,4,5

1,2
8
3

5

9

10,11

,.
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Table 3:1 (Continued)

Recommended Finishes - AviaG&9n .Ha5nEenance Training Fac ilitiee

General Notee:
1. See Gloseary for finieh material abbreviat$ona
2. VWC and slkyd paint uee la Iimieed due to vapor infiltration.

Remarks:
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

11.

Alternate durable floors include concrete with hardener/sealer.
Exposed and painted ceilinge ●re ●lso ●cceptable.
Consider acoustical wall panels vhere additional eound absorption is
required.
Metal slat ceilings are prohibited. Refei to par. 3.2.2.5 for further

data.
Use washable paint with eggshell or semigloea finieh.
Carpet is discouraged. Use other methods of sound control. .
Consider alternate durable floors such as terrazzo.
Consider functions and consult user to verify floor and ceiling
finishes.
Use waehable and mildev resistant paint with gloss finish.
Use acoustical ceiling tile where eound absorption is needed. See
“Avionics Trainer” for epecial finishes.
Use a white color “dry ehaken. hardener.
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floors. Consider safety, noise impact, traffic bearing requirements,
chemicals and cempounds used .on flooring and moisture thst flooring will be
subjected to under normal and special conditions. Carpeting may be ueed in
●ccordance with Chapter 5, par. Bl, M2L-SDBK-1190, Table 2.1, MIL-BDBK-1OO1 /1,
and MIL-BDBK- 1008.

c) Ceilings. Metal slat ceiling syeteme are prohibited, since they

do not allmu heat to collect at heat detectors. Value engineering reports
●lso show significant implemented savings for acoustical tile ceilings over
metal ralatsystems. Ceiling systems for corridors which usually must
ecccanmodnte nn array of utilities must be thoroughly evaluated against ease of
accesa, eound control, fire protection requirement, future utility
edaptatione, life cycle coat, and maintainability.

3.2.2.6 -. Provide a aignage plan, legend, and details. .Design signs
as an overall building and site system to be furniehed and installed under the
construction contract, Economy, flexibility, ease of installation and
maintenance are important considerations of efgnage design. De.3ign the .syetem

to inhibit vandalism but vith flexibility to enable the addition or deletion
of information. Select a mounting mechanism for the signs to permit the reuse
of signs ●s the factlity changes. Specify an eaeily-read letter form such ●s
Helvetica Medium. Indicate the design, location, and installation method in
the plan, elevations, and epecif ications. Require the contractor, in the

project specificatiom, to make a comprehensive submittal of the proposed eign
eystem and to provide information necessary for acquiring nev or replacement
signs. The exterior eign system shall be respected both on and off the
specific facility cite. Any signage shall also be harmonious in the

landaeape. Care shall be taken to use signs only when nacessary and to
restrict the use of random styles, placement, and colors. Prepare a Signage

Manual to instruct the activity in maintenance ‘of the eignage syetem and
provide specialized equipment and materiale naceeaary for acme.

Since course durations are often short, each incoming clase muet be
●ble to orient easily. Place emphaeie on directional signage to immediately
familiarize trainees with the room names and numbers. Wall-mounted signs
extending into the corridor will cite rorm identifications from a distance cud
grestly enhance efficient acceea to the appropriate claseromrm.

a) Entrance Sign. Entrance signs may be necessary to introduce the
training facilities to visitors. Position these signs for visibility and
install consistently in relationship to the roadvay, walkway of building which
they aerva. Reinforce desired building entry points for visitors, including
the handicapped, vith entrance signs. Entrance signs shall clearly identify
the building name, function, nmmber, and organization, and ehall be coneietant
with the installation’s overall signage eystem. Often, eeveral building entry
eigns are required to identify those activities that may be raached via a
specific entry point when a building has more than one primary entrance.

I

I--
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b) Building Identification Sign: Training
signs identify a building by name and.number., Design
part of the overall oigning syacem of ●n in&llacion

facilitv identification
identification signe •~
and require freestanding

eigns ●rid/orwall mounted signs. Locate ●nd”size building identification
signs for visibility from the main acceso street. Coordinate building numbere

with the Public Works Office and fire service requirement and position at
etandard locations on the building.

c) Building Directory. Locate a building directory where it is

clearly visible to all visitors as they enter the building. The building
directory shall consiet of a pecmanent bender panel with the name of the
building or the major organization in the building,, plus a directory section
that lists ●ach tenant. Utilize a changeable Letter board with changeable

letters or ❑essage slots for the directory section. In large training
facilities, a building locator plan to identify building spaces, key
activities, and personnel may be a neceeemry sddirion to the directory.
Locate floor or building section directories to be clearly visible to
pedestrians entering frem elevators, stairs, OF major corridors.

d) Directional Signs. Locate directional signs which direct to
different areas, departments, and functions of ● building at every decieion
point - opposite the elevators, opposite the etairways, ‘and at each corridor
intersection. Directional signs should point to only high priority
destinations. Indicate route to classroc+ne by number groupings. Include
direction to toilets, lounge, library, vending, and outdoor emoking areas.

e) Rocnn Identif icatio”n Signs. Room eigns identify room entrancee
and sewices such as toilets, telephones, housekeeping activities o and stairs.

Roan numbers in addition to names are essentinl for repetitive spaces atich●-
classrooms and offices.

f) Regulatory Signs. These prohibit certain activity, for example,
“Ho Smoking= or ‘No Rntry. n Many cafety e,igne●re required by law or
regulation and may include building evacuation, firo exit maps, or exit maps
specifically for the handicapped.

g) Informational Signs. Additional signs may be required to list
building and activity operating hours.

h) Notice /Bulletin Boards. These are ●specially important in
training facilities to control clutter and readily ●cccuunodate changing
information. Provide these throughout the building. Provide tack board
surfaces or similar surface management eyst~s to ●ccommodate “unanticipated
messages, signs, poetere, ●nnouncement, etc. , in high traf ffc ●rea, doorc,

elevators, counters, columns, drinking fountains, public telephones, lounges,
etc.
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i)

requirement

j)
guidelines.
in general.

Handicapped Criteria. Coordinate signs with the handicapped
of FED STD 795.

Additional Guidelines. Refer to NFCS-1044O for additional
Also, AFP 8B-40 provides excellent guideline for ODD fncilitiee
The information is nonproprietary and easily modified to match

specific facility designs and BKAF etandards.

3.2.2.7 Windovs. Natural light is desirable, but certain” rooms will require
blackout shades or draperies for visual aids. Sun ecreene, roof overhanga,
and recessed window can effectively control direct light penetration.
Provide window head details to accommodate installation of window cnverings
●nd ease of operations.

Use operable windows for natural light and ventilation where
permitted by security provieiona. Do not use eye level windove which can be a

distraction for trainees in classroom eettings. Provide clerestory windows in
the classroom where practical for natural light and ventilation unless
security criteria is prohibitive. Comply with NFPA 101 for window eize and
mounting heights.

Utilize non-obtrusive observation glass panels where desired by the
user in classrooms, laboratories, and other non-private trainee occupied
arena. Glazed openings that are subject to accidental human impact due to
location, such as sidelights that extend to the floor, shall comply with 16
CFR Part 1201.

3.2.2.B Doors and Hardware. Exterior wall overhead doors can be a critical
source of extreme heat gainlloss and air and moisture infiltration into labl
classroom settings where temperature and humidity conditions must be

maintained. Overhead coiling doors to the exterior are not acceptable for
environmentally conditioned apacea. Provide veathersealed insulated vertical
lift or sectional doors or insulated removable panels with lifting eyes.
Insulated panele must be easily remevable by facility personnel. Provide
adequately sized interior corridor doors for clc.esroaus with oversized

equipment where poesible in lieu of exterior openings into each classromn to
minimize expoeure to exterior elements. Size all doors to accommodate the
path of oversized equipment fr.nnloading areas to destination and betveen
rooms. Utilize inactive leafs and removable transcms where equipment moves
are infrequent. Allow for maneuverability in tight corridors.

Classrooms or other areas where classified information is used shall
not have doors with viewing windnvs.

Use fcur binges where required on heavy use doors. Avoid panic
hardvare except vbere specifically required by criteria since the Navy does
not classify training facilities as schools.
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3.2.2.9 Natural Li~hting. The use of nacural light is encouraged as it
contributes significantly to ehe energy efficiency of the building and
ccmrnunicatee ● feeling of well -baimg ●id opann.*ss. Natural light can be used

in conjunction with high efficiency areificipl 14gheing featuring
photosensitive controle for maintaining Iighe&ng levels ●.ttmatically.
Skylights are not permitted due to exceeeiwa molar heat gain and. leak
potential. Claseroom wing corridors ●nd other interior occupied spaces may
incorporate monitors with conventional zoofiing ●nd vertical window.
Perimeter instructional spacea may incotpotaek high bay or clerestory window
in caees where natural lighting 10 deeired without any distracting or
unsightly ViW8 .

3.2.2.10 Buildine Tlermal Insulation and VauSr Reterdera. Locate vapor
retarders with care in view of the thermal dif~exentials associated with
training buildings. Do not use viny! wall uovering and impet-wious paint on

the interior surface of exr.erior wa~la in humid areae (as defined in t!IL-NDBK-
1190) unless calculation ehcw that condensation will not occur within the
wall.

Special purpose rocms such as laboratories and computer rooms
normally require stringent air conditioning requirements. Provide adequate
insulation and vapor t~ansmiseion barriers to minimize the loads on the
mechanical system. Ceiling decks of spaces below supercooled computer. rooms
and pertieter walls ●re apt to collect condensate if not properly insulated.

3.2.2.11 Eandicapued Design. Pzovide barrier-free access to civilian work

spaces and other spaces intended for public aCCeSS. Design facilities to
locate handicapped access epaces on first floor only, unless the size of the
facility’s administrative and other accessible ●reas requiree a second, floor.
Areas hazardous to handicapped persona need not tieaccessible’. Ccmply with
current criteria in UFAS.

3.2.2.12 Elevators ●nd Stairs. Comply with requirements of DM-3 .09 and
handicapped criteria in UFAS. For safety related measures, comply with
ASME/ANSI A17. 1 and NFPA 13.

Provide freight elevators where stairs. cannot ●ccommodate the weight
and size of routinely transported equipment. Ccnsidar the weight associated
with transporting security vaults or training ●quipment to upper levels.
Utilize stair tread noaings that ●re resiecanc to heavy trainee pedestrian
traffic volume.

3.2.2.13 Acceso Floor SYatems. The underf looz ●pace muet be properly oesled
if used as an air conditioning supply plenum. Use plastic laminate covering
for accesa floor panels. Utiliza ●cceme Flooxing in ccanputer rooms and in
administrative spacee where networks are ueed.
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3.2.2.14 Ceiliru?s. Provide access where projection, mechanical, and
electrical equipment, including adjustment, maintenance, and shutoff devices,
●re located. Ceilings ehall be maintainable and eaeily repaired.

Projections frnm the ceiling such as sprinklers and light fixtures
can impinge on clearances required for device installation and removal, as
well as crane and hoist operations. Coordinate ceiling items mm a

comprehensive reflected ceiling plan.

3.2.2.15 ~. Impervious finishes applied to the interior side.of exterior
walls ❑ust be carefully evaluated against dev pointe to prevent vapnr dams and
subsequent failure of the installation. Protect the corners of walls and

columns in areae where equipment moves are frequent.

3.2.2.16 Acausticel Control. A NLR minimum factor of 30 is required in the

70-75 DNL zone and an NLR minimum factor of 25 is required in the 65-70 DNL
zone. There are no special requirements in the DNL zone belmu 65.

Use noise and sound transmission criteria cited in DH 1.03. Prevent
eound transmission roverwalls. Acoustic absorbing material, where required,
shall be fire and smoke rated ae required in tlIL-~,BK-1008.

3.2.3 Landscape Architecture. The framevork for planning and design of

landecape architectural elements is found in the activity Master Plan and more
specifically in the BSAP. General guidance for design elements can be found
in RAVPAC P-960. Landscape desi8n must enhance positive image for the
facility and ohould direct pedestrian to a primary entry. Design for minimal
maintenance. Provide landscape fabric for weed prevention. Select he.rd~
epecimen species indigenous to the area. Locate hose bibbs convenient for
additional irrigation.

Outdoor pedestrian-oriented spaces are often useful for building
entry plazae, for break and lunch areas, and to prmvide pleasant view from
the building interior. Design outdoor areae to harmonize “vith the
architectural ●nd netural cite character of their surroundings, but to also
moderate environmental and climatic extremes such ae noise, nun, wind, and
eeasomal precipitations.

3.2.3.1 Site Analysis and Development Concept. If the analysis and
development is aucceesful, the biological integrity of the site will “be
retained or improved while successfully meeting the program needs of the user
in a cmmforcable, attractive, and functional setting. Iiinimize clearing of
exieting vegetation and avoid excessive grading.

3.2.3.2 Planting. Guidance for planting deeign ia prmvided In NAVFAC P-905.
Plantinge cm provide a pleasant setting and visual ssset, and minimize the
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environmental impact of development. The ,&plLowing. is a lint of minimum
guidelines to be considered in implementirig new planting schemes foF the
facility : ,.”

a) Preserve existing vege~stim!. Exi.eCJng mature stands of trees

or other significant vegetation are to be pceae~ed apd enhanced Where
possible.

b) Use indigenous plant materiale. Plant materials chosen will be

indigenous to the site.

c) Design for minimum maintenance.

d) Define space and 8creen conflicting uses. ,Use plant material
define space and ecreen visually conflicting, uses where appropriate. See
section on ecreens and walls bekv.

to

e) Promote energy cone.ervation. Plant materials are to be used to

reduce energy requirements, where poseible, such as shading with deciduous
trees. Enhance any desirable cll.maeic effeots such am clear areas at large
glaas areas oriented for winter sun best g“ain.

f) Establish unifying elements. Use planting as a ❑eans to unify
different elemente of an installation.

3.2.3.3 Landscape Lifzhting. The vieual character of a project landscape can
be greatly improved while providing the nighttime functions Of safety.
security, and path finding. In addition to simply mchiev,ing ● ,higher level of
illumination, light levels, color, patterna, ●nd etyle ehould he energy
efficient, attractive, and functional in s coordinated landacape scheme.

3.2.3.4 Exterior Sims. Conform to requirements of the BSAP.

3.2.3.5 Utilities. Grouping in corridors, “underground placement, and
screening and grading can de-emphaaize the impact of utilities on a cite.
Fla teate must be conducted to determine the available water oupply for fire
protection. Indicate a static preesure ●nd ● residual pressure at a certain
flow.

3.2.3.6 Site Furnishings. In conjunction with site and landacape design,
provide appropriate signo; etructuzes; outdoor furniture and equipment, such
me tables and seating; vending mnahina si-telcow~ talophono boothe; ecraen wall
and fences: ae well as the more eymbolic alemante such ae fla”gpoles,
memorials, and military equipment displays. Definitive design and other data
for flagstaf fs are svailable in Section 6 of M2L-EDBK-1034. Lack of
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coordination, as well as concern for detail, are primary
cite furnishing. Select cite furniture that is simple,
maintenance, ●nd relating in color, texture, and form to
established base character and B2AP guidelines.

problems related to
requiring 10V
building design and

3.2.3.7 Eaulument Screens and Walls. Screens and walls for mechanical and
electrical equipment are encouraged for aesthetic purposes, but can severely
penslize equipment performance. Carefully coordinate design with each
engineering discipline. Shade for mechanical equipment is desirable; hwever,
leaves fram deciduous treee may clog equipment.

3.2.3.8 Selection of Plant Ma’terial. Select plant materials on the basis of
hardineee and degree of maintenance required. Avoid plants which require more
frequent attention than the users can provide to stay in a healthy condition
or have an attractive appearance.

3.2.4 ~. NAVFAC Criteria Manual Series on civil engineering (DM-5 and
MIL-NDBK- 1005 eeries) pravides general guidance for civil engineering, site
work, and other related topics. Refer to MIL-SOBK- 1008 for location snd
epncing of fire hydrants. Refer to DOT D6. 1 for tref fic control devices.
Provide surface bearing capacity for hesvy equipment or trucks outeide the
high bay doors. Consider loaded forklift wheel loads on the paving deeign.
Forklifts will normally be used to transport equipment into the building from
the delivery truck. Edges more than 1 inch in height cannot be negotiated by
forklifts. Pravide clear path for delivery and remaval of equipment frm
acceee roads to loading dock. Account for obstacles nod pravide adequate
turning radii.

Coordinate location of mechanical equipment pade with mechanical
design end ehw. major pieces of equipment on civil engineering drawings.
Locate noisy equipment remote from occupied spaces and as near as possible to
the mechanical spacee. Distribution piping (utilities, refrigerant, condenser
water, etc. ) shall enter the building only through mechanical spaces. Shade
is desirable; hawever, equipment should not be located beneath exieting trees
vhere it can beccme clogged with leaves and debris.

3.2.4.1 Roads. Parkinz and Walkvavs. These are three of tbe most land
consuming uses on a site. Negative visual impact can be minimized by locating
facilities conveniently to each other, encouraging pedaatrian uee and other
non-vehicular modes of accese.

Vehicular or pedestrian paving should be in character with a safe,
functional, and visually pleaaiag landscape. The sharing of parking and road
requirements will minimize total impact. Small parking lots are usually
preferable to large lots since they allow for conformin8 to the natural
topography and other cite features and are visually leee bbtrueive. Pravide

appropriate paved area and adequate maneuvering space for semi-tractor trailer
and other tmck deliveries. Pravide ramps at curbs along routes leading to
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storerooms to facilitate wheeled access. Accumnodate training device
transportation into and out of the building through ●dequate turning radii and

appropriate loading facility. Provide vehicle protective barriere for light
posts and fire apparatus.

Pedestrian access to trwining facilities is normally restricted to a
single entrance point due to securicy arieeria. Pedaatrian traffic to and
from the parking lot is heavy due .to muluiple daily training sessione.
Determine if egress is permieeible through secondary exterior doore and if eo,
accommodate with walkways . OPNAV Instruction 5530. 14B, prohibits parking of
privately ovned vehiclee within 15 feet of any building. Include concrete

surface spaces for bicycle racka and motorcycles. Storm drainage ●nd other

grates must be oriented with parallel alota perpendicular to the paths of
bicycles. Criteria for vehicle patking area debign ie shcwn on NAVFAC Drawing
No. 1404837.

3.2.4.2 Eandicauued Access. Provide curb ramps, access aisles, and

handicapped parking spaces near accessible entrances.

3.2.4.3 Loadin.u Dock Ram Protection. Each facility requiring a loading
dock ramp ehall be provided aide-edge protection in ccatpliance with Section
I91O.23C of Public Law 29, CFR.

3.2.5 Structural. Structural design shall ccfnply with M1L-RDBK-1OO2
series, Structural Engineering and NAVFAC P-355. Base an economical
structural system on facility size, projected load requirements, quality of
locally available materials, local labor and construction materials, and local
wind, anov, eeiemic, geologic, and permafrost condition.

Depress structural framing and slabs in “lab ereaa vhere access
flooring occure to provide uniform, continuous, finish floor levele between
adjacent spaces.

Account for the weight of any elaesified file safe and fuel weighte
at fuel trsinere.

3.2.5.1 ClearsDan Requirements. Column@ in the high bay training area are

typically prohibited. Check excursion limits for device and ●ccwnodate
f legibility.

3.2.5.2 WeiKht Eandlinz Equipment. Cranes and monorails shall comply with
DH 38.01. Utilize NAVFAC NFGS-14637 ●nd NI?CS-L-14622, where applicable.
Provide platforms, catwalks, ●ccese ladders, ●nd any other provision for
inspect ion ●nd maintenance of cranes and hoict o which could put equipment
temporarily out of eetiice due to inacceaeibility.

Obtain user and device manufacturer input re8arding c,ontrole and
speed criteria for hoist, trolley, ●nd bridge, hook heights, capacities, and
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service area. Note that
neceesary for stationary
lab/clasarotcms.

lifting the device will require ❑ore clearance than
position. Eoiste may be required at specified

3.2.5.3 Floors. Design floor elabs along the travel path of any equipment
to withstand the heaviest wheel loads anticipated during the installation in
compliance with criteria in MIL-EDBK- 1002/2, -. Training equipment
incorporateing motion systernswill impose static and dynamic forces upon the
fscility structure.

Isolate the mechanical equipment rocm floor ‘slabs from the remainder
of the facility.

Current computer equipment trends are tovard more compact, yet
denser and heavier ccxaponents. Future floor loade will probably. localize into

more extreme concentrated losds.

3.2.5.4 Roof Loads. Mechanical equipment i.epreferred at ground level;
hnvever, where roof mounting ie necessary, design screening in accordance with
local wind loads and directional patterns. Anticipate other roof structure

mounted accessories such as catwalks, ladders, hoiete, and cranes.

3.2.6 Eeatinz, Vent ilatirm. and Air Conditioning. Consider 100 percent

capacity backup EVAC equipment to maintain operation. Refer to MIL-EDBR-

1008 for coordination with fire protection ayatems. Coordinate exterior
mechanical equipment locetion with civil deeign. Locate noisy chillere and
other equipment remote from occupied spaces ●nd se near as possible to the
mechanical spacea. Shade ie desirable; hnvever, equipment shnuld not be.
located beneath existing trees where it can become clogged with leaves and
debris. Distribution piping for utilities, including refrigerant and
condenser water, ehould enter the building only through the mechanical ronm.
Avoid routing chilled water piping over computer sr”eas and trainer devices to
prevent damage to high cost equipment from leakage and condensation. Prnvide
ieolation valvee to facilitate maintenance without system” shutdown. comply
with NAVPAC DH-3. 10, where adjacent spaces and/or sensitive equipment cannot
tolerate noise and vibration.

Ceilings may be higher tha”n normal for classroan settings due to lab

trainer requirements. Acccnnmodate appropriate airflow requirements at the
trainee table working level.

a) Lab/Classroom. Eligh ceiling areas mey require use of ceiling
fans to distribute conditioned sir to seated occupante.

3.2.6.1 Design Conditions. Design conditions for ccmfort conditioning shall
be determined in compliance with MIL-KOBK- 1190 and DM 3.03. Electronic and

cnmputer procurement documents require that equipment function properly in an
air conditioning environment between 60 degrees and 60 degreee F for
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electronics and between 4S degrees ●nd k2Q degrees
Special facility conditions follov:

.’.

for mechanical equipment.

a) Dedicated heat rejeccion eq,ulp~ent (such ae c~PreSaOra !
condenser j and condensing units) se’qving Cra&hing devices shall be located
outside of environmentally conditioned spsces . .

b) The air conditiom$’rig.mwironmant for hydraulics shall be
between 45 degrees ●nd 120 degrees. Provide heat ●s necessary to maintain the
minimum temperature.

3.2.6.2 Ventilation. Use ventilation rates for occupied apacee ●s required

in ASSP.AS STD 62. Provide thermostatically controlled forced ventilation in
mechanical, electrical and hydraulic spaces. Cool hydraulic pump rooms and

ccxnpressor rooms by mechanical ven.~ilation only.

3.2.6.3 Zoning. System Select ion..and PamA Lead Performance. Occupancy of
classroom areas varies draaticrally with reepeet co training schedule.
Consider each classroom/training cxea ●s ● eeparste temperature and humidity
control zone. Provide individual Temperature aontrola for each claseroom.
Size terminal equipment to acccmmod’a~e min”tium as w~ll no maximum loads.
Multiple air handling units (allowing staged turn-down ‘of system capacity IIS
sensible load falls) shall be considered. Terminal reheat is permitted to

meet part-load humidity performance requirements; in electronic equipment
spaces, the amount of reheat available shall be approximately equal to the
sensible electronic load within, the space. Provide ●dequate pre-beat to allow

proper dehumidification when training devicas ●ra not operating.
.,.

3.2.7 Plumbing. General guidance for plumbing design is provided in DM-
3.01 and MIL-EDBK-1190. Coordinate plumbing with structural design to avoid
conflicts between underground pipes, trenches, and fi,ootinge. Provide chutoff
valves to isolate syetem when doing maintananca so that entire facility io
not affected by an outage. Do not locate.’roof drairk ●nd roof drainage piping
over ccmputer apacee and trainer devices to prevent damage to equipment in
case of leakage or condeaaation.

Carbon dioxide container ueed for ‘I” level maintenance ●re
preferred at ● protected outdoor locstion.

3.2.7.1 Evdraulic SUDD ort and Pupu Rocnns.. Provide ●dequate ●ccesa for

maintenance. Include opsce for hydraulic fluid. storage. Provide concrete
curbs around perimeter of hydraulic pump bmaes ●rid/or metal pan under PWIP

eeals with drainage slope to sump to retairnlElu$d waste
Floor drains eublect to oil SDilla- must drain to an oil
flexible couplin~a between
control.

3.2.7.2 Compressed Air.

p~pa imd piping systems for

Comply with the requirements

for proper disposal.
●epa”rator. Use
vibration ●nd sound

of UAVPAC DM-3 .5.
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3.2.7.3 Electric Water Coolers. Splash resistant basins are recommended to
prevent elippage on the floor and chock hazard. Handicapped models shall be
recessed as required to minimize obstruction to passage.

3.2.7.4 Waete Systems. Guidance is provided in Dtf-3.01. Additionally,
special consideration shall be given to the following:

a) Accmmnodate oil separators and’ interceptor

b) Accommodate spectal drain requirements for NVAC, chillers, and
trainer equipment.

3.2.7.5 Water Hammer Arresters. Utilize arresters in water eupplies where
quick-closing valves are installed.

3.2.7.6 Emerzencv Shower. Locate for ready access from hazard areas. Slope
floor to drain beneath shcver head. Provide curtain and teeting apparatus.

3.2.8 Electrical. Typically, specific electrical requirement for
training facilities and/or training device(a) are contained in a TPR or
technical manual. Applicable NAVFAC deeign manuals and military handbooks
provide general guidance on electrical engineering. Utilize them in
conjunction with NFPA 70 and ANSI, C2.

Provide two way counnunications from classrooms to administrative
area or security desk if required by the user. Provide. centralized 400 Hz
solid state invertor and 24 VDC, both with backup for service to appropriate
trainers without integral units.

a) Hydraulic P&rapRoom. Uee ate,el conduit with liquid type

fittings where electrical cables are located in the came trench with hydraulic
piping.

b) Classromns. Locate 120 volt convenience outlets for use of
portable audio visual equipment. Provide conduit stub-outs with pull wire in
ceiling space for future ceiling mounted audio visual aids such as projection
Systems .

c) Corridors. A nhock hazard existe from convenience outlets where
floor buffers are used. Uae locking type outlete and metal device covere
mounted high above splash zones.

3.2.8.1 Closed Circuit Television. Canply with M2L-EDBK-1004/7.
Centralized VCR signal distribution syotem should be provided where possible,
in lieu of portable equipment. Portable VCRs on mobile stands nre repair
intensive and require umecee sary set up time in individual rooms. Include
cable outlet in the lounge for training.
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3.2.8.2 Teleuhonee. Adminiatratlve telephones are procured and installed
under contracte administered by NCTC. Provide support syetem to include
interior and exterior conduits with pull wir~j Cqlephone backboard(s), ●nd
telephone outlets. Refer to the Nsvy Te~eshqne. ~anual for the required
telephone outlets, backboards ) e~aee. kfi-condu”it sizes. Locate outlets as
directed. Consider telephone and cmmnunication outlets in maintenance areas
and dedicated lines at devices where networking is anticipated. Accownodate
any special eimulator contractor c~unicatiom requtremente which may require
intercom features integrated into the telephona. syetem.

3.2.8.3 Cormutere and Training Devices. Refer to manufacturer! e TFS and
canply with MIL-RDBK- 1004/1, FIIL-EDBK-1004/4, ●nd l’fIL-SbBK-1012/1. In
training facilities with high concentrations of micro computers control the
effects of harmonics when designing branch circ~its aervin8 the computer
areas. Provide surge protection, filter/conditioning pover in accordance with
requirements of the TFR. In the absence of s,pecific requirements in the TFR,
reviev the quality of pover which will serve the proposed facility and provide
eurge protection, filters, and cond~tioners ae neceaaary. See Trainer
Facility Data and Equipment Summary Sheets for each aircraft type in this
handbook for preliminary planning purpoaea.

3.2.8.4 Lighting. Li8htin8 levels shall canply with MIL-RDBK- 1190.
Lighting level requirements exceeding those outlined in MIL-RDBK- 1190 shall be
fully just ified and approved. Uti~ize energy conservation techniques is
prescribed in Chapter 9, par. A2a of FfIL-SDBK-1190.

Overhead fluorescent li~hting can hamper vision at radar scopes,
test scopee, snd other CRT ●creena. Us- ●ppropriate lighting for these
functions to reduce glare. Utilize fluorescent fixtures with battery packs
●rid/or wall ptcke for emergency lighting in lieu of ● central eystem.

a) Clasaromns. LlghtinB control (dimmers and/or selective lamp and
ballast svitching) with discrete circuits for the front of the room allw for
effective visual use of television monitors . prOjectOrs, view graphs, etc.
Special lighting consideration may be required for lab/classrooms. Ceilings

=Y be higher than nO~al for lab/clasczoan settings for better spatial
quality due to the eize of the roan ●nd to ●ccamnodate lab trainer device size
and excureion limit requirements. Accommodate ●ppropriate lighting intensity
requirements at the trainee table working level. Extend lighting fixtures darn
below any ceiling fans. Trainer mockups may require more intense lighting
than the general claesroom ambient Jevel. Use spectrum rangea appropriate for

ch+ssrocm settings. Emergency llghting is required ●s a safety precaution for

Omrat iOn Of equipment during pcwer f●ilures.

3.2.8.5 LisihtninR Protection. Perform ● lightning protection risk
assessment on all aviation training facility typeo in canpliance with Appendix
I of NFPA 78, to juetify lightning” protection when’ required by the regionel

Em. Comply with applicable sections of I’fIL-EDBK-1004/6.
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3.2.8.6 Facility Lnw Volta&e Pnwer. Refer to applicable TPR or technical
manual and cnmply with HIL-ROBK-1OO4 /1 and fiIL-EDBK-100fI/4. Generilly prnvide
680Y/277 volt, three-phase, four-wire eemice to the fecility. Utilize dry
type transfomners to etep voltage dawn for 120, 208, and 240 volt
requirements.

3.2.8.7 Intmaion Detection Svstem (IDS1. Facility IDS eyeteme are procured
and installed via contracts administered by NCIS. Coordinate with NCIS for
facility planning, design, and construction schedules. IDS systems including
cnmmercisl pnwer supply, utility and conttol wiring system are considered
personal property. Provide support system in the construction coritract to
include conduit with pull wire and device boxes es directed. IDS for Fferine
Corps projects are separately funded and managed and do not require NCIS
coordination. Provide IDS support requirements and etartup specification
where required in accordance with MIL-RDBK-1012 /1.

3.2. S.8 Uninterruptible Pnver Supplies (UPS~. UPS syetems when required and
justified by the user and are dedicated to the support of an item of personal
property are typically procured for f41LCON projects via contract administered
by NFESC, and are installed by the facility construction contractor (i.e. ,
Government furnished/contractor installed) . Prnvide UPS support requirements
and startup specification where required in accordance with MIL-RDBK-1012/ 1.

3.2.8.9 400 Hz Pnver. Comply with MIL-ffDBK-1004/5. Due to the eize of the
load, eolid state 400 Hz pnwer supplies locsted in close proximity to the
utilization equipment are required.

3.2. B.10 Facility Shielding. Prnvide elect rnmegnet ic andIor TENPEST

shielding if required by with MIL-EDBK-1 195.

3.2.9 Fire Protect ion. Comply with NIL-EDBK- 1008, ~~, and NFPA 101.
Classroan facilities for flavyinstallations ere considered business
occupancies in accordance with NPPA 101. Assembly occupenciee, conference
rnome ●nd claaerocam with fixed eeating require special ettention. Provide
visual fire ●larm signala nn a caee by cane baais where cmbient noiee in
claeerocmw can prevent hearing eudible alarms. Requirement for eprinkler
system, carbon dioxide extin8uiahing eyatenm, fire alacm aymtenw, and
protection of electronic equipment inetdlatione are determined by .MIL-RDBK-
1008. Esnd heId porteble balon extingulehers ●re permitted; hovever,
autnmat ic halon ext inguiehing ayatema are not. Convey fire alarm signals to
the base fire dep.ertment via the base fire reporting system. Verify the type

of system with the fire department.

●) Eydraulic Fluid Piping Systems. Sfigh preeaure 2000 PSI
hydraulic fluid has ● high flaehpoint and ●tnmiz in8 fluid leaks can self
ignite with friction. Spaces containing exposed hydraulic fluid piping are
subject to epecial protection. Provide fire atop seal where piping and cable
in trenches paso through fire rated wane.
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b) Hydraulic Pump Rotxma. Specify electrical fixtures in the pump
rnnm aa Claoe I, Division I axplooion proof. .’Provide2-hour fire resietive
rated perimeter wall. if the ordintiry pi!~rdeinnwbaeed hydraulic fluid io used.

c) Computer Ronms ●nd Other Electronic Spaces. Ccmply with MIL-

ffOBK-1008. Provide sprinkler protection. Conct.als qhall autcmatic?lly shut
down computer, electronic ●nd eimuln.ror pgwer upon activation of the sprinkler
ayatem. Provide a plaque citing, “W~ENG--~$re. .cuppression system will shut

down ccnnputer power to minimize ckmage--loss ‘d ‘data.may occur. ❑ Smoke
detection is required in subfloor ●pices. DewLgn computer lelectronic and air
conditioning equipment pcuer tn shut dnwn “upon activation of sub-floor smoke
detectors in the associated roan. AII•utom.s~~o carbon dioxide fire
extinguishing syotem may be required by NIL.-llDBK-1008. Place exits in
accordance with occupancy counts and travel distances around equipment to
cmplY with NPPA 101.

d) Media Storage Rooms. Design in accordance with NPPA 232.

3.2.10 ~. The design of milltary facilities that serve as placee of

-PlOPent @hall confnrm to, or be conaiacertt with, applicable standards
published under the OSRA of 1970 in ●ccordance with MIL-EDBK-1 190. Note that
Chapters 5 through 7 of this reference state that whenever construction
criteria and OSRA standards conflict, ‘the standard providing the greatest
degree of safety shall govern. ” Obtain a SSWG hazard rating established by
the activity and found in the facility study. TYpical hazards include
equipment guards and clearance, carbon dioxide discharge, ●nd hydraulic
eyetems.

Movin8 and electrically energized p~rts and.presku’rize’dhydraulic
ayatema are primary concerne. Include a safety eyewaahlahower in accordance
vith ANSI 2358.1 where hydraulic or other POL materiale are ueed in the
building. Arrange for hydraulic pumps to shut down autcnnatically if a leak or
break occurs in the line at any point. Proyide emergency shutoff svitchee for
the hydraulic pumpe st tbe instmctor’ a stitian. Provide three feet safety
clearance around training devices. Paint flnor around any rotating device
yellnv and black and iodicate the type of hazard (e.g. ,“strike hazard-rotating
device -stsyclear”) .

3.2.11 Security. A checkpoint for identification of entranta to the
build ing may be required. Acccumodate storage ●nd use of classified teaching
~terials. NAVPAC Instruction 1101O.’44E provides guidance for the TKMPEST
Vulnerability Assessment Request which ia required when operating electronic
equipment proceaaing classified data.

3.3 Collateral Eauiument. Wh&rIMILCON personal property facility
projecte are programmed; the InatallatTon criteria for the equi~ent ehall be

ehwn in, or attached to, the facility studiee for the projects involved.
Mejor claimants, usere, and equipment procurement ●gencies for projecte of
this type are responsible for providing these criteria as part of the tlILCON
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planning proceee. “Personal property” is defined as plant equipment which ia
procure~ and installed by the-mcjor claimants, users, or equipment procurement
agencies with fumds from other appropriations. ‘Ihie category of equipment
includes technical, training, ai.mulation, and automated data processing
equipment. Detailed requirements for the aforementioned can be found in
NAVFAC Instruction 1101O.64E.

Purniture eelection criteria shall include function, anthrop~etric
coneiderat ions, moveability, cdjuatability, maintenance t d~rabi,lity) c~f Ort ~
and cost. A clear relationship between the furniture finishes and the
building finishes ehall be evident. Give similar attention to the selection
of finishes of equipment and t’raining aids. Select furnishings from the

Government’ e mandatory sources of supply. Primary sources include General
Senices Administration Federal Supply Schedules and Stock Catalogs, Pederal
Prison Industries, Blind-Made Producte, etc. SelectiOas made from other
sources require a waiver with NAVPACENOCOM appraval outlining the Item’s
technical advantage and the inadequacies of Government mandatory eources.

3.3.1 Collateral Eauiumenc Liet. The collateral equipment list is an

eseential programming and budgeting document. Preliminary collateral
equipment lists are a means to establish a budget for funding purpoees and are
not intended to be used as a ‘buy” list. Consult the project interior
designer at the EFD to assist in developing functional requirements as part of
the interior. design process. Integrate these functional requirements with tbe
building deeign and space plaaning effort which are reflected in the
Furniture/Equipment Footprint. Maintain a continuing update of the collateral
equipment list with the using activity to ensure budget estimates are current
and are adequately acccumodated in the design. Include fire extinguishers and
consider ahreddere or incinerator where cl.cesified material in used.

3.3.2 Purniture lEauioment Footrmint. The FurniturelEquipment Foatprint
shall uee standard or generic furniture sizes to demonstrate the adequacy of
each apace area and the collateral equipment list ●nd to communicate to other
engineering disciplines tbe utilities and services required for each space.
It ●lso demonstrates that life safety exit psttena are acc~Odate.d with tbe
furniture and equipment in place. Provide a Furniture/Equipment Footprint for
the PE phase.

Locate lockers for books, if required by the user, for easy acceas
betveen classes. Lockers in the corridor or elscvhere in the facility ●re ●t
the discretion of the user. Coneider locker groupings for pereonal belongings
and foul weather gear near tbe main entry or student lounge.

3.3.3 Training Aide

3.3.3.1 SDecial Training Device Requirements. Maintenance training devices
●re broadly classified as simulation (SAK2B) or hands-rni equipment (NAlY2).
SAMTS trainers are ueed primarily in teaching troubleshooting and operational
theory and typically utilize interactive multipurpose displays (2MFDs). NAlfY
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trainers are actual aircraft stock •saemblia~ with mechanical and/or
electrical actuation to simulate Eunecione. B$ectrical power for NAMT

equipment usually matches ●ctual navdl a~xe~q~t power charscteriatics of
200Y/ 115 volt. three phaee, 400 cycle .wLth’:28WC. Sme training f_cilitie-
utilize hybrid trainere which utilize ●eGuaL hdh on equipment with computer
enhancement. Hybrid systems ●re ueually operated from ● pC Or
mini/microcomputer which requires the same ●ir conditioning neede ae other
auttinated data proceeding (ADP) systems. Totslly PC based interactive
courseware may be utilized with dual touch ocr-ean.

Maintain ● continuing update of the proposed equipment with the ueer
to ensure all items are current and’are adequately ●cccminodated in the design.

3.3.3.2 Audiovisual Requirements

●) Rear Screen Projection. Rear aereen projection is discouraged
in light of improved state-of-the-arc media and additional space requirements.
Where rear screen projection is eseential, provide at least 6 feet clear epace
width behind the screen which can accommodate the projection path and serve as
media storage and teacher work space.

b) Presentation Eardva’za and Projection Systems. PC baeed
digitizing graphics hardware and three gun ceiling mounted projectors are
current state-of-the-art media for ,visual aids in the class ronm.

c) Slide and Omrhead Projectors. Provide stowage space for
portable carts. See concerns for aepect ratios below.

d) Projection Screens. Base selection of permanently ❑ounted or
stand alone screens on user preference. Permanently mounted ecreens can limit
chalkboard area. Base justification of electrified projection screens on
local requirements: hmever, maintenance and tepair costs must be considered.
Successful visual presentaticms depend on arrangements of the chalkboard and
projection screen relative to the seating configuration.

(1) Avoid visual obstructions. Use clearapan structural
eyatems where poesible. Large demonetrstion tables when raised on platforms
can obscure the lower nreae of chalkboards.

(2) Slope the floor ●nd raise the speaker* a platfozm only
where epace 10 dedicated to projection and lsrge cap-city lecture functions.

(3) Consider the viewing distances.

(4) Conform to the vextical ●nd horizontal viewing angles.
Place seata at a diotance fran ● ecree.n not less than twice nor more than eix
times the width of the ecreen image to be vieved. The angle of elevation frm
the eye to the top edge of the ecreen or chalkboard ehnuld not exceed 30
degrees. Where rocm or seating depth fa known, the ecreen width can be
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determined by W-D/6 (preferred) or W-D/10 (minimum), where W-screen width and
D-depth of room or seating. Select particular projection equipment based on
●spect ratios canpatible with height and width ratios for the screen. Refer
to Timesaver St.sndarde for Building fi~es, for graphic data on projection
angles and ecreen widthe. Consult ~rchitectural Graphic Standards, for
viewing zone limits and projection medium aspect ratioe.

e) Chalkboard and Marker Boards. Porcelain aurfsce marker boards
are generally preferred since they are cleaner and can double an projection
screens. Scrutinize their use in high eecurity areas due to the potential
retention of images after erasure; hovever, do not wee chalkboards’ in computer
roams. Airborne chalk dust can damage computer hardware.

3.3.3.3 Electronic Information Delive rv Svatems (EIDS\. Accommodate
computerized EIDS and carrels where required. Carrels must be wider than
normal to accommodate the EIDS.

3.4 Environmental Requirements. Design facilities to meet environmental
requirements at Federal, State, and local levels. Ctnnplywith applicable
pollution abatement criteria. For applicable discharge criteria, consult
WAVPACENGCOMHeadquarters and the cognizant EPD. Refer to klIL-RDBK-1005/B.
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‘ISble 3,.@
Trainer Facilities Data - E/A:-L& Lan.3”&psGear ●nd Arresting Hook

Roan dimensions shovp ,sna mirihmuhs unless noted.

●☛ MUTICIN : Thio document is for pralibinary planning only .**
●*Verify with NAN’2RAGRU Gode N5 prior tO uO*. ●*

REF2RJjNCE DOCUNSNTS

Technical Manual F18-NAMT-03 Volume. 1, Main Landing Gear Trainer, 74D090003-
1001 and 74DO9OOO3-1OO3, and 74DO9OQO3-1OO5, MiDonmell Aifcraf t.

ARCHITECTURAL

kfxN. f32MENSIOtiS OCCUPANT
(LUR or note~) COUNT

Device/Trainee Area. 30’ x 27’ 10
Device Operating Envelope Ilsnx 91nx 95n (nona permanent)

General Notes: Above requirements are Trainer Device specific. See other
data for administrative & support spacee.

.,.

Smucmw

Device installation traneport mechotl: ceotere
Device shipping weight - 3460 pounds, opernting weight - 3100 pounde. (note 1)
Floor loading in operating configuration with. jack pade - 15.“2pni

Mote 1: Trainers #960183 ●nd up
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Table 3.2 (Continued)
Trainer Facilities Data - F/A-18 Landing Gear and Arresting Hook

HSCBARICAL

SPACE NAME TEKPERATURR fN.MIDITT
DEGREES (f)

Device /Trainae Area 78 30

Hydraulic pressure/f low rate: ‘3000 pEi/8 gpm. Air Supply: Nitrogen, 1500 psi

General Note: Refer to .vpecific device equipment liet for loade.

ELECTRICAL

VOLTS Hz WIRE AMPERSS PER PRASE REMARRS
COUNT A B ‘c

Device/Trainer 120/208 60 5 0.20 0.O5 0.05 standby
6.00 0.50 0.05 start
1.20 0.50 0.05 operate

SAYSTT

Device/Trainee area: eyewash/shower and eafety atrip~

EQUIPMENi

Evdraulic uover unit:
supplied by: construction contractor
installed by: canstnction contractor
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CAUTION: This drawing is for preliminary plonninq only.

I
TITLE F/A- 18 MAIN LANDING GEAR 13ATE FACILITY PIATE NO. SHEEi

TRAINER– ISOMETRIC FA18
tvUiY” 1992 171 20 B1
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Table 3.3
Trainer Facilities Data - F/A-18 Secondary Plight Control Trainer

Room dimensions shown ● re minimums unless noted.

●* lM~IOll: This documeot io for preliminary planning only.**
●*VarifY ~lth ~GRU cod. R5 prior to use. ●*

SSF2SKNCE DOCDNENTS

Technical Manual F18-MAMT-05 Volume 1, Secondary Flight Controls Trainer,

74DO9OOO5-1OO1 and 74DO9OOO5-10.O3, 74DO9OOO5-1OO5, McDonnell Air.craft.

ARCEITSCTU8AL

MIN DIMENSIONS OCCUPANT
(LWB or noted) COUNT

Device/Trainee Area. 30’x 26.5P 10
Device Operating Envelope 204nx 172nx 78n (none permanent )

General Notee: Above requirements are Trainer Device specific. See other
data for administrative L eupport spaces.

STKUCTUI?AL

Device installation transport method: casters
Device shipping wei8ht - 2866 pounds, operating weight -,2701 pounds.
Floor loading in operatin8 conf Iguration with jack pads - 13.4 psi

HECJIANICAL

SPACE NANS TSNPESATUKS NUMIDITY
DEGKSSS (f)

Device /Trainee Ares 78 30

General Rote: Refer to specific device equipment liet for loads
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.

Table 3.3 (Continued)
Trainer Facilities Data - F/A-~8 Secondary Flight Control Trainer

Device/Trainer 120/208 60”” ‘5 3 7 KVA

Device/Trainee area: eyevash/shover and safety striping

EQUIPKSNT

Hydraulic uower unit:
supplied by: construction contractor
installed by: construction contractor
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OUTEK WING
A~EMtiY

CAUTION This drawing is for preliminary planning only.

~

TITLE f./A-l8 SECONDARY FLIGHT DATE FACILITY PLATf NO. SHEET

CONTROLS TRAINER- ISEIMETR’ c FA18
HAY 1992 171 20 B2
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Table 3.4
Trainer Facilities Data - F/A- 18 Environmental Control System Trainer

Room dimensions ohovn arm minimums unleaa noted.

** ~uTIoN : This document is for preliminary planning ouly. ●*
●*verifY with HANTKAGKU Coda US prior to US*. ● *

8EFS8J3NCE DOCDlfBNTS

Technical Manual FIB-HAMT-01 Vo_lume 1, Envirorudental Control System Trainer,
74D090001- 1001 and 74DO9OOO1-1OO3, McDonneil Aircrcft.

AKCHITKGTDKAL

MIN DIMENSIONS
(LUE or noted)

Device Operating Envelope
panel 1 225.5nx 127RX 101.6”
panel 2 114.5nx 48.3*x 63.4”
panel 3 54nx 35*x 63-

General Notee: Above requirements are Trainer Device apecif ic. See oth,er
data for administrative L oupport cpace~.

8TRUCTUML

Device installation transport method: caatera
Device panel 1
Floor load for
Device panel 2
Floor load for
Device panel 3
Flwr load for

Oper*ting w*ight - 579I3 pO~d~, ●hipPing w~ight - 6255 pOund*.
panel 1 in operating configuration with jack pads - 14.0 pai
operating weight - 1295 pounds, shipping weight - 1635 pounds.
panel 2 in operating conf~gur.stion with jack pado - 6.5 pai
operating weight - 565 pounde, shipping weight - 565 pounds.
panel 3 in operating configuration with castera - 400 psi
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Table 3.4 (Continued)
Trainer Facilities Data - F/A-lB Environmental Control System Trainer

NECNANICAL

Air Supply: Nitrogen (Air), 50 psi
PneurOatic: For panel 1 lift eystem SO psi-10ecfm

For panel 1 cockpit pressurization 30 psi-10scfm

General Note: Refer to epecif ic device equipment list for loads.

I

ELEC3TUCAL

Panel 3 General Power:
VOLTS Hz WIRE PSASE RSMARKS

COUNT

To control box from facility 120/20s 60’ 5 3
120/208 400 4 3 9KVA

SAYETY

Device/Trainee erea: eyevaeh/ehower and eafaty striping
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CAUT ION: This drawing is for preliminary planning only,

TITLE F./A-l8 ENVIRONMENTAL DATE FACILITY PLATE NO. SHLET

CONTROL SYSTEM TRAINER FA18

ISCMTRIC Mf+’f 1992 171 20 B3
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Table 3.5
Trainer Facilities Data - F/A-18 Primary Fli8ht Controle Trainer

Roam dimensions shown are minlmmm unleaa noted,

●☛ cAoTIo~: This document ie for preliminary planning only.**
-Verify with NANTRAGRU Code li5prior to uee. ●*

RiY71KSNCE DOCUNKNTS

Technical Manual F18-NAMT-04 Volume 1, Primary Pli8ht Controls Trainer,
74DO9OOO4-1OO1 and 740090006-1003, and 74DO9OO4-1OO5, McOonnell Aircraft.

ARCHITECTURAL

tlINDIMENSIONS
(LUB or noted)

Device Operating Envelopes
panel 1 130?x 98nZ 78n
panel 2 161”% 184”% 61”
panel 3 S8-% 36nx 61n

General Notes: Above requirements are Trainer Device specific. See other
data for administrative K support spaces.

STKUCTUKAL

Device installation traneport method: caatere
Device panel 1 operating weight - 1580 pounds, ahippin8 weight - 1580 pounds

Device panel 2 operating wt - 3575 lbs, shipping vt - 1690 pounds (each
section)
Device panel 3 operatin8 veight - 800 pounds, shipping weight - 800 poundo
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Table 3.5 (Continued)
Trainer Facilities Data - F/A-18 Primsry Elight Controle Trainer

NZCEANICAL

Hydraulic: For panel 3 300D psi/20 gpm.
Air Supply: Nitrogen(Air) 1500 psi
General Note: Refer to specific device equipmant list for loads.

ELSCTPJCAL “

General Power
VOLTS az UIRS PNASE REMARRS

To control box from facility P20/208 60 5 3 5KVA
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CAUTIDN: This drawing is fOf Preliminary Planning Only.

TITLE [/A-18 PRIMARY FLIGHT DATE FACILITY PLATE ND. SHEET

CONTROLS TRI$INER FA18

ISOMETRIC HAY 1992 171 20 B4
.
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Trainer Facil
Table 3.6

ties Data - F/A-18’ Fuel System SANT) Trainer

Room dimensions ehovn are minimum unless noted.

●☛ CAUTION: This documant is for pralf.mim”ry pluming only.**
●*V=rifY with wRAGRO. C6d. H5 prior to u*e. ●*

P.J3YEKSNCE.00CUKENTS

Technical Manual NAVTBADEV F..5148-1, dated L8 August 1988, F/A-18 FUEL SYSTSII
SIIIUIATED AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCETRAINER. D12VZC.EllE105. ECC International Corp.

ARCEI17$C-

klIN DIMENS1ONS

(LUN or noted)

Device Component sizes
panel display 11 108~x 30WX 76n
panel display #2 108%c 30mx 76”

Instructor station 60nx 24-X 40W
ccnmputer console 29nx 29-X 67”
UPS ,18RX 7s . . .

General Notee: Above requirement? ●re Trainer Device specific. See other
data for administrative L eupport apacea.

NKaANz&L“

SPACE NAME TEI’N?ERMURE NUMIDITY
DEGREES (f) (par cent)

Device/Trainee Area 39-1oo 80 (opermting) 90 (non operating)

General Note: Specific device equipment ~oade not available.
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Table 3.6 (Continued )

Trainer Facilities Data - F/A- 18 Fuel System (SAMT) Trainet

ELZCTKZCAL

General Power:
VOLTS Hz PEASE

From facility 115 60 I

I

105
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1.
2.
3.
Ii.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

\
17

Digital display indicators (DDI) 10.
Simulation panel 1 (SP1) 11.”
Videodisc player 12.
Uninterruptible power source (UPS) 13.
Video monitor 1.3.
Simulation panel 2 (SP2) 15.
Instructor station 16.

Instructor cRT terminal 17.
PrintFr 18.

EC 3 computer
Control computer console
Videodisc player disc
Simulation program diskette
Procedural program diskette
Emergency Stop Swi t.ch
Red test lead
Black test lead
Head set

CAUTION: This drawing is for preiirmary planning on(y.

TITLE F/A-18 FUEL SYSTEM SIM DATE FACILITY PLATE NO. SHEET
AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE FA18
TRAINER- ISOMETRIC MAY 1992 171 20 B5
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CAUTION: This drawing is for preliminary planning only.

TITLE FZA-18 FUEL SYSTEM SIM “ DATE ,FACILITY PLATE ND. SHEET

AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE FA18

TRAINER- FLOOR PLAN HAY 1992 171 20 B6
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Table 3.7
Trainer Facilitie6 Data - FIA-18 Atiionica System (SAMT) Trainer

,+

Room dimensions sti6m*ze, ~inimws unless noted.

● ☛ ~~lo~: 3%ia ddcument ‘$s for,prddminsry planning only.**
**v.rifY with WMIWI (.lodaR5 prior to use. ●*

S3W’EREHCE KxlCUMEfiTS

Technical Manual NAVTRADEV P-51G0-1, Revision A: dated 5 December 19B6, F/A-18
AVIONICS SYSTSN SIMULATED AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE TRAINER, DEVICE 11H103,

Educational Ccmputer Corporation.

ARCHITEC~
,

MIN DIMENSIONS
(LUR or noted)

Trainee Area. 20PX 18*x 10’

Ceneral Notes: Additional space required for clesaroom. See other data for
administrative ●nd support spaces.

STRUCTURAL

Syetem overall weight: 1200 pounds

KBCNANICAL

SPACE lWfE TEMPERATURE EUMIDITY
DEGREES (f) (per cent)

Device/Trainee Area 60-90 50-90 (operating-non condensing)

General Note: Specific devica equipment losda not ●vsilable.
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Table 3.7 (Continued)
Trainer Facilities Data - F/A-18 Avionics System (SANT) Trainer

ELECTRICAL

General Power:
VOLTS WINS AKFEKl?S S2nAKKs

COUNT.
Fran facility 220 s 20 Note 1

Note 1: A 2510 or 2516 Hubbell receptacle is required ●t the above ratings.
See Technical Manual for component electrical characteristics.
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, /9

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Simulation uanel 1 (SP1) 9.
Videodisc piayer
Video monitor/touchscreen 10.

Simulation panel 2 (SP2) 11.

Instructor station 12.
Instructor CRT tecminal 13.

Printer
VAX compute r 14.

,

Student interactive display
device (SIDD)

Cockpit
Radio commoicatioos controlle
Graphics controller
Haster ●c power distribution

uoit
Keypad

I
CAUTION: This drew-ing is for preliminary plonning onJy.

TITLE F/A- 18 AVIONICS SYSTEM- OATE FACILllY PIATE NO. SHEET

ISOMETRIC FA18
MAY 1992 171 20 07
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1. Simulation panel 1 (SP1) 6. Graphics controller

2. Student interactive display 7. Instructor station

device (SIDD) 8. Printer

3. Simulation panel 2 (SP2) 9. CRT te-in;l

4. Cockpit 10. Radio communications

5. VAX computer controller

CAUTION This drawing is for preliminary planning only.

TIT LE F/A-18 AVIONICS SYSTEM- DATE FACILITY PLATE NO. SHEET

FLOOR PLAN FA18
MAY 1992 171 20 B8
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Table 3.8
Trainer Facilities Data - F/A-18 Fli8he bontrol Electronics System (SAHT)

Trainer

Room dimensions shown are minimums unless noted.

●☛ cA~Io~: This documant is fdr pralimirury planning only.**
**Verify with ~RAGRU Code ‘H5prior to use. ●*

KxFERK31CE DOCUMS37TS

Technical Manual NAVTRADEV P-5136-1, 25 July i988, F/A-18 PLIGHT CONT80L
EleCtrOniCS SYSTSM SI.MULATSD AIRC=MISTENANCE TRAINER, DEVICE 11H102, ECC

International Corp.

ARCHITECTURAL

MIN DIMENSIONS
(LUS or noted)

Trainee Area. 20’x 181X 10’

General Notes: Additional space required for claesroom. See other data for
administrative and support spacea.

STRUCTURAL

System OVerall wei8ht: 1200 pounds

MECNAHICAL

SPACE NAME TEMPEMTURE SUHIDITT
DEG3U3ES (f) (per cant)

Device/Trainee Area 60-90 50-go ~operating-non condensing)

General Note: Specific device equipment lo-da not ●vailmble.
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Table 3.8 (Continued)
F/A-18 Flight Control

Trainer

Electronics System (SAMT)

ELSCTSICAL

General Power:
VOLTS WINE AliPE8XS SENANXs

COUNT
From facility 220 3 20 Rnte 1

Note 1: A 2510 or 2516 Hubbell 2511-P receptacle is required at the above

?atinsa . See Technical Manual for component electrical

characteristics.
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13
\

/
9

1. Simulation panel 2 (SP2)
2. Video monitor

3. Videodisc player
6. Student interactive display

device (SIDD)
5. Videodisc player disc

6. Test Leads
7. VAX computer

8[

8. Master AC Power Distribution
Unit

9. Graphics Rack
10. Instructor CRT terminal
11. Instructor stati OO
12. Printer
13. Simulation panel 1 (SP1)”

CAUTION: This drawing is for preliminary planning only.

TITLEELT CNTRL ELECTRONICS SY s’ “ 13ATE
SIMULATED AIRCRAFT MAINT

FACILITY PLATE NO. SHEET
FA18

TRAINER- ISOMETRIC MAY,1992 171 20 B9
. . . . -.
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345$

Simulation pan’el 1 (SP1)
2. Simulation panel 2 (SP2)
3. VAX computer

.4. Graphics rack
Cathode ray tube (CRT)

I

.,.

CAUTION: This drawing is for p“eh’mary planning ontY.

TITLEFLT CNTRL ELECTRONICS SYS DATE FACILITY PLATE NO. SHEET
SIMULATED AIRCRAFT PI(VNT FA18
TRAINER- FLOOR PLAN MAY 1992 171 20 Blo
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Treble 3.9

Trainer Facilities Data - F/A-18 Aimament System (SANT) Trainer

Room dimension shmm are minimum unless noted.

● ☛ cA~Io~: lhis document is for preliminary planning only.**
●*V=rifY with MRAGRU Cod. H5 prior to US-. ●*

RXYSIU?XCE DOCUNEIiTS

Technical Manual NAVTRADEV P-5144-1, change 5: 6 November 1987, F/A-18
ARMANENT SYSTSM SLNULATED AIRCRAPT MAINTENANCE TRAINER, DEVICE 11H104, ECC
lnternatiOnal Corp.

ARCllITBCTUYWL

MIN DIMENSIONS
(LHN or noted)

Trainee Area. 20’% 18$X 10’

General Notes: Additional space required for classroom. See other data for
adminietrat.iv6 and nuppozt qpaces.

STRUCTOIML

System overall wei8hc: 1200 pounds

NECNANICAL

SPACE NAME TENPERA= BINIIDITT
DEGREES (f) (per cent)

Device /Trminee Area 39-1oo .8o(operating-non condensing)

General Note: Specific device ●quipment loads riot available.
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Table 3.9 (Continued)
Trainer Facilities Data - F/A-18 Armament System (SAMT) Trainer

ELKC2TUCAL

General Power:
VOLTS WIKS ANPESBS RSHASKs

COUNT
Fran facility 11s 3 20 Note 1

Note 1: A standard three-prong receptacle is required at the above ratings
to mate with a Hubbell /S215-C. See Technical Manual for cmnponent
electrical characteristics.
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1.
2.
3.
6.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

Digital display indicators (DDI)
Simulation panel 1 (SP1) ,
Videodisc player
Enclosure
Uninterruptible power source (UPS)
Video ❑onitor
Control computer console (CCC)
EC 3 computer
Simulation panel 2 (SP2)
Test sets

J3

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
:1

YJ

Instructor station
Instructor CRT terminal
Printer
Videodisc player disk
Simulation program diskett(
Procedural program diskettt
Red test lead
Black test lead
Audio beadset

E;:%:i:?z; :’

LZ.SC. dt. keiiz .~r,.c

CALIT ION: This drnwina iS for preliminary planning only.

TITLE ARMAMENT SYSTEM DATE FACILITY PLATE NO. SHEET
SIMULATED AIRCRAFT MAINT FA18

TRAINER- ISOMETRIC MAY 1992 ,171 20 Bll
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1PANEL121ePLAY*2k

l_,,, J,
CAUT ION: This drawing is for prelininar y planning only..

TITLE ARMAMENT SySTEM DATE FACILITY PLATE NO. SHEET

SIMULATED AIRCRAFT MAINT
FA18

TRAINER- FLOOR PLAN MAY 1992 171 20 ,B12
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Table 3.10
Trainer Facilities Data - F/A-18. Eydzaulic System

Rocm dimension ahovn are minimums unleea noted.

●* CAUTIOli: This docunmnt io fox preliminary planning only.**
●*VarifY with ~MCRU Coda li5 prior-to use. ●*

REPERrlNaf DOCUHKNTS

Technical Ilanual F18-NAMT-06 Volume 1, Hydraulic Syotem Trainer, 74DO090006-
1001 and 74DO9OOO6-1OO3, UcDonnell Atrcraf t.

. ARCHITECTURAL

MIN DIMENSIONS OCCUPANT SPECIAL

NOISE (LNE or noeed) COUNT DOOR LEVEL
,..

Device lTrainee Area. 299X 30’x 10’ 10. 21’x30’ 65db

Device Operating Envelope 118”x 124WX 104” 0 none 65db

General Notes: Above requirements are Trainer Device specif k. See other
data for administrative & support spacee.

Device installation transport method: casters
Device shipping weight - 1713 pounds, operating weight - 1550 pounds.
Floor loading in operatiog configuration with jack pads - 7.7 PSI

HKCNANICAL

SPACE NAME TKMPERATUKE NUMIDIT3
DEGREES (f)

Device/Trainee Area 78 30

Hydraulic preaaure/flow rate: 3000 psi/I gpm. Use MIL-E-83282.
Air Supply: Nitrogen
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Table 3.10 (Continued)
Trainer Facilities Data - F/A-18 Hydraulic System

XLSCTRICAL

VOLTS BZ UIRS AMPERES PER PEASE RFMARXS
CODNT A B c

Device/Trainer 120/208 60 5’ 0.10 0.05 0.05 standby
1.2o 0.05 0.30 start

0.80 0.05 0.20 operate

SAFETY

Device/Trainee area: eyevaehlehmer and safety etripins

EQUIPMEET

Hydraulic uover unit:
supplied by: construction contractor
installed by: construction contractor
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1. HYDRAULIC SYSTEM SALIT (36X78X282)
2. HYDRAULIC SYSTEM TRAINER (108X156X156)
3. BENCH (30X72)
4. DESK (36X60)
5. CONTROL CONSOLE (36X60)
6. LOCKER (1 8X30)
NOTE: ALL. DIMENSIONS ABOVE AR-E IN INCHES

ROOM SIZE = 29 FEET X 30 FEET AREA = 870 SOUARE FEET

5’ 0 5’ 10’ 15’ 20’ 25’
)’8 “ = 1.’-0” u u 1 , ,

,

CAUTION This drawing is for prehm;nory planning on[y.
t

TITLEF./A-l8 HYDRAULIC SYSTEM DATE fACILITY PLATE NO. SHEET
TRAINER fA18

ROOM fLOOR PLAN MAY. 1992 171 20 B13 ‘
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14SIRESERVOIR
(OoonMm

STUBVERTICAL
STA81LUE8

\#%

ISOtiTION VALVE
ACCESS
iOOOfl116R)

CAu

RESERVOIRFILL 1“
LEVELlNOISAIOtl
{0008 S6Rl

AIRCSAFSIIS2
EXTEWAL 14YOFIAULIC
POWERCONNECTIONS
(OOORMIE)

q( ~~

IIYOSAUUC
HOSES
lFACILllYl

.

CAUTION: This drawing is for pre(ininary planning only.

TITLE F./A-l8 HYDRAULIC SYSTEM DATE
- TRAINER

FACILITY PLATE NO. SHEf T
FA18

ISOMETRIC MAY 1992 171 20 El 4
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AP2END1X A

SECTIONliYOR_$ULICTRENCH,

METAL SLEEVES CMX IN
CONCRETE DIVIDER BELOW . PROVIDE KERFED
FIRE RATED WALL BEYOND. EDGES ON PLATE

FILL SLEEVES WITf+ F4RE- FOR DRAINAGE OF
PROOFING MATERIAL. FLOOR INTO TRENCH

1/4” STEEL CHECKERED PLATE
OR 3/8” ALUMINUM ALLOY W/

\\\

SLOPE FLOOR

GALVANIC PROTECTION.
TO DRAIN
INTO TRENCH

‘OpNGs CUT ‘y OTHERs) 1

I ~4.B , I CONCRETE
SUB RECESS

1. DIMENSIONS ARE RECOMMENDATIONS ONLY.

2. SLOPE TRENCH BOTIOM AND .FLOOR PER TFR.

3. SEAL SIDES AND EOITOM OF TRENCH PER TFR

NO SCALE,
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NOTE : TEE FOLLOWING REFiUU?NCED DOCUMENTS FORM A PARTOP ~IS NANDBOOK TfJTEE
EXTENT SPECIFIED HKREIN . USERS OF ‘2S1SNANDBOOK SHOULD REFER TU TEE LATEST
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NIL-sDBK-loo6/6

MIL-SDBK- 1004/7

NIL-EDBK-1OO5 /8

MIL-SDBK-1OO5 /9

MIL-BDBK-1OOS

MIL-RDBK-lo12/ 1

llIL-BDBK-lo13/l

Grounding, BondinS, and ShieldIns for Electronic
Equipments and Facilities, (Volume 1 - Basic Theory;
Volume 2 - Applications)

Baeic Architectural Requirements cnd Design

Loads

Electrical Engineering Preliminary Design
Coneiderat lone

Electrical Utilization Syetems v/ Change

400-Ez Medium-Voltege Conversion/Distribution and

Luw-Voltage Utilization Systeme

Lightning Protection

Wire Communication and Signcl Syetcms

Dnmesr.ic Waatcuater Control

Industrial ●nd Oily Waetewater Control

Pire Protection for Facilities Engineering, Design,

and Construction

Electronic Facilities

Design Guidelines for
Land-Based Facilities
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Engineering
. .

Physical Security of Fixed
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NIL-EDBK-1190

MIL-EDBK-1195

GUIDE SPECIFICATIONS

NFCS-1046OG

NFGS-L-14622

NFGS-14637E

FEDEKAL STANDAKDS

FED STD 795

MIL-33DBK-1027I4

Adminiatratiwe Facilities

DOD Facility Planning and Dee ign Guide

Kadio Fzequency Shielded En&losurea

sign*

Monorails With Elactric Pcwered Hointe

Cranea,, Overhead Electric, Underrunning (Under 50,000
pounds )

Uniform Federal Accessibility Standards (UFAS)

NAVT NANUALS . DEPAKTWENTAL INSTRUCTIONS. P-FWBLICATIONS . AND MAINTENANCE
OPEKATING NANUALS :

Available from Ccnmnanding Officer,, Naval Publications and FOrUE Directorate,
ASO Code 10, 5801 Tabor Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19120-5099. To order these

documents: Government agencie.e muet use ehe Military Standard Requisitioning
and Issue Procedure (NILSTRIP); the private sector must write tO NppD.
ATTENTION: Cash Salea, Code 1051, 5S01 Tsbor Awenue, Philadelphia, PA 19120-
5099.

P-PUBLICATIONS

P-so Facility Planning Criteria for Navy
and Marine Shore Installation

P-355 Seismic Design for Buildings

P-905 Planting and Establiebment of Trees, Shrube, Ground
Covers, and V~nea

P-960 Installation Deeign

P-970 Planning in the Noise Environment

I
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DEPAKTM2NTAL INSTRUCTIONS

NAVFAC 1101O.44E

NAVFAC 11013.39A

OPNAV 5530.14B

OPNAV 11oIO.36A

DESIGN MANUALS

DM-1.03

DM-3.01

DM-3.03

DM-3.5

Dtf-3.09

DM-3.10

DM-14.01

DM-38.01

MIL-EDBK-102714

Shore Fscilitiea Planning Manual

Operation and Maintenance Support Information
(OMSI) for Facilities Projects

Department of the Navy Phyoical Security and
Loee Prevention

Air Installation Cmnpatible Use Zones (AICUZ)
Program

Architectural Acoustics

Plumbing Systems

Heat ing, Ventilating, Air Conditioning, and
Dehumidifying Systems

Cnmpreeeed Air and Vacuum Syeteme

Elevatore, Escalators, Dumbwaiters, Access Lifts, and
Pneumatic Tube Systeme.

Noise and Vibration Control
(Aro’lT)

Interior Deeign

Weight Handling Equipment

Mechanical Equipment
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OTSER GOVSRNFD2NT DOCUMENTS AND PUBLICATIONS:

~ P IneCallations, (PIPS PUB 94),
September 21, 1983, Springfield, VA 22161

Safetv Standard for Architectural. Glgz+ng Materials, (16 CFR Part 1201),
July 6, 1977, U.S. Consumer Produce” Safkty Ccnrmission, Washington, DC 20207

DOT D6.1

NAVY

OSRA

29CFR Chapter

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

CFR I91O.23C

CFR 1910.141

12

(Cooies can be obtained

Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices for Streets
and Eighwaye “

Navy Telephone Manual

Occupational Safety and Health Act

Uniform Relocation Asai~tance knd Real Property
Acquisition for Federal and Federally Assieted
Program

Occupational Safety and Health Act Standards Manual

Sanitation

from the Superintendent of Documente. U.S. Government
pri~ting Office, Washington, DC 20~02. )

NON-GOVSRNNENTPUBLICATIONS

Unleae otherwise specified, the iseues of ,the documents which are DOD adopted
are tboee lieted in the Department of Defense’ Index of Specif Ications and
Standards (DODISS) .

Architectural Grauhic Standards, John Wiley & Sons

(Unleee otherviae indicated, copies ara ●vailable frcxaTbe A2A Bookstore, 1735
New York Avenue, Washington, DC 20006, ph. 202 626 7475)

Timesaver Standards for Buildin~ ‘1% es, 2nd Edition, F3cGraw-Eill Book Company

128

(Unless othemise indicated, copiee ●rm ●viilmblo fran The AIA Bookstore, 1735
NW York Avenue, Washington, DC 20006, ph. 202 626 7475)
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AffERICAN SOCIETY OF BEATING, REFRIGERATION, AND AIR CONDITIONING ENGINEERS,
INC. (ASNRAE)

ASNKAZ BVAC Systems and Applications Handbook

ASNRAE std 62 Ventilation for Acceptable Indoor Air Quality

(Unless otherwise indicated, copies are available fran American Society of
Heating, Refrigerating -d Air-Conditioning .Engineere, Inc.’, 1791 Tullie
Circle, NE, Atlanta, GA 30329)

AMSRICAN NATIONAL STANDARDS INSTITUTE, INc. (~sI )

ANSI C2 National Electric Safety Code

ANSI z35g.1 American Nat Ional Standard for Emergency Eyevash end
Shower Equipment

ASMRIANS1 A17.1 Safety Code for Elevators and Escalators

(Unless otherwise indicated, copies are available from ANSI, 1430 Broadway,
Nev York, Nev York 10008. )

NATIONAL FIRS PROTECTION ASSOCIATION (NFPA)

NFPA 13 Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems

NFPA 70 National Blectricel Code - 1990

NFPA 78 ,Lightning Protection Code

NFPA 101 Safety to Life fr= Fire in Buildings and Structures

NFPA 232 Protection of Records

(Onless otherwise indicated, copies sre available frcm National Fire
Protection Association, Batterparch Park, Quincy, tiA02269)

INTER3JATIONAL CONFERENCE OF BUILDING OFFICIALS (ICBO)

Uniform Building Code (UBC)

(Unlees otherwise indicated, copiee are available from International
Conference of Building Officials, 5269 South Worlunan Mill Road, wittier, CA
89691. )
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GLOSSARY

~. Acoustical Ceiling Tile

~. Aircrew System Trainer

~. Aircraft Tactice Trainer .

~. Base Exterior Architecture Plan

~. Computer Image Cenerat ion

~. Concrete

~. Carpet

~. Ceramic Tile

~. Conventional Takeoff and Landing (simulatOr).

CTTSS Contractor Total Training Systems Suppo’rt. This can include operator—.
and maintenance training by private contractor.

Device Area. The facility apace dedicated
referred to ae “high bay” ares where d-=ea
such as thoee in trsining POO1O are ueed.

Excureion Limit. The envelope of mnvement

~. Exposed.

=. Exposed and Painted.

~. Hardener for Concrete.

Hi~h Bq. Areaa, which ●re uauslly device
height .

to the training device. ~pically
or high excureion training devices

for trainer devices.

●reas, requiring additional ceiling

“In Level Maintenance. Iritermediate Iewel maintenance in that level of
maintenance which 10 the responsibility of, ●nd is performed by, designated
maintenance activities for direct eupport of ueing organization-. Its phaaes
normally consist of calibration, repair or replacement nf damaged or’
unserviceable parts, components, or ●eomnblies; the emergency manufacture of

non-available parte; ●nd the provieion of technical ●eeiatance to ueing
organization.

~. Instrument Flight Trainer

L
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w~ . Aircraft Mission Trainer

/fotion Envelone.

~. Mission Flight Trainer

~. Trainero which incorporate cctwl ●ircraft stock ●aoembliea with
mechanical and/or electrical actuation to eim.ulate functions.

‘O” Level Maintenance. Organizational level meintenauca is that level Of
mcintenaace which is the responsibility of, and is perfotmed, by a using
organization on ite aenigned equipment. Its phasee, normally consist of
i.nepecting, servicing, lubricating, adjueting end replacing parts, minor
assemblies end eubaasembliee.

-. operational FlightlNavigatiOnal Trainer

-T. Operational Flight /Weapona System Trainer

~. Operational Flight Trainer

~. Painted Gypsum Wall Board

_. Position TrainerPT

~. Painted

~. Part Task Trainer

~. Quarry tile

~. Trainers which are used primarily in teaching troubleshooting and
operational theory and typically utilize Interactive multipurpose displays
(Iwo. )

~. Sealer

m. Terrazzo

~. Tactical Environment System Trainer

TKAINEE . Ueuelly tbe pilot.

Tactics Trainer

Tactical Team Trainer

Vinyl Composition Tile

I
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~. Vertical takeoff ●nd landing (simulator) .

~. Vinyl wall covering

v~ . Weapone Syaten Trainer

w-. Weapone Syctem Trainer/Visual System

m. Weapona Tactica Trainer

CUSTODIAN
NAVT - TD2

PRSPARINC ACTIVITY
NAVY - TD2

PROJECT NO.
FAcR-1115
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